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I NTRODUCT I ON . 
When the original Glossary of Queensland Stratigraphy was published 
in 1928, certain prefatory remarks appeared in the Introduction that it may 
be well to repeat here : 
" The following glossary has been compiled in the hope that it may be 
of help to students of the geology of Queensland both within and without the . 
State. That the nomenclature of Queensland Stratigraphy is in a chaotic 
condition is so well known to geologists as to be almost notorious. Such a 
condition, while it m akes the investigation of stratigraphical problems difficult 
for those of us who live within the State, makes it almost impossible for those 
workers who are not familiar with the current use and interpretation of terms 
and who are thus forced to rely upon stratigraphical tables and geological maps 
that are hopelessly out of date. The author has endeavoured in a concise manner 
to define the original meaning, subsequent changes and present status of the 
many serial names which have been introduced into the geology of Queensland 
from time to time, and to trace their ever-changing mutual relationships. 
" It is inevitable that our knowledge of the stratigraphical geology of 
an area as extensive as Queensland, based as it is on the patient work of a few 
investigators, will be built up not only slowly, but irregularly, in disjointed 
fashion. Many of the e arlier names introduced tentatively and useful at the 
.time may have to he j ettisoned, others may have to be modified for use in a 
restricted sense, while still others may grow in importance as the scope of their 
application widens. Such changes are merely the consequences of added know­
ledge. They cannot be avoided. But there have been in the nomenclature of 
Queensland stratigraphy many other changes of an altogether different type. 
These are, in the first place, changes due to hasty correlations and immature 
generalisations extending as they do the geographical scope of serial names to 
embrace stratigraphical units which later investigations show to be quite 
distinct and of different geological ages. Then follow the m,ore difficult changes 
involved in attempting to correct the mistakes that have been made. The 
position is rendered more complicated since t he use of serial terms in a compre­
hensive manner may rest in p art upon observed facts and in part upon personal 
opinion-and opinions differ. Thus at one and the same time .two geologists 
may use the same serial name in somewhat different senses. It also follows that 
where they differ they will use different names for the same thing. As a result 
of these and many other minor reasons the serial nomenclature of Queensland 
geology has become involved, ambiguous and �ontradictory. Much of the 
confusion that results could be avoided and the position periodically clarified, 
if, at regular intervals, statements · were drawn up by some official body such 
as the Geological Survey of Queensland showing : ( a )  The latest official interpre­
tation of the geological record for the State ; ( b )  The modifications therein of 
the preceding official statement ; and ( c )  The reasons for those modifications. ' '  
The foregoing remarks showed how matters stood in 1928. At that time 
it was hoped that the appearance of the Glossary would be shortly followed by 
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the publication of the Geological Map of Queensland then being prepared by 
l\Ir. B. Dunstan and his officers of the Geological Survey of Queensland. Such 
.an event would have been most timely, for the map would have supplied " the 
latest official interpretation of the geological record for �he State ' '  that was so 
urgently needed. In anticipation of this happy event the numerous serial 
names used on the manuscript map were, with the kind permission of the Chief 
Geologist, included in the Glossary. Most unfortunately the map was not 
published at the time, neither has it appeared in the intervening fifteen years. 
But we find from the Annual Report of the Department of Mines for 1930 that 
' ' During the year 1930, under Mr. Dunstan 's direction and supervision and 
with the co-operation of the full staff, a revision of the 1905 Geological Map of 
the State was begun by Mr. J. H.  Reid. This was undertaken at the special 
request and with the active collabora._tion of Professor Sir T .  W. E .  David, to 
whom it was passed over for adjustment with the maps of the other State 
.surveys. " In his annual report for the following year Mr. Ball stated that 
' ' The Geological Map of Queensland, prepared several years ago as a revision 
· oQf the 1905 map, has not yet been published, but it has been incorporated to a 
very great extent in the Geological Map of Australia, p repared by Sir T. W. E. 
David and published by the Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research, during 1932. ' '  
This well-known and admirable map, together with the accompanying 
Explanatory Notes, has been of the greatest use in the preparation of the 
Revised Glossary. Nevertheless it cannot fully take the place of the State map 
.as originally planned by the Geological Survey of Queensland. Excellent 
as it is as a geological map of the continent, it may be regarded as only a 
-summary of the geology of the State, and only a semi-official summary at that. 
A more detailed geological map of Queensland, on a larger scale and with full 
'Official sanction as to its serial nomenclature, is still an urgent need. 
Since the publication of the original Glossary in 1928 a grea
-t deal has 
been written bearing more or less directly on the stratigraphy of Queensland. 
It is most satisfactory to record that in a considerable number of these later 
works the stratigraphy is of a far more disciplined and precise order than had 
previously been attempted. 
The glossary now presented has been constructed on the same general 
principles as its predecessor with, however, some minor modifications. It 
includes, to the best of our knowledge, all important stratigraphical material to 
the end of 1943. It has been our endeavour throughout to adopt a thoroughly 
impersonal, objective attitude, uninfluenced by our own personal opinions and 
prejudices. In those, relatively few, instances where a personal comment has 
·seemed helpful, we have been careful to differentiate it sharply from the body 
·of the text by confining it in square brackets. The items constituting the glossary 
are printed in black-face capitals. Each item is based on a serial name, the great 
majority of which have been used, as such, in Queensland stratigraphy. A few 
are put forward formally for the first time. Where several closely similar terms 
have been used for the one series, we have selected that which appears the most 
appr�priate,_ the others being incorporated in the text in capitals. Following each Item will be found the name of the authority who first used the term (or 
�vhose. work was _most closely associated with the series ) ,  together with the year m which the senal name first appeared in print.* 
* Som� discrepancies m3:y be . noted b�t'\yeen some of these dates of publication and those apP'aan�g for the same 1tem . m _the ongmal Glossary. This is due to the policy now adopted of usmg the year �f publication of the volume in which the reference occurs. In some cases, as, f?r exampl�, �n the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland and those :of the A�stralas1an Assoc1::twn for the. A�':ancement of Science the volumes were published ;a year 01 m ore after preprmts of the mdiVIdual papers had appeared. 
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In the short definition which next appears we have, where practicable, 
followed the original authority verbatim. In all cases we h ave endeavoured t() 
define thie term in the sense of that authority as gathered from his original 
description, but in a few instances it has been found necessary to supplement 
this from his later ( more detailed) work. 
Following the definition will be found a very condensed history of the 
varying meanings assigned to the term and the consequent changes in its 
correlation with cognate series. With regard to the latter, the conclusions only 
are stated, not .the arguments on which these conclusions are based, unless they 
are very simple and direct. ( In many cases they are, in fact, indirect, involved,. 
and tortuous. ) 
Within some items are included those. personal interpOlations, annotations 
and recommendations which appear helpful. 
At the foot of each item will be found some of the more important 
references to the relevant literature. 
The Revised Glossary will be found to differ from the original both in 
content and format. Tht> chief differences are ( 1 )  many new items have been 
introduced, ( 2 )  informa tion has been added to many of the original items,. 
( 3 )  some inadvertent omissions have been rectified, ( 4 )  certain corrections have 
been made and ( 5 )  a considerable number of items have been omitted. Of these 
last some have been rejected because they are not strictly stratigraphical and 
others because they were based on unpublished information. The two appendices. 
in the original glossary which dealt respectively with the Queensland geological 
record and the principal coal horizons have also been omitted. It is hoped that 
these and similar tables will be included in a companion work, now in the course 
of preparation, which we intend to publish under the title, ' ' An Outline of 
Queensland Stratigraphy. ' '  
Department of Geology, 
University of Queensland, 
February 8th, 1944. 
W. H. BRYAN . . 
0. A. JONES. 
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L I ST OF ABBREV I AT I ONS.  
The following abbreviations have been used i n  the references t o  literature :- · 
A.A.A.S. 
A.N.Z.A.A.S. 
A.G. & G.S. of K.A. 
B .A.A.S. 
Explanatory Notes 
Geol. of Qld. 
P.R.S.Q. 
Qld. Hbk. 
Qld. Min. In<lex 
Q.G.M.J. 
Q.G.S.P. 
Q.J.G.S. 
P.R.S.N.S.W. 
Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science. 
Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancement of 
Science. 
Aerial Geological and Geophysical Survey of Northern Australia. 
Federal Handbook for 1914 Meeting, British Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
Explanatory Notes to accompany a New Geological Map of the 
Commonwealth of Australia. Based on the maps already 
published by the Geological Surveys of the various States, etc., 
by T. W. E. David, Australasian Medical Publishing Company, 
Ltd., Sydney, 1932.  
Geology and Palaeontology of Queensland by R. L. Jack and R. 
Etheridge, Government Printer, Brisbane, 1892. 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Queensland. 
Handbook for Queensland, A.A.A .. S.,  Brisbane, 1930. 
Queensland Mineral Index by B. Dunstan, Q.G.S. P. No. 241, 1913. 
Queensland Government Mining Journal. 
Queensland Geological Survey Publication. 
Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London. 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales. 
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ABERDARE CONGLOMERATE ( Cameron, 1 922)  .-
The bed of conglomerate lying above the Aberdare seam and forming the uppermost 
horizon of the Ipswich Series in the type area. 
Whitehouse ( 1930) sug,gested that it ' ' may really be a basal conglomerate of the 
Bundamba Sandstone. '  ' 
W. E. Cameron in J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1922, map on p. 358. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P. No. 271, 1923. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S. 193·0, p. 35. 
ABERDARE SHALES ( Cameron, 1 907 l .-
A bed of shales about 100 feet thick in the uppermost part of the Ipswi�h Series 
containing two persistent seams of coal, one near the bottom known as the Bluff seam, on� 
near the top known as the Aberdare seam. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P. No. 204, 1907, p. 21. 
ACI D  TUFF STAGE ( H i l l ,  1 93 0 )  .-
Placed within the Esk Series above the Andesitic Boulder Beds and below the Esk 
Shales and correlated with the Brisbane Tuff. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, pp. 169, 186. 
ACTI NOCEROI D  ZON E · ( Kobayash i, 1 940)  .-
Lower of his two zones of the Toko Series. 
T. Kobayashi : Jap. Jour. Geol. and Geog., 17, 19410, p. 124. 
AGNOSTUS SEM I N U LA STAGE < Wh i tehouse, 1 93 9 )  .-
A stage correlated with the Paradoxides hicksi zone of the Middle Cambrian of Europe, 
inserted at the base of the Georgina Series, below the Phoidagnostus Stage. It lies strati­
graphically immediately above the Dinesus Stage of the Templeton Series. 
F. W. Whitehouse :  Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1939, pp. 264-5. 
ALCURAH COAL M EASURES < David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Beds below the Cornwall Coal Measures but high in the Walloon Series (in the broad 
sense) occurring in the Roma district, and assign-ad to the Upper Jurassic. 
See Oralio Measures. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G, and p. 126. 
ALDEBARAN SAN DSTONES ( Re id, 1 93 0 )  .-
A stage of massive sandstones and conglomerates probably of fresh water origin occur · 
ring within the Lower Bowen S·eries as developed in the Springsure district . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 96. 
ALLUVIAL AND BEAC H DEPOSITS ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Recent surface deposits containing gold, tin, sapphires, monazite, etc. The most recent 
of Dunstan 's Quaternary Series. 
B. Dunstan, Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 164. 
ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS ( Dunstan, 1 9 1  6 )  .-
Used in two senses : ( 1 )  Deposits in old river channels sometimes containing tin, gold, 
or sapphires, listed as Tertiary. ( 2 )  Old surface accumulations of gold, tin, sapphires, etc. 
The Bone Drifts of the Darling Downs containing Diprotodon, etc. One of the series assigned 
by Dunstan to the Quaternary. 
Sea Diprotodon Beds. 
B. Dunstan, Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 164. 
ALLUVIAL, OLDER < Gregory, 1 87 9 )  .-
. Deposits restricted to the valleys descending westerly from the Main Divide. ' ' This alluvmm is remarkably rich in fragments of bones of extinct animals including Diprotodon. ' '  
Sea Diprotodon Beds. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Parliamentary Papers, 1879. 
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AMAMOOR SER I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Slates, schists, quartzites, and jasperoi?s occurri�g at Black. Snake, M�rodian, Amamoor, Kandanga, and Mount Walli. Correlated w1th the Bnsbane Sch1sts and With the Gladstone­
Curtis Island Series and assigned to the � Ordovician. 
B. Dunstan : Harr31p: 's Geography, 1916, p. 1 74. 
AMMONITOCERATAN STAGE !Whitehouse, 1 927 ) .-
The uppermost of the four (Aptian) stages into which his Roma Series is divided. It 
follows the Tropaeuman Stage. 
David ( 1932) placed the AMMONITOCERAS STAGE as the uppermost of his five 
stages within the Aptian. 
F. W. Whitehouse :  Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 145 ; A.A.A.S. 18, 1928, p. 276. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
AMP HOTON STAGE ! Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
One of the four stages into which he divided the Te�pleton Series. . It is immedia�ely above the Redlichia Stage and below the Inouyella Stage and 1s correlated w1th the Paradox�des 
oelandicus zone of the Middle Cambrian of Europe. It forms also the lowest of the three 
stages of his Kootenia Group. 
Whitehouse (1941) stated that ' '  Amphoton occurs at intervals through a very large 
part of the Middle Cambrian and seems to have mainly a facies significance. ' '  The Amphoton 
Stage was therefore superseded by his more comprehensive Xystridum Zone. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, pp. 73, 74, 78 ; 11,  1939, pp. 264-5 ; 12, 1941, p. 2. 
AMYGDALOPHYLLUM LIMESTONE ( Whi tehouse, 1 928 ) .-
Synonym for Lion Cr·eek Limestone (Whitehouse, 1927 ) .  
F .  W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p .  441 ; Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p .  30. 
AMYGDALOPHYLLUM-LITHOSTROTION HORIZO N  ! Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
An oolitic limestone horizon regarded by Reid as the upper limit of the Rockhampton 
Series. 
See Lion Creek Limestone. 
J. H. Reid. : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 30. 
ANAK I E  SERIES Uensen, 1 926 ) .-
area. 
A term to include all the rocks older than the Star Series in the Clermont-Springsure 
H. I .  Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 149. 
ANCYLOCERATAN STAGE ! Whi tehouse, 1 927 ) .-
The lowest of the four (Aptian) stages into which his Roma Series is divided. It is 
succeeded by the A ustralweratan Stage. 
David (1932 ) placed the ' '  ANCYLOCERAS STAGE ' '  above l1is Coilotis Stage, both 
within the Aptian. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 145 ; A.A.A.S. 18, 1929, p. 276. 
T. W. E .  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
AN DESITIC STAGE ( Re id and Morton, 1 923 ) .-
The lowest division of the Esk Series. Referred to also as the Volcanic Stage. 
Hill (1930) used the term ANDESITIC BOULDER BEDS for this stage. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 7. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, p. 169. 
ANEIM I TES BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Synonym for Silver Valley (Newellton) Beds. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 25. 
ANOMOCARE STAGE !Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
One of the six stages of the Ge•orgina Limestones. It lies immediately above the 
(lowest) Ph�idagnostus Stage and below the Solenopleura Stage and was correlated witb 
the Paradoxtdes forschanneri zone of the Middle Cambrian of Europe. It forms also the 
middle of the three stages of his Phalacroma Group. 
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Whitehouse ( 1931 ) had divided the series into three stages w�ich_ did not include this. Whitehouse ( 1939) showed it as immediately above a (new) Papynasrns Stage and below a 
Eugonocatre [A  norina] Stage, the Solenopleura Stage having been deleted. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines Qld. for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 
1936, pp. 75, 78, 11 ,  1939, pp. 264-5. 
ANORINA STAGE !Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
One of the six stages into which he divided the Georgina Limestones of Cambrian age. 
It lies immediately above the Solenopleura Stage and below the Glyptagnostus Stage, and 
was correlated with the Agnostus pisiformis zone of the Middle Cambrian of Europe. 
Whitehouse ( 1931 ) had previously divided the series into three stages which did not 
include this. Whitehouse ( 1939) replaced the name by Eugonocare Stage. As a result of 
the deletion of the Solenopleura Stage, this was shown as immediately above the Anomocare 
Stage. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines Qld. for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 
1936, p. 78 ; 1 1, 1939, pp. 264-5. 
ANTHRACITIC SERI ES ( Dunstan, 1 90 1 ) .-
Coal measures of the Dawson-Mackenzie area constituting the Lowar Fresh-Water 
Series of his Lower Bowen. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 155, 1901, p. 23. 
APIS CREEK SER I ES ! Da intree, 1 87 0 )  .-
Shales, sandstones and sandy limestones near Marlborough placed stratigraphically 
above his Rockhampton Seri�s and below his Mt. Wyatt Ser�es. Assigned to the Middle 
Devonian. 
R. Daintree : General Report on the Northern District, p. 6, Qld. Parl. Papers, 1870. 
ARGYLLA SERIES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Hornblende and chlorite schists assigned to the Archaeozoic era and separat-ed by a 
massive conglomerate from the Leichhardt-Kalkadoon Series below. 
Honman ( 1936 ) included it in his comprehensive Kalkadoon-Argylla Series of older 
Archaeozoic age. See Cloncurry Series. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 31 .  
C. S. Honman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A. Rept., Dec., 1935, 1936, p. 49. 
ARTESIAN BEDS ! Dunstan, 1 920 ) .-
A series �f regularly-bedded rocks of Jurassic age to the north-east and south-west of 
the Cloncurry mmeral belt on which they rest. 
[These Artesian Beds embrace beside Jurassic strata representatives of several other 
series. Hence the term has lost its stratigraphical significance.]  
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 265, 1920, p .  14. 
ARTESIAN I NTAKE LIMESTO N E  ! Dunstan, 1 920) .-
Shown in geological section from Boulia to Camooweal to Burketown. Assigned to 
the Jurassic period and regarded as part of the Artesian Beds . 
. [This �imeston·e .is now rega�ded as being in part Cambrian (see Templeton Series, Georgma Senes) and m part Tertiary (see Limestones (Tertiary. )  ) ] 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 265, 1920, pl. 4. 
ASAP H I D  ZON E  ( Kobayash i ,  1 940 ) .-· 
Upper of his two zones of the Toko Series. 
T. Kobayashi : Jap. Jour. Gaol. & Geog., 17, 1940, p. 124. 
ASTARTI LA HORIZON ( Reid,  1 929 ) .-
An horizon of local value within the Middle Bowen Series consisting of a sandstone 
bed, crowded with Astartil(JJ and 25 to 30 feet above the Garrick Seam . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 69. 
ATTICA SER I ES ( Whi tehouse, 1 940 ) .-
A local serial name for very friable sandstones that s·eldom outcrop, the surface being 
a mass of deep, loose, white sand, occurring as a marginal fringe to the Great Artesian Basin. 
It lies conformably below the Cunno Series and conformably above the Dooloogarah Series. 
B 
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Whitehouse ( 1942 ) stated that this is equivalent to, and consequently absorbed in, the 
' ' standard ' '  Mar burg Series. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, p. 16 ; P.R.S.Q., 53, 
1942, p. 13. 
AUSTRALICERATAN STAGE ( Wh i tehouse, 1 927 ) .-
The stage above the Ancyloc.eratan and. below �he Trop.a�uman .stage, bein� the second in ascending order of the four Aptian stages mto wh1ch he diVIded his Roma Senes. 
David (1932) plaood the AUSTRALICERAS STAGE as the third within the Aptian. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 145 ; A.A.A.S. 18, 1928, p. 276. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
B 
BAFFLE CREEK TERTIARI ES ( Ba l l ,  1 9 1 5 )  .-
A series of fresh-water sediments including oil shales with ostracods and dicotyledons 
correlated tentatively with the Oxley Beds and assigned to the Tertiary. 
David ( 1932) placed them in the Oligocene. See Lowmead Tertiaries. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S.P., No. 249, 1915, p. 8 .  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I .  
BALD H I LLS, PETRI E, REDCLIFFE B E D S  U ones, 1 927 ) .-
Comprehensive name fctr Tertiary deposits north and east of Brisbane. See Petrie 
Series. 
0. A. Jones : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p .  25. 
BALD MOUNTA I N  JASPERS ( R ichards and Bryan, I 928 ) .-
Jaspers, in part Radiolarian, in the Silverwood area placed in the Lower Devonian, 
underlying the Middle Devonian Silv·arwood Series and correlated with similar beds at Pine 
Mountain and Broadmount. 
David ( 1932) also placed these in the Lower Devonian. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 19·32, Table C. 
BARKLY SERI ES ( Dunstan, I 91 3 )  .-
The limestones (in part) of the Barkly Tableland. Listed and mapped as Tertiary. 
Whitehouse ( 1940) stated, " Since there are limestones of so many ages in this region 
and no one of these particularly was specified, Dunstan 's name should be allowed to lapse.' '  
[Not to be confused with Jensen 's Barkly Tableland Series.] 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 21 ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 164. 
F .  W.  Whitehouse :  Univ. of Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, p. 27 .  
BARKLY TABLELAN D SER I ES U ensen, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
Certain limestones of the Barkly Tableland assigned to the Cambrian. 
Clarke ( 1878 ) on the evidence of trilobites had considered that rocks of Devonian age 
existed in the area. 
This term became obsolete as a result of Whitehouse 's ( 1936 1940) inclusion of these 
limestones in his Templeton Series and Georgina Series. ' 
W. B. Clarke : Remarks on the Sedimentary Formation of New South1 Wales 4th Ed. 1878 
p. 95. ' ' ' 
H. I. Jensen : Roy. Geog. Soc. Qld., 1919, p. 111 ; Pan-Pacific Congress, 1923, p .  1262. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, pp. 65, 66 ; Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 
(n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, p. 47. 
BARRO N  R IVER SER I ES (Whitehouse, I 9 3 0 )  ,-
' ' A  gr·aat thickness of phyllites, clay slates, quartzites and chlorite schists very similar 
in rock types to the Brisbane Schist Formation " and. more metamorphosed than the (Silurian) 
Chillagoe Series. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 27. 
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BASAL CONGLOMERATES ( Cameron, 1 899 ) .­
The lower division of the Ipswich Series. 
The Ipswich Series has since been subdivided in other ways, but this horizon has 
retained its place and name. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 147, 1899, p. 3 .  
BEACH DEPOSITS.-
See Alluvial and Beach Deposits. 
BEAU DESERT TERTIARY Uones, 1 927 ) .-
Tertiary strata on the Logan River near Beaudesert, discovered in 1924. 
David ( 1932) assigned these beds to the Oligocene. Chapman (1935) stated that the 
ostracods indicate ' ' a  shallow marine or ·estuarine origin, ' '  and that in age they may range 
from ' ' Lower Miocene, or even older, to Pliocene.' ' 
0. A. Jones : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 45. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I. 
F. Chapman : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p .  70. 
BEAUDESERT ! WALLOON ) COAL M EASU RES ( Marks, 1 9 1  0)  .-
Local name for coal measures of the Walloon Series in the neighbourhood of Beau desert. 
E. 0. Marks : Q.G.S.P., No. 225, 1910, p. 38. 
BELLEVUE CONGLOMERATES ( Reid and Morton, 1 923 ) .-
Equivalent to the Esk Shales and forming their middle division of the Esk Series. 
Hill ( 1930) regarded them and th� equivalent Esk Shales as the uppermost stage of 
the series. She correlated them with the Basal Ipswich Conglomerates. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 7. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, p . . 186. 
BERSERKER-CAWARRAL BEDS ! J ensen, 1 926)  .-
One of five localities in Central Queensland listed as containing Middle Carboniferous 
marine sediments. 
See Cawarral-Rockhampton Beds. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 422. 
BERSERKER SERIES ! Wh itehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
Andesitic tuffs and interbedded limestones, assigned to the Davonian and lying 
conformably above the Etna Series also of Devonian age. 
David (1932, Table C) assigned this
· 
series to the Upper Devonian but (on p. 51)  
treated i t  as  Middle Devonian. [In the latter statement ' ' Berserker ' '  is probably an error 
for ' '  Etna, ' '  a Middle Devonian series in the same district. ]  
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, p .  29. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C, p .  51. 
BETT'S CREEK SERI ES ( Reid,  1 9 1 6 ) .-
Fresh-water conglomerates, sandstones and white shales containing Taeniopteris, 
Glossopteris, etc., lying unconformably on lower Palaeozoic rocks and with a slight 
unconformity under Desert Sandstone. He correlated it with the Galah Gorge Beds and 
assigned both to the Permo-Carboniferous. 
Whitehouse ( 1940) assigned it to the late Permian or early Triassic and regarded it 
as included in his Dooloogarah Series. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 254, 1916, pp. 11 ,  16, 17.  
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Geol. Dept., 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, p .  61. 
BIG SANDSTO N E  ! J ensen, 1 926)  .-
An important horizon in the Walloon Series as developed north of Roma. 
Jensen ( 1929 ) placed his " BIG SA�Dsrr:oNE SERlE� " .at the base �f . his ¥i�dle 
Walloon, and regarded it as a persistent honzon m the Roma distnct . . He subdivided It mto 
two sandstone stages-an upper, Bymount Stage, and a lower, Gunnewm Stage, separated by 
an unnamed limey shale stage. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 25 ; Q.G.M.J., 1929, pp. 282, 283. 
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B IG STROPHALOSIA HORIZON ( Reid, 1 929 ! .-
A bed of sandstone closely associated with glacial beds, 50. to 90 feet thic�, ' ' packed 
with Strophalosia clarkei " occurring within the Middle _Bowen Senes as de�eloped m the. type 
.area. ' ' The one drawback to it as an index bed, where It m_ay be only pa!tla.lly exposed, Is the 
fact that there are other Strophalosia beds, several of whiCh have a thickness of 15 feet to 
20 feet. ' '  
Reid ( 1930 ) correlated it with similar horizons at Mt. Britton and Logan Downs. 
David ( 1932 ) showed these " STROPHALOSIA CLARKE! BEDS " high in the Middle 
Bowen and high in the Middle Permian . 
..J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 67 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, table opposite p. 76. 
T.  W. E .  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table E. 
BI LLY SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Surface-formed quartzite, generally associated with basalt flows. . Usually occ�rs as boulders as at Anakie, Clermont, Darling Downs, Western Queensland. Listed as Tertiary. 
Whitehouse ( 1940) pointed out that two types of quartzite had been includ-ed under 
the name, one formed by the metamorphism of sandstones .by . basal� an� �nother by a modification of laterites. The second type may have some strahgr.aphlCal sigmficance. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 148, 1900, p. 5 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 165. 
F .  W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol.; 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, p. 13. 
BLACKALL MAR I N E  BEDS ( Re id  and Morton, 1 928 ) .-
Placed in the Cretaceous and shown as overlying, the Walloon Series . 
..J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 388. 
B LACK SNAKE ( Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
Ona of the ten areas assigned by him to his .oldest or ' ' Metamorphic '' group of 
Pre-Devonian age. 
This area was later included in the Gympie Series (in its most comprehensive sense) 
by Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) ; Dunstan ( 1916)  regarded it as part of his Amamoor Series. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p .  300 . 
.R. L . •  Tack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 97. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p .  174. 
BLA I R  ATHOL ( COAL )  SER I ES ( Re id, 1 93 6 !  .-
Fresh-water sandstones and conglomerates with coal seams occurring in the Clermont 
-district and assigned to the Permo-Carboniferous. 
This series was preYiously included in the Clermont-Tolmies-St. Mary Heries (Dunstan, 
1913 ) .  
J .  H .  Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1936, pp. 228, 340. 
BLYTH ESDALE BRAYSTONE Uack, 1 89 5 )  .-
A series of soft, grey, very friable and very porous sandstones, grits and 
conglomerates well d·aveloped at Blythesdale near Roma and extending all along the eastern 
limit of the Cretaceous sea and forming the base of the Rolling Downs Formation. The 
Blythesdale Braystone formed the supposed intake beds of the Graat Artesian Basin. 
I t  is clear from his section that Jack ( 1895) regarded the Blythesdale Braystone as 
forming the base of the Rolling Downs Formation. Rands ( 1901 ) ,  however, while still 
assigning the Blythesdale Braystone to the Lower Cretaceous, placed it as a separate series 
.below the Rolling Downs Formation. Dunstan ( 1905) in his Geological Map of Queensland, 
and again in his Mineral Index ( 1913 ) ,  followed Rands. But S aint-Smith ( 1914) reverted 
to Jack's interpretation, although he thought them less extensiv•e and important than did Jack 
.and minimised their value as intake beds. Dunstan ( 1916 ) stated that " The Rolling Downs 
Marine Series included the Blythesdale Braystone, but on the same page of the same publica­
tion he stated that the Walloon Series absorbed it all. Jensen ( 1925 ) regarded the Blythes­
-dale Braystone as part of his Upper Walloon Beds but as Lower Cretaceous in age. Ball 's 
_( 1927 ) " Tran�i�ion Beds " between the Wall�on Serie� and the Rolling Downs Formation 
mcluded the ongmal Blythesdale Braystone honzon. Reid ( 1929 ) stated that the Geological 
;Sur�ey of Queensland. ha� �bandonad the term as having no stratigraphical significance. DaVId ( 1932) placed It Within th� uppe_r part o_f the Walloon Series and conformably over 
the Oralio Coal Measures and assigned It tentatively to the Lower Cretaceous. Whitehouse 
( 19�0 )  assign·ed the " B� YT��SDALE _SERIES " to the late Jurassic or early Cretaceous. 
Whitehouse ( 1 942 ) descnbed It m the Ahce Tableland area as above the Walloon Series (late 
.Jurassic) and below the Tambo Series (Cretaceous) .  
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R. L. Jack : Q.G.S. Bull., No. I, 1895, pp. 6 and 12 ; Trans. Viet. Inst., 1902, p. 5 .  
W. H. Rands : Qld. Year Book, 1901,  pp. 246 and 251. 
B. Dunstan : Geol. Map. Qld., 1905 ; Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 0 ;  Harrap's Geography, 1916> 
p. 166. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Artesian Water Conference, 1914, p. 20. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p .  460. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 94. 
J. H. Reid : Rept. Fifth Artesian Water Conference, 1929, p. 30. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 (n.s.) , No. 1 ,  1940, pp.  6, 57 ; P.R.S.Q., 
53, 1942, p. 14. 
BOGANTU NGAN AND DRUMMO N D  BEDS Uensen, 1 92 1  l .­
Synonym for Drummond Series. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1921, p. 405. 
BONE DRI FTS U ack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) .-
Term used for one of the several Post-Pliocene " Formations. " 
See Diprotodon Beds. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3. 
BORALLON SER I ES ( Reid and Morton, 1 922 ) .-
A term used to cover a relatively narrow strip of steeply dipping sandstones, 
conglomerates and shales stretching from West Ipswich in a northerly direction past Fernva.le 
for about 36 riles. The s•e1-ies as defined embraced strata which had previously been included 
in the Ipswich Series, Esk Series and Bundamba Series. The Bora.llon Series was stated to 
be of " Lower Trias '' age and to lie unconformably beneath the Ipswich S·eries of " Upper 
Trias ' '  age. 
The validity of the BorallQn Series was questioned by Marks, and by Cameron, with 
the result that a controversy was carried on in the pages of the ' ' Queensland Government 
Mining Journal. ' '  As the result of this and of further field work, Reid and Morton decided 
in 1924 to withdraw completely their interpretation and t.o revert to that of Cameron. 
Notwithstanding this decision Jensen, in 1926, correlated his Clematis Sandstone of the 
Carnarvon Range area with the then obsolete Borallon Series. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S .P., No. 272, 1922, Introduction. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1922, pp. 358, 390 ; 1923, pp. 7, 167, 249, 423 ; 1924, 
p. 282. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1922, p .  463. 
E. 0. Marks : Q.G.M.J., 1922, p .. 478 ; 1923, pp. 208, 422. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 1 66. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1 926, p .  22. 
BOWEN SER I ES ( Da intree, 1 87 2; Etheridge, Sen r. ,  1 87 2 )  .-
Synonyms common in literature are : BOWEN RIVER SERIES, BOWEN RIVER 
COALFIELD SERIES (Etheridge, Junr., 1880 ) ,  BOWEN RIVER FORMATION (Jack and 
Etheridge, 1892) , BOWEN BEDS (Dunstan, 1901 ) ,  BOWEN FORMATION (Dunstan, 1905) . 
One of the most extensive. and important coal-fields in Queensland is embraced by this 
term. The subdivision of the series· and its correlation with other series have produced many 
diverse views, the more important of which are as follows :-
Clarke ( 1862) had assigned it  to  an Upper Palaeozoic age in spite of McCoy 's view that 
the coal-fields of Australia were to be regarded as Mesozoic. Daintree ( 1872) and Etheridge, 
Senr. (1872 ) ,  assigned the series to the uppermost part of the Carboniferous in their strati­
graphical table of Queensland formations, and in the accompanying Geoglogical Map of 
Queens�and. A Brisbane edition ( 1872) of Daintree's map by an unfortunate mistake showed 
the senes as Mesozoic. Smyth ( 1873 ) in his Geological Map of Australia showed the series 
as " Carbonaceous " (a term then in us•e for the Mesozoic Coal Measures of Australia) .  Jack 
(1879) produced his classical work on the Bowen River Coalfield in which the whole series 
was assigned to the Carboniferous, and the following subdivisions were made :-
Upper Series (essentially fresh water) .  
Middle Series (essentially marine) .  
Interbedded lavas and tuffs. 
Lower Series (with volcanic agglomerate at base) . 
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Etheridge, Junr. ( 1880) described fossils fro� the Bowen River Coalfie�d which he regarded 
as occupying a high position in the Palaeozoic and for . the age .of �uch he �uggested the term " Permo-Carboniferous " q.v. Jack ( 1889) agreed With Ethendge s conclusiOns, but used 
the term ' ' Carbonifero-Permian. ' '  Jack and Etheridge ( 1892 )  divided the series into three 
Formations, called the Upper, Middle and �ower _Bowen resp�ctively, and extended the 
geographical significance of the term Bowen by mcludmg beds outside the type area. Dunstan 
( 1901) abandoned Jack 's ( 1879) tripartite arrangement and groupe� the " BOWEN B�J?S '' 
into two divisions, namely Upper an� Lower Bowen, the· latter of which he f_urther subdivid�d 
into Upper Freshwater, Upper Manne, Lower Freshwater and Lower Marm_e and Volcanic 
Series. (This classification was not based on work in the type �r�3:, but m the Dawson­
Mackenzie area) . Dunstan ( 1905) reverted to Jack 's three-fold diVISIOn for the type area, 
but retained his (Dunstan 's 1901)  modifications as a provisional classification for use in the 
Clermont, Tolmies, Dawson and Mackenzie areas. Dunstan ( 1913 ) returned to his two-fold 
diYision into an Upper Bowen (Freshwater-Marine) Series and a Lower Bowen (Freshwater­
Marine-Volcanic) Series. Dunstan ( 1916) abandon<ad the term Bowen Series and included 
all the Bowen marine formations in a very comprehensive Upper Marine Series, the coal 
measures being placed partly on a higher horizon in his Upper Coal Measures, and partly 
on a lower horizon in his Lower Coal Measures. Jensen ( 1926) used Jack 's three-fold scheme 
and his nomenclature, but in a different soense, removing from Jack 's ' ' Middle (essentially 
marine) Seri·as " the upper limestone into the base of his (Jensen 's) Upper Bowen, and the 
lower limestone· into the top of his Lower Bowen, thus conver�ing the Middle Bowen into an 
essentially fresh-water series. He referred his Upper Bowen to Permian, his Middle Bowen 
to Lower Permain to Uralian, and his Lower Bowen to Upper Carbonif•erous. Reid (1924, 
1929 ) followed .Tack 's arrangement with some slight modifications, viz. : ( 1 )  The inclusion 
of both the interbedded lavas and basal agglomerates in the Lower Bowen, and (2)  the 
subdivision of the Middle Bowen into a lower portion, the Collinsville Coal Measures, and 
an upper vortion, the Marine Series. (Reid ( 1930a) divided the Lowter Bowen Series as 
developed m the Springsure district into the following stages :in ascending ord•er : Staircase 
Sandst.one_s, Gyps�ous Marine Stage, Aldebaran Sandstones, Coral Stage, Catherine Sand­
stones, Dilly Manne Stage, and Serocold Sandstones. Reid (1930b) assigned the Lower 
Bowen to " Late Upper Ca�boniferous to Lower Permain, " and the Middle and Upper 
B�wen to the Permam. David ( 1932) placed the Lower Bowen in the' Lower Permain, the 
Middle Bowen . as partly Lower �nd partly Middle Permain while the Upper Bowen COl-responded With the Upper Permam. 
W. B. Clarke : Q.J.G.S., 1862, p. 244. 
R. Daintree : .Q.J.G.S., 1872, p .  325. 
R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p .  325. 
R. Brough Smyth : Victorian Government, 1873. 
R .  L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., No. 4, 1879, p .  4 ;  A .A.A.S., 1, 1889, p .  201. 
R. Etheridge, Junr. : Roy. Phys. Soc. Edin., 1880, p 57. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p .  3 .  
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 155 ,  1901,  p. 23 ; Geol. Map. of Qld., 1905 ; Qld. Min. Index, 1913, 
pl. 0 ;  Rarrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 169. . 
H. I . .J ens·an : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 22 . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 450 ; also published as Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929 . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M . .J.,  1930a, p. 91 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930b, p. 92. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table E. 
BOYNE RIVER LIMESTO N E  ( Ba l l ,  1 904 ) .-
Limestone, in part fossiliferous, assigned to the Devonian. 
Richards and Bryan ( 1928) placed it in the Middle Devonian and equated it with 
the limestones of Silverwood, Pine Mountain, Marmor, and Cawarral. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S .P., No. 104, p. 34, and map 16. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p.  2910. 
BREAKFAST CREEK SAN DSTONE ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A friable coarse sandstone near the base of the Ipswich Series as developed at Albion, 
near Brisbane, and once used as a building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 117.  
BRISBANE PORPHYRY ( Wi l son, 1 8 56)  .-
Name given to what is now known as Brisbane Tuff . 
.J. S. Wilson : Q.J.G.S.� 1856, p. 283. 
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B RISBAN E SCH ISTS.-
A series made up of an immense thickness of more or less altared sediments, tuffs 
and lavas, occupying a comparatively narrow belt on the south coast of Queensland. 
At various times they have been referred to the following ages :-Daintree ( 1872) 
placed most of the strata now included under the term �risbane �c�sts in the Devoni,.,
an. 
Clarke ( 1878) considered the BRISBANE SLATES tantatlvely as Silunan. Gregory ( 18 t 9 ) 
regarded the whole series as of Devonian age. Rands ( 1887 ) ,  under the caption 
' ' Metamorphic '' described them as micaceous and quartzose schists and stated that ' ' the 
series belongs probably to the Siluri:;tn or to �ven a;n older formation. '' _Jack ( 1892) mapped 
the Brisbane Schists as part of h1s Gymp1e Senes of Permo-Carbomf·arous age. Jensen 
(1912) regarded them as constituting several series rang�ng perhaps from Pr�-Cambrian to 
Carboniferous. Wearne ( 1912) suggested a Pra-Cambnan ag,e for the senes. Dunstan 
(1913 ) referred to them as the " BRISBANE SERIES " and placed them in the Devonian. 
David ( 1914) suggested that certain glaucophane schists supposedly within the s·aries were 
of Archean age. Dunstan ( 1916) referred the series doubtfully to the Ordovician. Richards 
(1922) followed David in assigning the series to the Ordovician. Saint-Smith ( 1923) 
suggasted the possibility of a Pre-Cambrian age. Richards and Bryan ( 1925) advocated 
the following subdivisions and respective ages :-Phosphate Schists, Ordovician ;  
Manganiferous Schists, � Silurian ; Radiolarian Jaspers, Lower Devonian ; Serpentines, 
Upper Devonian. Bryan ( 1926) argued that the lower part of the series was Silurian and 
that the upper part which conformably overlay it was Devonian. Denmead ( 1928) made 
a careful survey of the Brisbane Schists which added very graatly to our knowledge of 
them. In spite of the great variety of rock types represented in the series, he racognised 
four well-marked diYisions which he named in ascending order : ( 1 )  Graenstone Series, 
(2) Bunya Series, ( 3) N eranleigh Series, ( 4) Fern vale Series. While not arriving at any 
definite opinion with regard to tha age, he followed Bryan in referring the upper part of 
the series tentatively to the Devonian and the lower part tentatively to the Silurian. 
Whitehouse ( 1930) suggested that the Gr<Jenstone Series may be in part Pre-Ordovician, 
the Bunya Series Upper Ordovician, the Neranleigh Series Silurian and the Fernvale Series 
Lower Davonian. David (1932) made the following tentative estimates of the respective 
ages :-Greenstone Series, Newer Proterozoic (but possibly Cambrian or Ordovician) ; Bunya 
Series, Ordovician ; N·aranleigh Series, Silurian ; and Fern vale Series, Lower Devonian. 
Ball (1934) suggested that part at least of the Fernvale Series was of late Pala·eozoic aga. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 288. 
W. B. Clarke : Remarks on the Sedimentary Formations of New South Wales, 4th Ed., 1878 , 
p. 11 .  
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Parliamantary Papers, 1879. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 34, 1887, p .  1 and Map. 
R. L. Jack : Geological Map of Qld., 1892. 
H. I. Jensen : P.R.S.Q.r 23, 1912, p. 154. 
R. A. Wearne : A .A.A.S., 13, 1912, p .  124. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 7 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 1 74. 
T .  W. E. David : B.A.A.S., 1914, p . · 259. 
H. C. Richards : Aust. Inst. Eng., Bris. Div., 1922, p. 3. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 412. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 3 6, 1925, p. 135. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p. 16. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 102. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, p .  26. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, pp. 36, 44-46, 48. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1934, p .  3 7. 
BRISBANE TERTIARI ES ( Skertch ly, 1 908 ) .-
Suggested name for beds at Oxley, Darra, Sherwood, and Corinda. Assigned to 
Tertiary. 
See Oxley Beds. 
S. B. J. Skertchly : Qld. Nat., I, No. 1, 1908, p. 28. 
BRISBAN E TUFF ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Described as the BRISBANE TUFFS, a rock composed of indurated volcanic ash 
which occurs at the base of the Ipswich Series in and about Brisbane, and listed as his 
oldest " Series " in th·a '. ' ¥ Triassic.' ' Originally described by Wilson (1856) as a " Porphyry 
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dyke,' ' the rock is still known in t�e building-stone and allied trades . as ' '  Porphy_ry. ' '  Descriptive references may be found m works by Gregory ( 1879 ) ,  who still regarded It as 
intrusive, Rands ( 1887 ) ,  who t-armed it " Volcanic Ashy Sandst�ne " and placed it " at or 
near the base of the Ipswich Beds ' '  Jack ( 1889 ) ,  Jack and Ethendge (1892 ) ,  Marks (1910 ) ,  
Richards ( 1916 and 1919 ) ,  Walko� (1918) , Dunstan_ ( 1920) 1 while_ Mrs. Br�gg� ( 1�29) gave the first detailed account. David (1932) agreed With earher wnters, ass1grung It to the 
Upper Triassic. Richards and _Bryan ( 1934) traated the tuff � a stratigraphical unit but 
divided it into a lower or stratified type and an upper or massive type. 
J. S. Wilson : Q.J.G.S., 1856, p. 288. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Parliamentary Papers, 1879, p. 367. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 34, 1887, p .  1. 
R. L. Jack : A.A.A.S., I, 1889, p .  203. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p .  321. 
E .  0. Marks : Q.G.S.P., No. 225, 1910, Maps. 
B. Dunstan : Han·ap 's Geography, 1916, p. 168 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 267,  1920, Introduction. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 27, 1916, p. 145 ; P.R.S.Q., 30, 1909, p. 137.  
A.  B. Walkom : Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1918, p. 48. 
C. Briggs : P.R.S.Q., 40, 1929, p .  147. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 78. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 45, 1934, p .  60. 
B ROADMOUNT MANGAN I FEROUS SCH ISTS ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 928 ) .-
A series occurring in the Rockhampton area. Placed conformably below the Broad­
mount Radiolarian Jaspers and conformably above the Emu Park Phosphatic Schists. 
Assigned to the Lower Devonian and correlated ·with the Manganiferous 'Schists of the 
Gladstone-Curtis Island Series and of the Brisbane district. 
David (1932) also placed them in the Lower Devonian. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
T.  W .  E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C. 
B ROADMO U NT· RADIOLARIAN JASP ERS ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 928 ) .-
A series in the Rockhampton district. Placed halow the Cawarral Limestone and 
conformably above the Broadmount Manganiferous Schists. Assigned to the Lower Devonian, 
and correlated with similar beds at Pine Mountain and Bald Mountain. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
B ROKEN R IVER LIMESTO N E  ( Etheridge, Sen r. ,  1 87 2 )  .-
Stated to be ' ' the lowest fossiliferous d·aposits in the Queensland area, and their age 
is undoubtedly Lower Devonian or ' Siluro-Devonian. ' ' '  
_Jack ( 1879, 1886) r_egarded them as the equivalents of the Burd-e·kin Series and placed 
tham m the_ Low�r Devorua�. Jack ( 1�89-) regarded them as " undoubtedly •equivalent to, 
or hom?taXI�l w1th, _the M1ddle_ Devoruan. '' Jack and Etheridge ( 1892)  reaffirmed the correlatiOn with the M1ddle Devoman Burdekin Beds on palaeontological grounds. Reid ( 1930) 
�tated that ' ' there seems an absolute weight of both structural and palaeontological evide-nce 
m favour of a lower age than that of the Middle Devonian Burdekin Limestone ' ' ·  indeed while he- regarded the _exact ag-e as non-proven, he suggested that it is exceedingly 
'probabl� that the beds may be m part as old as Silurian. 
R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 324. 
R. L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., No. 1, 1879, p. 15 ; Handbook, Qld. Geol., 1886, p. 19 ; A .A.A.S., 1, 
1889, p. 199. 
R. L. Ja,ck and R. Etheridge, Junr. : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p .  43. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 81, 82. 
BROKEN RIVER MARBLES ( R ichards, 1 91 9 )  . ­
Described as possible building ston-e. 
[An horizon in the Broken River Limestones.] 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 141. 
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8ROOWEENA SERIES ( Bryan and Massey, 1 926 ) .-
The lowest of the four series into which the geological formation previously known as 
the Tiaro Series was divided, the name Tiaro Series being restricted by them to the coal­
bearing strata. The Brooweena Series is made up of lacustrine shales and sandstones and 
was correlated with the Ipswich Series of Triassic age. 
David ( 1932) correlated it with the Ipswich Series and placed it in the Keuper. 
W. H. Bryan and C. N. Massey : P.R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p. 1\0'8 et seq. 
T. W. E. D avid : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table F. 
BROUGHTON ( Daintree, 1 87 2 )  .-
One of the ten areas assigned to Iris oldest or ' ' Metamorphic' ' group of Pre-Devonian 
age. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 300. 
BRYOZOAN BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Synonym for P1·otoretepora Horizon. 
BUNDAMBA SERIES ( Cameron, 1 907 ) .-
Synonyms commonly found in liteurature are : BUNDAMBA SANDSTONES, 
BUNDAMBA BEDS, BUNDAMBA STAGE, BUNDAMBA FORMATION. Cameron ( 1907) 
described as BUNDAMBA GRITS an unproductive series of almost unfossiliferous coarse 
grits and sandstones with thin interbedded finer strata, conformably overlying the coal-bearing 
Ipswich Beds. Assigned to ' ' Trias-Jura. ' ' 
Dunstan ( 1913) placed it as th·e middle of three series listed as " Trias-Jura � "  
Dunstan ( 1916) listed it as the uppermost " ( 1)  Triassic' ' Series of Queensland, Walkom, 
(1918) assigned it to the Rhaetic or Upper Triassic, Dunstan ( 1922) assigned it to Lower ( 7 )  
Jurassic, Jensen ( 1923) regarded it  as  Upper Trias. Whitehouse ( 1930) regarded it  as 
Triassic and stated that there is some reason to believe that the junction with the overlying 
Walloon Series is disconformable. David ( 1932) plac-ed the series either in the Rhaetic or 
in the Jurassic (equated with the Marburg Stage) ; this doubt was due to the difficulty of 
estimating the time value of the important lithological change from the underlying Ipswich 
Series of K·euper age. He further stated that ' ' There does not appear to have been any 
definite angular unconformity or any considerable overlap in Queensland between the base 
of the Jurassic strata and the top of the Triassic rocks. " Whitehouse (1942 ) regarded his 
Dooloogarah Series as equivalent to and absorbed in the Bundamba Series. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 204, 1907, p. 9.  
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913,  pl.  0 ;  Harrap 's  Geography, 1916, p.  168 ; Q.G.S.P., 
No. 272, 1922, Introduction. 
A. B. Walkom : Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1918, p. 95. 
H. I .  Jellilen : Proc. Linn. Soc.,  N.S.W., 1923, p.  157 ; Q.G.M.J., 1925, p.  459. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A .A.A.S., 1930, p. 35 ; P.R.S.Q., 53, 1942, p. 13. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Tables F. G, and pp. 79, 81. 
BUNDAMBA SHALES ( Cameron, 1 907 ) .-
About 400 feet of ferruginous shales within the Ipswich Saries carrying the five lower 
seams of coal of the district and lying above the Cooneana Sandstone and below the Four-Foot 
Sandstone. 
[N.B.-The Bundamba Shales do not form part of the Bundamba Serioas. Fortunately 
the term is no longer current.] 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 204, 1907, p. 19 .  
BUNDAMBA STEAM COAL BELT ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
The uppermost of his four divisions of the Ipswich Coal Series. It  lies conformably 
on his Cooneana Sandstones. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap's Geography, 1916, p. 168. 
SUNY A SERIES ( Den mead, 1 928 )  .-
Mica phyllites and quartz-mica schists with phosphatic cherts, slates, and quartzites 
in the upper portions of the series. The lowest but one of the four series into which he 
divided the Brisbane Schists. Tentatively assigned to tha Silurian. 
Denmead ( 1929) reeorded " a  small fossil identified by Mr. R. A .  Keeble as belonging 
to the family Diplograptidae, from Brisbane Schists (Mi.d�e of Bunya �rie�) ,  of Twe�d Heads. The age was considered to be top of the Ordov1c1an or lowest S1lunan. ' DaVId 
0 
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( 1932)  referred to the Diplograptus as coming from near the top of the seri·es which he 
therefore tentatively referred to the Ordovician. 
[ The Bunya Series is in part •equivalent to the ' ' Phosphatic Schists ' '  of other authors.] 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p .  103 ; 40, 1929, p. vii. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 44. 
BU RDEK I N-CAMOOWEAL-GLADSTONE-BRISBAN E SERIES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 ) .-
Listed as a Devonian Series. 
This ' ' Series '' proved far too comprehensive and cumbrous and was never again used 
in official publications. See Burdekin Formation, Gladstone-Curtis Island Series, and Brisbane 
Schists. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913,  pl. 0 .  
BURDEK I N  SERIES U ack, 1 88 9 )  .-
Jack described as  the  BURDEKIN FORMATION a ma!ine series ' ' typically developed 
in the Burdekin Valley, on the Fanning, Broken, and Reid Rivers. The fossilferous beds are 
limestones occasionally altered to mar ole ' '  and containing Middle Devonian forms. 
Daintree ( 1872 ) placed the " BURDEKIN RIVER LIMESTONE " in the Devonian. 
Jack ( 1879 ) assigned the strata of Burdekin Downs to Lower Devonian. Jack and Etheridge 
( 1892 ) treated it as the one Middle Devonian Formation in  Queensland. Dunstan ( 1916) 
redefined it as the Burdekin Series and placed it together with five other series in the Devonian. 
David ( 1 932 ) divided the series into two parts ; the lower consisting of 9,400 feet of 
unfossiliferous gl'eY and green tuffaceous slates, .grits and conglomerates, he placed in the 
lower Devonian. The upper, cheifiy massive coralline limestone including the Fanning Lime­
stone 7,•000 feet thick, was referred to the Givetian division of the Middle Devonian. Hill 
( 1942 ) referred the limestones of the Burdekin Series to the middle section of the Givetian 
and correlated them with those of Fanning River and Reid Gap. 
R. Daintree : Q.J .G.S., 1872, p. 290. 
R. L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., No. 1 ,  1879, p.  283 ; A.A.A.S., 1 ,  1889, p.  198. 
R. L.  Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 18.92, p.  34. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p .  172 .  
T. W.  E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932,  Table C .  
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 53 ,  1942, p .  229 ; 54 ,  1 943, p.  61  and 'Dable. 
BURRUM SER I ES Uack, 1 88 8 )  .-
Synonyms are BURRUM FIORMA TION, BURRUM BEDS, BURRUM COAL 
MEASURES and BURRUM COAL SERIES. 
The age of this series and its .relationships to the Maryborough Series, Ipswich Series 
and Tiaro Series respectively have caused considerable confusion in tha past_ Gregory ( 1879). 
classed the Burrum coal measures with his . ' ' Carboniferous Strata ' '  of Palaeozoic age (e.g., 
Bowen coal measures) , regarding them as older than his " Carbonaceous Strata' '  of Mesozoic 
age ( e-g., Ipswich coal measures ) .  Tenison-Woods ( 1883 ) . was much nearer the truth in 
assigning the series to the Upper Lias �, but placed it beneath the Ipswich coal measures, 
which he thought Jurassic. , Jack ( 1886 ) ,  ( 1888)  regarded it as of Triassic age and as 
' ' intermediate between the Bowen River beds ( Carbonifero-Permian) and the Ipswich Beds 
(Jurassic ) . "  Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) treated the Bun·um Beds and Ipswich Beds " as 
subdivisions of a single period-the Trias-Jura, ' '  the Burrum Beds being provisionally classed 
as the ' ' LowE:r 'frias-J ura },ormation. ' '  For many years it was held that ( 1 )  the Burrum 
Series was older than the Ipswich Series, and ( 2 )  that the Burrum Series was of th·e same 
age as, and continuous in  the field with the Tiaro coal measures-indeed the term Burrum 
Series was often used to cover the coal measures. of the Tiaro district. Dunstan ( 1905) still 
followed Jack and Etheridge's . ( 1892) arrangement. Jensen ( 1906 ) regarded the Burrum 
Series as equivalent to the Ipswich Series, and stated that the two series were continuous in 
the :field. Cameron ( 1907 ) wrote that " the evidence for considering the Burrum Beds as 
belonging to an earlier period of the Trias-Jura [than the Ipswich Beds] is  not conclusive. 
The two formations have long , been considered 'identical in age by the Geological Survey. " 
Dunstan ( 1912a) showed that the Burrum coal measures were above the Maryborough Series 
and not faulted against them as had previously been supposed, but he was undecided whether 
( 1 )  the Burrum coal measures should be elevated to the Cretaceous, or ( 2 )  the Maryborough 
Beds should be lowered from the Cretaceous to the Trias-Jura. Etheridge ( 19 1 2 )  examined 
fossils from the Maryborou�h Beds and decided �hey were Cretaeaous, hence Dunst?Jl ( 1912b) 
elevated the Burrum Senes from Lower Tnas-J ura to the Rolling Downs Formation 
.(Cretaceous) .  Dunstan ( 1913) used the nama. Bun·um Series as .a comprehensive term which mclude� the M�ryborough Senes, the-wh?le bemg regarded as eqmvalent to the Rolling Downs 
Formation. R1chards ( 1014)  brought forward further proofs that the Burrum Series was 
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younger than the Maryborough Series, and therefore much younger than th-e Ipswich Series. 
At the same time it was shown that the Tiaro coal measures were older than the Maryborough 
Series, and still older than the Burrum Series. · Dunstan (1916) redefined the " Burrum Coal 
Series ' '  as ' ' coal-bearing fresh-water sediments conformable over the Maryborough Marine 
Series, '' assigned it to the upper part of the Cretaceous, and regarded it as equivalent to the 
Winton · Series. Walkom ( 1919) assigned the Burrum flora to the Lower Cretaeeous and 
regarded it as homotaxial with the Neocomian-Barremian of Europe. Jensen ( 1925) seemed 
unconvinced of the Cretaceous age of the series. Whit•ehouse ( 1930) suggested tha.t it was 
of Upper Aptian and Albian age, possibly ·extending even higher into the Cretaceous. David 
( 1932) stated that " the fresh-water Burrum Series, 5,000 feet thick, probably passes up 
[from the Aptian] into the Albian. " 
R. L. Jack : Hbk., . Qld. Geol., 1886, Map ; " Mineral Wealth of Qld., '' 1888, p. 61. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 312. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Parliamentary Papers, 1879, p .  369. 
J. E. Tenison-Woods : Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1883, p. 54. 
B. Dunstan : Geol. Map Qld., 1905 ; .Ann. Rept., Dept. Mines, 1912a, p. 195 ; Q.G.M.J., 1912b, 
p. 642 ; Qld. Min. Index, 191 3 ,  pl. 5 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 166. 
R. Etheridge, Junr. : Letter to B. Dunstan, 1912. 
H. I. Jensen : Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1906, p. 105 ; Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 460. 
W. E .  Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 204, 1907, p. 13 .  
H. C.  Richards : A.A.A .S., 14, 1914, p. 179  et  seq. 
A. B. Walkom : Q.G.S.P., No. 263, 1919, p. 12. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 38. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H and p. 85. 
BYMOUNT STAGE U ensen, 1 929 ) .-
Upper Stage of the " Big Sandstone " of his Middle Walloon Series as developed in 
the Roma district. It is underlain by a limey shale series which in turn conformably oYerlies 
the sandstones of his Gunnewin Stage. Also referred to as the BYMOUNT SANDSTONE. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1929, p. 283. 
c 
CALLIDE SER I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 5 ) .-
Coal measures at Callide Creek regard•ed as doubtfully equivalent to the Walloon Series: 
and assigned to the Jurassic. 
Dunstan ( 1916) definitely included it within the Walloon Series. Jensen ( 1923 ) placed 
the CALLIDE COAL MEASURES in the Lower Triassic. Reid ( 1940 ) stated that it is 
separated by unconformities from the Palaeozoic rocks below and the Tertiary beds above. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 167. 
H. I. Jensen : Proc. Linn. Soc. , N.S.W., 1923, p. 157. 
J. H. Reid : .Q.G.M.J., 1940, p .  186. 
CALVERT SAN DSTO N E  ! Richards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A friable sandstone within tl1e Bundamba ( � )  Series ; once used as a building sto.ne. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 122. 
CAMPASPE-CAPE SER I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 )  . ­
Synonym for Cape-Campaspe Series. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 17 .  
CANIA LIMESTO N E  ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
An important horizon in the1 Rockhampton Series. 
. Hill ( 1�43) correlated it with the Riverleigh, Lion Creek and Cannindah LLower] Limestone, assigning it to the Upper Visean or possibly Moscovian. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 15, 35. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, p. 62 and Table. 
CAN N I N DAH LIMESTO N ES A N D  VOLCAN ICS ( Reid, 1 927 ) .-
A marine ser·:es containing a striking oolitic limestone horizon together with associated 
volcanics . 
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Whitehouse ( 1927) assigned the limestone to the Upper Visean correlating it with the 
Lion Creek Limestone. Reid ( 1930) stated that there is a conformable sequence from 
Lepidodendron austra�e beds (Lower Star � )  to this Cannindah [Lower] Limestone, above 
which are 1,725 feet of marine strata containing the Cannindah [Upper] Limestone which he 
claimed was deposited in the interval represented by his Stanwel� Disconformity. Hill (1934) 
regarded the correlation of these upper beds with the ' ' postulated non-sequence' ' as not 
:proven. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 184 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 26. 
F. W. Whitehouse, Q.G.M.J., 1927, p.  189. 
D .  Hill : P.R.S.Q., 45, 1934, p .  106. 
CAN N I N DAH [ LOWER ]  LIMESTONE ( Reid, 1 927 ) .-
An oolitic coralline limestone, forming the most striking horizon in his Cannindah 
Limestones and volcanics. 
Whitehouse (1927 ) assigned it to the Upper Visean and correlated it with the Lion 
Creek Limestone. Hill ( 1943 ) correlated it with the Lion Creek, River leigh and Cania 
Limestones, assigning it to the Upper Visean or possibly Moscovian . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 183. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 189. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, p.  63 and Table. 
CAN N I N DAH [ UPPER] LIMESTONE ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
A coralline limestone in the upper part of his Cannindah Limestones and Volcanics, 
regarded as having been deposited within the interval represented by his Stanwell 
Disconformity. 
Hill ( 1934) regarded the correlation of this horizon with the " postulated non-sequence " 
.as not proven. Whitehouse ( 1936) correlated this horizon with the Neerkol Series at Stanwell 
and with equival-ent beds at Mt. Barney . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 32. 
"D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 45, 1934, p. 106. 
F. W. Whitehouse in A. H.  Voisey : Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1936, p. 163. 
CANOONA BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Although he did not formally propose this . term, Reid described beds about Canoona 
containing Lepidodendron austra�e, which he provisionally classified as Lower Star (Upper 
"Devonian) .  
Carey and Browne (1938 ) equated the " CANOONA SERIES " with the lower part of 
the Drummond Range Beds and with the lower division of the Star Beds. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 15, 26. 
"S. W. Carey and W. R. Brow11e :  P.R.S., N.S.W., 71, 1938, p. 602. 
CANOONA-CAWARRAL SERPENTI N E  SER I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Massive serpentines, serpentinous schists and slates lying below the Ca.warral-Raglan 
.Series and unconformably above beds of � Ordovician quartzites. Correlated with his Kilkivan 
Serpe�tine Series and his Pine Mountain Serpentine Series. Tentatively assigned to the 
Devoman. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 173. 
CAPE-CAMPASPE SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 )  .-
A series of d·eposits in the valleys of the Capo and Campaspe Rivers to the south of 
Charters Towers. Listed and mapped as Tertiary. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 15.  
·CAPE R IVER SER I ES ( Da intree, 1 868 ) .-
A series of quartzites, slates, schists, and other metamorphic rocks. Divided into three 
·series, viz., " Upper, " " Middl:a, " and " Lower Cape.' ' 
Daintree ( 1872) included it as one of the ten areas which he assigned to his oldest or 
' ' Metamorphic ' '  group of Pre-Devonian age. 
R. Daintree : Report on Cape River Diggings, Qld. Parl. Papers, 1868 ; Q.J .G.S., 1872, P·. 300. 
CAP ROCK ( Reid, 1 93 5 )  .-
Superficial material, commonly a red nodular rock with a coarsely perforated or honey­
-combed appearance, found overlying the granite of the Croydon goldfield. 
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See Duricrust, Lat·erites ( Tertiary) . 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1935, p .  127. 
CARBONACEOUS ( Da i ntree, 1 87 2 )  .-
The lowest of his three Mesozoic formations, listed and mapped. Included the 
Maryborough beds, the Tivoli coal mine (Ipswich) and the Burrum coal seams. 
The term was used primarily to contrast the Mesozoic or ' ' Carbonaceous' ' coal measures 
of Eastern Australia with the Upper Palaeozoic or " Carboniferou s '' coal measures. Daintree 
( 1872) considered the " Carbonaceous " deposits (which were thought to be restricted to th� 
east of the Dividing Range) to be the fresh-water equivalents of his marine " Oolitic " and 
' ' Cretaceous ' '  measures west of the divide. Clarke ( 1878) stated that ' ' The conclusion I 
have all along held is, that the ' Carboniferous ' strata, and those which it pleases dissidents 
to fancifully designate as ' Carbonaceous' (which is at the best a misnomer) are parts of one 
great series . . . .  ' '  But Gregory ( 1879) still used CARBONACEOUS SERIES as a 
comprehensive term for the coal measures and associated rocks of South-eastern Queensland,. 
embracing what are known now as the Ipswich Seri·es, Bundamba Series, and Walloon Series. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 273. 
W. B. Clarke : Remarks on the Sedimentary Formations of New South Wales, 4th Ed., 1878,. 
p.  36. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Parliamentaxy Papers, 1879, p. 369. 
I 
CARBON I FERO-PERMIAN Uack, 1 88 9 )  .-
Synonym for " Permo-Carboniferous. "  The term CARBO-PERMIAN has also heen 
used in the same sense. 
R. L. Jack : A.A.A.S., 1, 1889, p. 198. 
CARBO N I FEROUS ( Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
The uppermost of his three Palae<>zoie systems. Used in a special sense to contrast 
the Upp·er Palaeozoic (Bowe111, Dawson and Mackenzie) coal measures of Queensland with 
the Mesozoic coal measures which he termed ' ' Carbonaceous. ' '  
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 285. 
CARBOROUGH ( SANDSTONE)  SERI ES ( Reid, 1 928 > .-
Light coloured siliceous sandstones and grits of the ' ' Hawkesbury ' '  type assigned t() 
the Triassic and correlated with the Redcliffe Series. 
Reid ( 1929, 1930) stated that in the type area it is conformable with the underlying 
Bowen Series but that in other areas marked unconformities exist. He argued on tectonic 
grounds that the lower Carborough is definitely older than the Ipswich Series and the Stanwell 
Coal Measures. David ( 1932) placed the series in the Upper Bunter and as older than the 
Ipswich Series. · · 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1928, pp. 193, 196, 236 ; Rept. Fifth Artesian Water Conference, 1929, 
p. 31 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 77, 86. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p.  388. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table F. 
CARDROSS-MULD I VA SERIES U ensen, 1 923 ) .-
A strongly metamorphosed series regarded as part of his Etheridge Series. 
H. I. Jens·en : Q.G.S.P., No. 274, 1923, pp. 28-29, 75. 
CARDROSS SERI ES Uensen, 1 923 ) .-
A local name for his more extensive Cardross-Muldiva Series. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 274, 1923, pp. 28-29, 75 
CARNARVON RED MEMBER ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  . -
. The red sandstone which forms cliffs on Mt. Carnarvon and has proved a useful index bed m the Upper Bowen Series, as developed in the Springsure district. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p 93 
CASTLE C REEK BEDS ( H i l l , 1 943 ) .-
Coralline limestones tentatively correlated with the Coral Stage and consequently placed 
in the Artinskian. 
D .. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, Table opp. p. 64. 
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CASUARI NA-NARROWS SERI ES ! Dunstan, I 9 1 3 )  .-
Fresh-watar sediments in the neighbourhood of Rockhampton. Listed and mapped as 
Tertiary. 
David ( 1932) placed the beds of the Narrows in the Oligocene. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 3. 
'I'. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I.  
CATHER I N E  SAN DSTO N ES ! Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
A stage of barren grey and red sandstone� probably of fr�sh-water ?ngm ov�rly�g 
the Coral Stage and within the Lower Bowen Senes as developed m the Sprmgsure distnct . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 95. 
CAVE BRECCIAS Uack and Etheridge, 1 892)  .-
One of the Post-Pliocene ' ' Formations '' of Queensland. 
Dunstan ( 1916) used the name . " CAVE DE�OSITS " for cave �arth afi:d guano in 
limestone caves as at Mt. Etna and Chillagoe, and listed them as a Terhary Senas. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld.,  1892, p. 3 .  
B .  Dunstan : H arrap ' s  Geography, 1916, p. 164. 
C AWARRAL- RAGLAN SERIES ! Dunstan, I 9 1 6 ) .-
Coralline limestones with shales and quartzites. Apparently conformable with the 
Rock hampton Saries ( Carb?nifero�s )  above. Regarded as equivalent to the Burdekin Series 
and assigned to the Devoman penod. 
Richards and Bryan ( 1928 ) assigned the CAW ARRAL LIMESTONES to the Middle 
Devonian and correlated them with the limestones of Silverwood, Pine Mountain, Boyne 
River and Marmor. Whitehouse ( in Bryan and Whitehouse, 1930) included the limestone at 
Raglan as the most westerly locality of his Etna Series. 
[This series should not be confused with the " Cawarral-Rockhampton Beds " of Jensen 
which are Carboniferous in age and usually re.ferrad to as the ' '  Rockhampton Series. ' ' ] 
B .  Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 172. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A .A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
W. H.  Bryan and F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, p. 136. 
CAWARRAL-ROCKHAMPTON BEDS ! J ensen, I 925 )  .-
A marine series of Carboniferous age. Practically synonymous with the ' ' Rockhamp­
ton Series. ' '  
[This saries should not be confused with Dunstan 's ( 1916) Cawarral-Raglan Series, 
which is of Devonian age.] 
H. I.  Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 422. 
C H I LLAGOE-CLONCURRY SERIES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 )  .-
Listed as Silurian. 
[This supposed ' ' Series ' '  was formed by linking together the fossiliferous Silurian rocks of Chillagoe ( subsequently known as th-a Chillagoe Series ) with their supposed equivalent the Cloncurry Series. The correlation was an unhappy one, for the greater part of the Cloncurry Series has since been proved to be Pra-Cambrian. J 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 0. 
C H I LLAGOE SERIES ! Dunstan, I 9 1 6 ) .-
Coralline limestones, radiolarian jaspers and shales. Assigned to the Silurian. �ack and Etheridge ( 1892) had placed it in their Gympie Formation (Permo­Carbomferous ) ! lat·ar, Jack (fide J?unstan, 1901) classed it as Devonian and Skertchly ( 1899) a� la
_te Carboru�erous. On the discovery of Halysites, Dunstan ( 1901 ) referred it to the Silunan. Ethendge ( 1904 ) placed it as either Ordovician or Silurian. Whitehouse ( 1930) stated that the fauna ' '  suggasts 3:n "Ypper Silurian age. ' '  David ( 1932 ) supported this. Hill ( 1943 ) wrote, ' ' The faunal associatiOns . . . .  suggest that Ludlovian and Devonian horizons are present. ' '  
R.  L.  Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. and PaL Qld., 1892, pp. 607,  739. 
S. B. J .  Skertchly : P .R.S.Q., 14, 1899, p. xxiii. 
B. Dunstan : Ann. Rept. Geol. Surv. Qld. for 1900, 1901, p. 21 ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 173. 
R. Etheridge : Q.G.S.P., No. 190, 1904, p. 32. 
F. W. WJ1itehouse : Qld. Hbk., A .A.A .S., 1930, p. 28. 
T.  W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 47. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, p. 58 and Table. 
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CLARKE RIVER SERIES ( Sa int-Smith, 1 922) .-
' ' A  great thickness of sandstones, ·ate., containing Lepidodendron and thin coal bands, 
1mderlain unconformably by an older series ' '  which he regarded as the lateral equivalent of 
the (Upper Devonian) Kangaroo Hills Series. Assigned to tha Lower Carboniferous. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Q.G.M.J., 1922, p. 312. 
CLEMATIS SAN DSTO N E  ( J ensen, 1 926 ) .-
Siliceous sandstones in the Carnarvon area, below the Ipswich Series, passing downwards 
into tuffs, breccias and in the Dawson area, dacites. 
Denmead ( 1930) placed the sandstone in the Upper Bowen Series on an horizon above 
the Carnarvon (Red Member) Sandstones. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, pp. 14, 22. 
A. K. Denmead : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p.  156. 
CLERMONT SER I ES Uensen, 1 92 1 ) .-
A se<ries of unfossiliferous ' ' metamorphics' ' of unknown age. 
Reid ( 1936) referred to this series as the " CLERMONT SLATES. " 
[This s·aries should not be confused with Dunstan's ( 1913 ) Clermont-Tolmies-St. Mary 's 
Series Of Pe•rmo-Carboniferous age.] 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1921, p. 491. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1936, p. 228. 
CLERMONT-TOLM I ES-ST. MARY SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 )  .-
Coal measures and associated sediments regarded as the uppermost of his several Permo­
Carboniferous Series. 
Reid ( 1925 ) tentatively correlated this Series with his Upper Bowen. 
[This series should not be confused with J·ansen 's ( 1921 )  " Clermont Series, '' which 
is composed of very much older (metamorphic) l'Ocks.J 
B. Duniitan : Qld. Min. Index, 1 913, pl. 0 . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 10. 
CLONCURRY ( Daintree, 1 872 ) .-
One of the ten areas assigned to his oldest or ' ' Metamorphic ' '  group of Pre-Devonian 
aga. 
See ' '  Cloncurry Series. ' '  
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 300. 
CLONCU RRY SERI ES.-
A great many differences of opm10n have been centred around this series, but they 
haYe all arisen from Oll'c of two causes, viz. : ( 1 )  The term has been used in a much more 
comprehensive sense by some writers than by others ; ( 2 )  differences of opinion have arisen 
as to the age of certain horizons elither within or supposadly within the series. All of the 
many geologists who have studied the Oloncurry area were (and are) agreed that the series 
consists essentially of nnfossiliferous matamorphic rocks, but while some. restricted the series 
to these rocks, others extended it to include less altered sediments, some of which wera then 
or subsequently kn·own to contain fossils. Thus what is now usually known as the Toko 
Series was regarded by some, e.g., Jack and Dunstan, as part of the series, the whole of 
which was therefore referred by them to the ' ' Silurian ' '  and correlated with the Chillagoe 
Series, although the Toko Series fossils subsequently proved to be of Ordovician age. At 
the same time other g·eologists, e.g. , Gregory ( 19 1 0 ) ,  Woolnough ( 1912 ) ,  Jensen ( 19 18-20) , 
Saint-Smith ( 1923) were of the opinion that the me<tamorphic rocks of the Cloncurry area 
were of Pre-Cambrian a.ge. Saint-Smith ( 1923 ) showed that part of the area supposedly 
occupied by the Cloncurry S·aries was made up of fossiliferous beds of Cambrian age (now 
known as the Templeton Series) ,  but that these were separated by an unconformity from the 
Cloncurry Series proper which was therefore assigned to the Pre-Cambrian. David ( 1932 ) 
abandoned the term and used in its place certain (previously unpublished) serial names 
selected from those usad by Shepherd in the field. These David arranged as follows :­
Leichhardt and Kalkadoon Series ( approximately equivalent) in the Archaeozoic, Argylla 
Series hiS'her in the Archaoozoic, Corella Series and Mt. Isa shales in the Older ( �)  
Proterozoic. Honman ( 1936) modified David 's arrangement by grouping the Leichhardt, 
Kalkadoon and Argylla Series and dropping the first of these serial names. The resulting 
Kalkadoon-Argylla Series he assigned to the Older Archaeozoic. Lying unconformably on 
this composite series he place·d the Soldier 's Cap Series of Newer Archaeozoic Age. This 
was succeeded after another unconformity by the Mt. Isa Series (Older Proterozoic) which 
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in turn, and after yet another unconformity, was succ·eeded by the �ount Quam'J:>y 
,
Series 
(Newer Proterozoic) . Honman ( 1937 )  st�ted that the Mount Isa Senes and Soldier s Capo 
Series are virtually equivalent but l ater m the same report showed them as separate but 
apparently conformable. 
J. W. Gregory : Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1 1th Ed., 1910, 2, p. 943. 
W. G. Woolnou.gh : Northern Territory Bull., No. 4, 1912, pp . 37-38. 
H. I. Jensen : Roy. Geog. Soc.,  Qld., 34-35, 1918-20, p .  25. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p .  4i2. 
B. Dunstan : . Harrap's Geography, 1916, p .  174. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p.  31 .  
C .  S. Honman : A.G. & G.S. o f  N.A. Rapt., Dec., 1935, 1936, p .  49 ; Rept., Dec., 1936, 1937,. 
pp. 60, 65, pl. 4. 
COAL BEAR I NG BEDS ( Cameron, 1 899 ) .-
Comprehensive term to include the whole of the Ipswich Series above the " Basal 
Conglomerates. ' '  
Cameron ( 1907)  used the term " Ipswich Beds " in the same sense. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 147, 1899, p. 3 ;  No. 204, 1907, p. 14 and map. 
COAL M EASURE SERIES ( Ap l in, 1 869)  .-
A term used for the Mesozoic coal measures of the Darling D owns. 
Now included in the Walloon Series. See Killarney Coal Measures. 
C. D. 0 'H. Aplin : R.eport on Upper Condamine, Legislative Assembly Papers, ] 869. 
COASTAL SAN DROCK ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Black and brown sand with lignite fragments found along the southern coast and 
adjacent islands. Listed as Tertiary. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 164. 
COI LOTAN ? STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
Suggested as a possible additional stage within the Roma Series, below his 
Ancylocerata.n Stage. , 
David (1932 ) placed the " COILOTIS STAGE " in the lower part of the Aptian. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1 930, p. 37. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
COLLI NSVI LLE COAL M EASURES ( Reid, 1 924 ) .-
The lower of his two divisions of the ' ' Middle Bowen. ' '  
Reid ( 1929) stated that ' ' they are essentially a sandstone series without evidence 0f 
, contemporaneous vulcanism, and of fresh-water origin throughout except for one marine 
transgression of relatively short duration' ' ;  thickness 700 feet with five coal seams. David 
( 1932) placed them' in the lower part of the Middle Bowen, at the top of the Lower Permian. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 401 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 59. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table E. 
CON DAM I N E  BEDS ( R ichards and Bryan, 1 92 5 l  .-
A division of the Fault Block Series of Permo-Carboniferous age in the Silverwood­
Lucky Valley area. They consist of some 3,000 feet of marine sediments ( containing the 
Trachypora horizon) overlain by 1,000 feet of rhyolitic tuffs and marine tuffaceous grits. 
They are shown as essentially younger than both the Eurydesma Beds and the Wallaby Beds 
of the same series. 
Reid ( 1930) argued that these constitute the lowest beds of the Fault-Block Series 
and correlated them with his Gympie ( Transition) Series. Voisey ( 1935) also regarded them 
as the oldest beds of the se·rie� and older than the Eurydesma Beds. Voisey ( 1936, 1939) 
stated that the Fault Block Senes as a whole is ' ' to be considered as Lower Permian in age. ' '  
H .  C. Richards and W .  H .  Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p .  67 
J. H .  Reid : Q.G.S.P., N o .  278,  1930, p. 51.  
A. H .  Voisey : P.R.S.Q., 46,  1935, p .  60 ct  seq. ( see also p .  xiv) ; Proe. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 
1936, p. 163 ; 1939, p. 389. 
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CONGLOMERATE GROUP ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
A division of his ' ' Middle Gympie Formation ' '  overlying the ' ' First Slate Group. ' '  
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S,P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
CONSTANCE RANGE SERIES U ensen, 1 940)  .-
A series of marine sandstones, breccias, fossiliferous limestones and other sediments 
in the Lawn Hill area. Assigned to the lower Middle Cambrian. 
Cameron (1901 )  had placed these strata provisionally in the Devonian. Ball (1911)  
had grouped the limestone with neighbouring post-T.ertiary limestones. Dunstan included all 
the strata in his comprehensive Lawn Hill Series which he regarded as Devonian ( 1913)  but 
which he later placed tentatively in the Carboniferous ( 1916 ) .  
H .  I .  Jensen : A.G. & G.S. o f  N.A. Rept. to Dec., 1939, 1940, p .  23, pl. 2, 
W. E.  Cameron : Ann. Prog. Rept., Geol. Surv., Qld., for 1900, 19P<l, p. 8.  
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S.P;, No. 232, 1911, pp. 19, 20. 
B Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl .  21 ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 171.  
COONEANA SAN DSTONE ( Cameron, 1 907 ) .-
The lowest persistent sandstone bed of the Ipswich Series as developed in the type 
area. 
One of the four main divisions of the " Ipswich Coal Series " of Dunstan ( 1916) . 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 204, 1907, p. 19. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p .  168. 
COORPAROO CONGLOMERATES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 5 ) .-
Conglomeratic deposits locally developed at the base of the Brisbane Tuff. 
[These represent the basal horizon of the Ipswich Series in the Brisbane area.] 
l3. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction. 
CORAL STAGE ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
A marine stage containing abundant Monilopora nicholsoni and Trachypora wilkinsoni 
occurring within the Lower Bowen Series as developed within the Springsure district. 
Hill ( 1943 ) correlated this tentatively with the Castle Creek Beds and assigned it to 
the Artin..'lkian. 
[N.B.-Not to be confused with the Coral Creek marine sediments, which occur high 
in his Middle Bowen Series as dev-aloped in the type area.] 
· J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p .  96. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, Table opp. p. 64. 
CORELLA SERIES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Massive mamorised limestones in the Cloncurry area, assigned to the Older ( �)  
Proterozoic. 
Honman ( 1936 ) included it in the Mt. Isa Series of Older Proterozoic age. 
See Cloncurry Series. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 32. 
C. S. Honm:m : A.G. & G.S. of N.A. Rept., Dec., 1935, 1936, p .  49. 
CORNWALL COAL MEASURES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Beds above the Alcurah Coal Measures and high in the Walloon Series (in the broad 
sense) occurring in the R oma district, and assigned to the Upper Jurassic. 
See ' ' Oralio Measures. ' '  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G ,  and p. 126. 
CORONICERATAN STAGE ( Wh itehouse, 1 927 ) .-
A small local dr1·elopment of marine s trata occurring within the fresh-water Walloon 
Series at Walsh R iver in Xorthern Quecnsl:md assig1ted to this stage of the Lower Lias. 
[There appears to be some doubt as to the authenticity of the record on which this is 
based. See Walsh River Beds.] 
F. W. Whit·ehouse : P .R .S .Q ., 38, HJ 2 7, p .  105. 
D 
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CRACOW LIMESTO N E  ( Denmead, 1 93 1  ) .-
Massive shelly limestone containing marine fossils. t t There is little reason to doubt 
that we have here an horizon not far removed from the Dilly Glacial Stage of the tower 
Bowen. ' '  
Whit·ahouse ( 1931) described fossils from four different horizons stating that 0 The 
collection as a whole is a typical assemblage of Lower Bowen forms. ' '  Denmead (1937) 
showed that the marine strata which include this limestone have at the base silicified shale 
( Sponge Bads) and are underlain by volcanics� chiefly andesite and overlain by fresh-water 
shales, sandstones and conglomerates, the whole being referred to the Lower Bowen. 
J. H. Reid : �.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 68. 
A. K. Denmead : Q.G:M.J., 1931, p. 307 ; 1937, p. 194. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1931, p. 359. 
CRACOW SER I ES ! Denmead, 1 93 3 )  .-
A ser�as of lavas, tuffs an.d agglome•rates in the Cracow district unconformably over­
lying the Lower Bowen volcanics, and conformably beneath the Clematis sandstone. 
The age of the series· would appear to be Lower T'riassic or latest Permian. 
Denmaad ( 1937)  placed it as Mesozoic. 
[N.B.-This series does not include the Cra cow Limestone, wl1ich locally forms part 
of the Lower Bowen Series.] 
A. K. Denmead : Q.G.M.J., 1933,  p .  197 ; 1937, p. 194. 
CRESSBROOK CREEK SERI ES ( Bryan, 1 928 ) .-
Name given to certain fossilferous marine strata and associat·ad acid volcanics of 
Permo-Carboniferous age in the valley of Cressbrook Creek, near Esk. 
Reid ( 1930) correlated this with his Gympie (Transition) Series. Whitahouse (1930) 
correlated it with the Fault Block Series at Silverwood, and equivalent marine strata at 
Silverspur, Gympie, Cania and Lakes Creek. 
W. H. Bryan : Map in Gutt·aridge 's Report on Brisbane Water Supply, 1928. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p .  60. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 33. 
C U N NO SER I ES ! Whitehouse, 1 940)  .-
A local serial name for calcareous sandstones, shales and mudstones occurring as a 
marginal fringe of the Great Artesian Basin. It lies conformably above the Attica Series. 
Whitehouse (1942 )  statad that this is equivalent to and consequently absorbed in the 
' ' standard' ' Walloon Series. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. of Qld. Pap·ars, Dept. Geol., 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, p. 7 ;  P.R.S.Q., 53, 
1942, p. 13 .  
D 
DALRYMPLE AND DOTSWOOD SERIES Uack, 1 87 9 )  . ­
Synonym for Dotswood Beds. 
[Not to be confused with the Dalrymple Sandstones of Tenison-Woods.] 
R. L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., No. 1, 1879, p. 13, Map No. 2 .  
DALRYMPLE SAN DSTONES ( Tenison -Woods, 1 88 0 )  .-
t t Strata of almost horizontal ferruginous sandstone in appearance very like the Hawkesbury sandstones of Port Jackson " capping highly inclined Palaeozoic rocks. Occur at Dalr;ymple Range, Mount Platform, Connors Nob Indian Head Cape Bedford and Mount Mulligan. ' ' ' 
[Not to be confusad with Dalrymple and Dotswood Series of Jack. ]  
J.  E. Tenison-Woods : Qld. Phil. Soc., 1880, p. 6 .  
DARGALONG GNEISSES ! Wh i tehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
Th_e older of  tw:o groups of gneisses and schists which (with the Einasleigh Gneisses, q.v.) Whitehouse considered may reasonably be assigned to the Pre-Cambrian. 
F. W. Whitehousa : Qld. Hbk., A .A.A.S., 1930, p. 24. 
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DARL I NG DOWNS SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 )  .-
Used as part of a composite name, viz., " Walloon-Darling Downs-Waterpark Series " 
and assigned to the uppermost of the three divisions of the " Trias-JUl'a. " 
Dunstan ( 1915) used it as a separate serial name equival-ant to the Walloon Series (the 
Waterpark Series having meanwhile been elevated to the Tertiary era) and assigned it to 
th·a Jurassic. Dunstan (1916) reverted to the earlier general practice of including the Darling 
Downs Coal measures .within the comprehensive " Walloon Series. " The term " Darling 
Downs Series '' was thus absorbed. See Killarney Coal Measures. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 0 ;  Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's 
Geography, 1916, p. 167. 
DEEP LEADS ( Dav id, 1 9 1 4 )  .-
Ha divided the Deep Leads of Eastern Australia into the ' ' Older ' '  attributed to the 
Miocene and the " Newer' ' placed in the Pliocene. 
[The Older and Newer Deep Leads may be respectively tha Drifts ( �  Miocene) and 
Drifts ( T Pliocene) of Jack and Etheridge, 1892.] 
T. W. E. David : B.A.A.S., 1914, p. 256. 
DERBYIA SEN I LI S  HORIZON ( Reid, 1 929 ) .-
A calcareous sandstone ' ' crowded with shell remains of Derbyia. ' '  This forms an 
horizon of local value within the Middle Boweu Series. It lies about 350 feet above the Big 
Strophalosia Horizon and is immediately beneath a had of glacial till. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 68 ; No. 278, 1�30, opp. p. 76.  
DESERT SAN DSTONE ( Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
Name applied to " horizontal beds of coarse grit and conglomerate '' and remarkable 
for ' ' the sandy barren character of its disintegrated soil ' ' found ' ' on the eastarn branches 
of the Upper Flinders River and elsewhere. ' '  Daintree thought that ' ' without doubt it is 
the most recent, wid!aly spread stratified deposit developed in Queensland. , . He assigned it 
to the ' ' Cainozoic ' '  and calculated that it covered approximately 150·,000 square miles, i .e., 
roughly one-fourth of the State of Queensland. 
Etheridge, Senr. (1872) placed the " Desert Sandstone " between an " Upper Volcanic " 
series and a ' ' Lower Volcanic , ' '  both of which were included in the ' ' Cainozoic. ' ' Tenison­
Woods ( 1883 ) described it as " an eolian formation, in isolated patches all over the colony, " 
and stated that it ' '  li·as above Jurassic coal. ' '  Jack ( 1889 ) mentioned fossils identical with 
those of the Rolling Downs Fo1·mation (Cretaceous) having been found within the series at 
Croydon in spite of the fact that as Jack himself pointed out the Desert Sandstone ' ' overlies 
tha Rolling Downs formation unconformably. '' J a..ck therefore placed the Desert Sandstone 
in the Upper Cretaceous and correlated with it the Maryborough Beds of the coast. Jaek 
and Etheridge ( 1892) listed it as the Upper Cretaceous " Formation ' ' and stated that it had 
once covered three-fourths of Queensland. Among the numerous deposits included by them 
in the formation were the following : - ( 1 )  Sandstones at Battle Camp near Cooktown in 
which Norman Taylor (1872) had found Ostr ea and Hinnites ; ( 2 )  sandstones at Croydon 
and Mary borough containing Cretaceous marine fossils ; ( 3 )  sandstones at Betts Creek 
containing Glossopteris ; (4)  sandstone between the Mitchell and Walsh Rivers containing 
Glossopteris, and previously referred by Taylor (1873)  to the " Carboniferous " ;  (5)  sand­
stone of the Carborough Range (see Carborough Series) ;  (6 )  sandstones near Cooktown 
including Tenison-Wood 's Dalrymple ·Series ; ( 7 )  certain rocks in south-east Queensland since 
described by Richards as rhyolitic and trachytic tuffs of Tertiary age. Dunstan ( 1913 ) 
ratained the Desert Sandstone Series as the one Upper Cretaceous formation in Queensland, 
although the Maryborough Beds were no longer included (being correlated with the Rolling 
Downs Series) .  Saint-Smith (1914)  suggested the elimination of the term Dasert Sandstone, 
as it possessed no stratigraphical significance, including as it still did ( 1 )  sandstones of 
" Trias-Jura " age ; (2 )  upper sandy beds of the Rolling Downs Formation ; ( 3 )  lateritic 
cappings of Rolling Downs kaolinic sandstones ; and ( 4) gravel waste from '1\artiary ( � )  
stream channels. Dunstan ( 1916a) deplored the necessity of using the term since it was 
' ' applicable to as many as :five different geological horiz·ons. ' '  Dunstan ( 1916b) placed the 
s·anes in the Tertiary, but pointed out that this was restricting the usage of the term, as 
the deposits previously included ranged from the Tertiary to the Jurassic, and that many of 
them were therefore embraced in his Rolling Downs Marine Series or in his Walloon Series. 
Jensen ( 1925 ) used the term and stated that its age was best regarded as " Cretaceo­
Tertiary. " Reid (1929 ) reported that the term had been abandoned by the Geological Survey 
as having no stratigraphical significance. Whitehouse (1940) used the t-arm Glendower Series 
for Daintree 's original Desert · Sandstone as developed in the type area- the basin of the 
Flinders River. Of the term Desert Sandstone ha wrote, " It were better, as virtually has 
been done, to abandon the use of it. ' '  
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 275. 
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R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S. ,  1872, p. 325. 
N. Taylor : Report of Hann 's Expedition, 1872. 
J. E. Tenison-Woods : P.R:S., N.S.W., 1882, p. 6 ;  Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1883, p. 55. 
R. L. Jack : A.A.A.S., 1, 1889, pp. 204-5. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3 and p. 511 et seq. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, pl. 0 ;  Q.G.S.P., No. 254, 1916a, Introduction ; Harrap 's 
Geography, 1916b, p. 165. 
"E. C. Saint-Smith : Second Artesian Water Conference, 1914, p. 20. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 461. 
.J. H. Reid : Rept. Fifth Artesian Water Conference, 1929, p. 30. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Univ. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, p. 61. 
DI LLY LIMESTONE U ensen, 1 923 ) .-
A marine horizon vvith associated glacial beds in the Lower Bowen Series as developed 
north of Springsure. Correlated with the Pelican Creak limestone of the Bowen coalfield. 
This horizon was later included by Reid ( 1930) in his Dilly Marine Stage ; he disagreed 
;vith Jensen 's correlation with the Pelican Creak (Big Strophalosia) horizon. 
1L I.  Jensen : Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1923, p. 155. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 95 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, p .  90. 
DI LLY MAR I N E  STAGE ! Re id, 1 93 0 )  .-
A predominantly marine stage, including Ewrydesma cordatwm horizon, with interbedded 
fresh-water and glacial beds within the Lower Bowen Series as developed in the Springsure 
-district. 
Reid ( 1932) stated that with certain reservations " Productus ( �) subquadratus, 
Linoproductus springsurensis and Eurydesma [ cordatum] appear restricted to the Dilly Stage 
in the Springsure district.' ' A vicu,lopecten mitchelli he regraded as also indicative of Dilly 
age. On the presence of this suite he correlated the Homevale Bed (Mt. Britton) ,  Saltbush 
Park ( N  ebo ) ,  Yatton and Cracow with the Dilly Stage. Haz}awood Creek and Blenheim, 
-camboon Woolshed and Delusion Creek were also tentatively correlated. Sussmilch ( 1935) 
-placed it as the lowermost part of the Lower Permian. Hill ( 1943 ) eorrelatlad it tentatively 
with the Yatton Limestone, placing it in the Artinskian or possibly on the Basleo horizon of 
the Middle Permian . 
. J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 95 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 68, 90 ; P.R.S .Q., 43, 1932, 
pp. 58, 60, 6 1 .  
C .  A .  Sussmilch : A.N.Z .A .A .S . , 2 0 ,  1.935, p .  85. 
D.  Hill : P.R.S .Q., 54, 1943, Table opp. p.  64. 
'D I N ESUS STAGE !Wh itehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
The upper of the two stages of the Templeton Series. ' '  Th�e beds represent a stage 
in the lower half of the Middle Cambrian. ' '  
Whitehouse (1931)  placed this stage as stratigraphically beneath the horizon of the 
Leiagnostus Stage of the Georgina Limestones and ( 1936) immediately above an interposed 
Jno?1yella Stage of his Templeton Series. It was correlated with the Ctenocephalus exsulans 
zone of Europe. It formed also the uppermost Stage of his Kootenia Group. He ( 1941) 
included it in his X_ltstrid u ra zone. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk. ,  A.A.A.S. ,  1930, p. 27 ; Ann. Rept., Dept. Mines for 1930, 1931, 
p.  141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, pp. 73,  78 ; 11, 1939, pp. 264-265 ; 12, 1941, p. 2. 
D I N N ER CREEK SER I ES ( Re id  and Morton, 1 928 ) .-
A fresh-water series of conglomerates, sandstones and shales with interbedded volcanic 
rocks conformabl;'>· OYerlying t he Stanwell Marine Series. The series which contains 
Glossoz�teris u ro wn_ia n a ,  Gangamopteris and . Sphenophyllum was assigned to the Upper Carbomferous. Tlns represents the lowest honzon of the Glossopteris flora yet discovered in 
Queensland. 
Whit-ehouse ( 1930 )  placed the series in the Permo-Carboniferous below the Lower 
Bow�n Volcanics. Reid (193.0 ) showe� the DINNER qR�EK S'l'AGE �s the lowest " stage " 
of Ins. Lo,Yer Bo�\·en and stated �hat m the type area 1t 1s. separated by �n important strati­graplu:al break from tl 1e underlymg� N0erkol ( St�nwell Manne) Series. David ( 1932) assigned �he senes t o  the lower part of the D ppe�· Carbomferous and older than the Gympie Series, but 
m. an ac�den�lum stated t_hat the late�t evidence favoured placing all  Kamilaroi strata , including th1s senes, m the Penman. Sussnnlch (1935)  placed the series in the Ur�l ian . 
.J. H. R eid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, pp. 385, 388.  
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F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A .A.A.S., 1930, p.  33. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No 278, 1930, pp. 39, 53, 56. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table D.  
C.  A.  Sussmilch : A.N.Z.A.A.S., 20, 1935, p.  85. 
DIPROTODON BEDS ( Bryan, 1 928 ) .-
Suggested name for the older alluvial deposits containing fossil remains of giant and 
other marsupials of Pleistocene age. 
These beds have been referred to by various authors as DIPROTODON BRECCIAS 
(Daintree, 1872 ) ,  Older Alluvial ( Gregory, 1879 ) ,  Fossil Drift ( Gregory, 1879) , and Bon� 
Drifts (Jack and Etheridge, 1892 ) .  David ( 1932) also placed these beds in the Pleistocene� 
R. Daintree : Q . .J.G.S., 28, 1872, p. 274. 
W. H. Bryan : Glossary of Qld. Stratigraphy, Univ. of Qld., 1928, p. 26. 
T. W. E .  David : Explanatory Not·as, 1932, Table I. 
R. L. J ack .and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Pari. Papers, 1879. 
DOOLOOGARAH SER I ES (Whi tehouse, 1 940 ) .-
A local serial name for fresh water sandstones, conglomerates and white shalesr 
occurring as a marginal fringe to the Great Artesian Basin. It lies conformably below th� 
Atti ca Series. 
Whitehouse (1942 ) stated that this is equivalent to and consequently absorbed in the 
1 1  standard " Bundamba Series. But Whitehouse ( 1940 ) had included in this series the Galah 
Gorge Beds and th·a Betts Creek Series of Reid, although he assigned these to the late Permian 
or early Triassic. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 (n.s.) , No. 1, 1940, pp. 36, 59, 61 ; 
P.R.S.Q., 53, 1942, p. 13.  
DOTSWOOD BEDS U ack, 1 88 6 )  .-
Jack ( 1879) h a d  described as the Dalrymple and Dotswood Series, unfossiliferous 
sediments which he assigned to the Middle Devonian, owing to his ' ' belief in its intermt'diate­
position between the horizon of the Star beds and that of the Burdekin Downs limestone. ' '  
Jack ( 1886) included similar beds occurring in Keelbottom Valley (near Dotswood 
in the Fanning Valley) containing the plant Dim-anophyllum a�tStralicum. He regarded these 
beds as equal in systematic i mportance to the Burdekin Beds below and the Gympie Beds 
above. Jaek ( 1889) as a rasult of fossil evidence included the Dotswood Beds in his Star­
Beds of Carboniferous age although he considered that they are separated by a notable break 
in sequence. The Beds ' ' directly and to all appearance conformably ' '  succeed ' ' the Fanning 
limestone ' '  of Middle Devonian age, but he added that ' ' the apparent passage . . · . . must b� 
d·aceptive. " Jack and Etheridge (1892) placed the lower part of these Beds with 
Dicmnophyllttm australicwm in the Middle Devonian Burdekin Series, but since the upper 
part was correlated with their Star Beds of Permo-Carboniferous age and since they regarded 
thoair Gympie Formation as intermediate in age between the Burdekin Series and the Star­
Beds they argued that there must be an important non-sequence between the lower and upper 
parts of the Dotswood Beds. ( For this and other reasons the term was later abandoned as a 
serial name.)  Reid ( 1930) reinterpreted the relationship as follows : " Everything-lithologyr 
fauna, structure-points to the Dotswood beds being the basal Star beds in that district, and 
that there is just a normal and conformable sequence from the Middle Devonian limestone of 
the Burdekin to the Lower Star ( Upp·ar Devonian) of the type districts and thence to th� 
Upper Star (Lower Carboniferous ) .  
R .  L. Jack : Q.G.S .P., No. 1, 1879, p .  13, Map No. 2 ;  Hbk. Qld. Geology, 1886, p .  31 ; A.A.A.S.1 
1, 1889, pp. 199, 200. 
R Etheridge, Senr. : Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc., Edin., 1880, p.  4. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge, Jun. : Geol. of Qld., 1892, pp. 39, 132. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p.  80. 
DOUG LAS CREEK LIMESTO N ES ( H i l l , 1 93 9 )  .-
A ma;ri_ne horizon in the Clermont district, within the Peak Downs 8-aries (Dunstan, 
1916) contammg rugose corals. Assigned to the upper part of the Couvinian and correlated 
with the Drummond Creek Limestone. 
' 
Jones ( 1942 ) found that the tabulate corals also indicatad an Upper Couvinian age. 
Hill ( 1943 ) stated " The Clermont Limestones would appear to . . . .  be on a slightly higher 
horizon than the Silverwood limestones. ' ' 
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D. Hill : p .R.S.Q., 50, 1939, p. 56 ; 54, 19;13, p. 60 and Table. 
0. A. Jones : P .R.S.Q., 53, 1942, p. 41. 
DRI FTS ( ?  M IOCE N E )  Uack and Etheridge, 1 892)  .-
Ona of their several Tertiary Formations. See Deep Leads. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3. 
DRIFTS ( ?  P LIOC EN E )  U ack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) .-
One of their several Tertiary Formations. See Deep Leads. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3. 
DRUMMOND CREEK LIMESTO N E  ( H i l l ,  1 93 9 )  .-
A marine horizon in tha Clermont district within the Peak Downs Series (Dunstan, 
1916)  containing rugose �orals. Assigned to the upper part of the Couvinian and correlated 
with the Douglas Creek Limestones. 
Hill ( 1943 ) stated these ' ' limestones would app·aar to . . . . be on a slightly higher 
horizon than the Silverwood limestones.' ' 
[Not to be confused with Dr,ummond Beds of Jack and Etheridge, 1892.] 
D .  Hill : P.R.S.Q., 50, 1939, p. 56 ; P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, p. 60 and Table. 
DRUMMOND SERIES Uack and Etheridge, 1 892)  .-
Gently inclined sandstones and shales along the Drummond Range and Belyando River, 
referred to as the DRUMMOND BEDS. Regarded by them as equivalents of the Star Series 
and hence assigned to the Permo-Carboniferous. 
Etheridge ( 1891 ) although he did not use either term had referred to the occurrence of 
Lepidodendron at£strale in the strata and placed them in the Carboniferous period. Jack and 
Etheridge ( 1892 ) placed it in the Permo-Carboniferous. When Dunstan (1916)  removed the 
� ' Star Serioas' ' q.v. from the Permo-Carboniferous to the Carboniferous the Drummond Series, 
which was still regarded as equivalent, also became Carboniferous. Jensen ( 1923 ) stated that 
.in the Drummond Range area these beds lie unconformably below the Lowar Bowen Series. 
Reid and Morton ( 1928) placed the beds (to which they gave the name Drummond Series) 
as older than tha Rockhampton Series and with,in the Lower Carboniferous. Whitehouse 
(1930) referred to Lower Carboniferous beds within the series containing Lepidodendron and 
' ' upper beds ' '  with Rhacopteris. The whole series with tha possible exception of the lower­
most beds he assigned to the Carboniferous. Reid ( 1930) equated them with the Star Series 
assigning the lower division with Lepidodendron OtUStrale to the Upper Devonian and the 
upper division with abundant Lepidodendron veltheimianum ( and probably equivalent beds 
with Aneimites (Rhacopteris) austrina)  to the lower Carboniferous ; and stated that a marked 
unconformity separates the Drummond Beds and the overlying Lower Bowen Series. David 
(1932) agreed in the main with Reid but extend·ad the range upwards, thus placing the beds 
with Aneimites within the lowermost part of the Upper Carboniferous. 
R. Etheridge : Rec. Geol. Surv., N.S.W., 1891, p. 134. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Gaol. of Qld., 1892, p. 138. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p .  170. 
H. I .  Jensen : Proc. Linn. Soc., N:S.W., 1923, p .  154 . 
..J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. '388. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 30 . 
. ..J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 10, 21, 83. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p .  52, Table D .  
D UARI N GA-EMERALD SERIES ( Reid and Morton, 1 928 ) .-
. Several hundred feet of .fresh water s·adiments and interbedded basalts lying uncon-fmmably on the Bowen Formation and regarded as ' ' Tertiary to Post Tertiary. ' '  
. Dunstan (1.916) had included these beds in his mora comprehensive Duaringa Series. David . ( 1932) assigned the 1,000 feet of " ostracod and sporangia shales' ' 'at Duaringa to the Oligocene. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 165 . 
.J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 388. 
T .  W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I. 
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DUARI NGA SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Sediments with resln·bearing clay shales, containing :fish remains found at Duaringa, 
'The Narrows, and Lowmead. One of the many equivalent series assigned by him to the 
Tertiary. 
David ( 1932) described them as ' ' ostracod and sporangia shales' ' and assigned them 
to the Oligocene. Hills ( 1943) after an examination of an incomplete collection of fossil :fish 
wrote ' ' it is possible to state only that they are Tertiary. ' '  
See Nerang·Duaringa Series, Casuarina-Narrows Series and Duaringa-Emerald Series. 
B. Dunstan : Ann. Prog. Rept., Geol. Surv. Qld. for 1900, 1901, pp. 16, 17 ; Harrap 's 
Geography. 1916. p. 165. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I. and p. 88. 
E. S. Hills : Mem. Qld. Mus., 12, 1943, p. 99. 
DUCHESS-GLENORM ISTON SERIES ( David, 1 932)  .-
A marine series with a Pa.godia Stage oYerlying a P1·ocemtopyge Stage ; ranging from 
the top of the Middle Cambrian to the bottom of the Ordovician. 
[Not to be confused with the Glenormiston Series of Ordovician age.] 
T. W. E.  David (fide F. W. Whitehouse) : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 37.  
DURICRUST <Wool nough, 1 927 l .-
The relatively hard crust formed during the great period of peneplanation in many 
widely separated areas of Australia in Tertiary times. Included much of the so-called 
' ' Laterite ' '  and ' ' Desert Sandstone' ' of Queensland. Regarded as of stratigraphical 
significance since it constituted a once-continuous formation of approximately Miocene age. 
For a different interpretation of its stratigraphical significance see Laterites ( Tertiary) , 
(Whitehouse, 1940 ) .  
W. G .  Woolnough : Proc. Roy. Soc., N.S.W., 1927, p .  51. 
E 
E IGHT M I LE CREEK BEDS ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 92 5 )  .-
The uppermost division of their Fault Block Series of Permo-Carboniferous age in the 
Silverwood-Lucky Valley area. ' ' The beds although perfectly conformable fall naturally into 
two groups ; a lower, about 2,400 feet thick, made up of alternating shallow marine and 
fresh water deposits, and an upper, of appl'Oximately equal thickness, c'Omposed entirely of 
volcanic lavas and tuffs mostly of an acid nature. ' '  They are correlated with the Rhyolite 
Range Beds and in part with the Oondamine Beds and regarded as younger than the Wallaby 
Beds of the same series. 
Reid ( 1930 ) correlated the upper part (volcanics) with his Lower Bowen Series and 
the lower part (with Glossopteris shales) tentatively with his Dinner Creek Series. Voisey 
(1935) agreed with Reid on the former point. Voisey ( 1936, 1939) stated that the Fault 
Block Series as a whole is ' ' to be considered as Lower Permian in age. ' '  
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p.  67 . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 68. 
A. H. Voisey : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p.  60 et seq. ; Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. 1936, p .  163 ; 1939, 
p. 389. 
EINASLEIGH SERI ES.-
The gneisses, schists, and other very metamorphosed rocks of this area have never 
eonstituted an official " series, " but Bryan ( 1926') has suggested that they represent one of 
the oldest formations in the State. He regarded them tentatively as the equivalents of the 
Cloncurry Series of Pre-Cambrian age. 
Whitehouse ( 1930) placed the EINASLEIGH GNEISSES (with the Dargalong 
Gneisses) in the older of two groups, both of which he . considered may reasonably be assigned 
to the Pre-Cambrian. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p. 9. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 24. 
ELATHR I E LLA STAGE ( Wh itehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
A stage near the base of the Pituri Series. The only palaeontological stage recognised 
within the series. It was shown as stratigraphically succeeding the uppermost Pagodia. stage 
<>f the Georgina Limestone. It was correlated with the Orusia lentticularis zone of Europe. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11 ,  1936, p. 78 ; 11, 1939, pp. 264-65. 
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ELG I N  DOWNS BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Fresh-water beds in the Clermont district with . Calamites sp. and a species of 
Lepidodendron of Carboniferous type, placed by Reid ( 1930 ) in his Upper Star Formation 
(Lower Carboniferous) . 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 28. 
ELLESMEREOCERAS STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
A stage near the top of tha Ninmaroo Seri�s, being the only palaeo��:tological stage 
recognised within the series. Assigned to the Ozarkian and regarded as the highest recorded 
stage in the Cambrian of Queensland. 
Kobayashi ( 1940) placed the t t ELLESM��EOCE�OID ZON� '' in the _ Tremadocian considering it to be the oldest fossiliferous OrdoVICian honzon known m Australia. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, p. 78. 
T. Kobayashi : .Tap. Jour. Geol. and Geog., 17, 1940, p. 123. 
EMERALD SERI ES.-
See Duaringa-Emerald Series (Reid and Morton 1928) . 
EMU PARK PHOSPHATIC SCH ISTS ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 928 ) .-
A series of metamorphic rocks occurring to . the north _and east of Rockhampton, conformably underlying their Broadmount �angarufer?us Schists a_nd . equated with the Phosphatic Schists, of the Brisbane Schist Senes, and assigned to the Silunan. 
[Equivalent to the oldest part of the Emu Park Series of Whitehou&a.] 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
EMU PARK SERI ES !Whitehouse, 1 928 ) .-
Equivalent to that portion of the Rannes, Emu Park and Anakie Series (Reid and 
Morton, 1928 ) in the Rockhampton area. 
[This series is mora comprehensive than the Emu Park Phosphatic Schists since it 
includes also several higher horizons.] 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p.  441. 
ESK- BIARRA SERI ES ( J ensen, 1 926 ) .-
Synonymous with the Esk Series except that he stated that " the ' Esk-Biarra Series ' 
may include the Bundamba in part. ' '  
H.  I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 22. 
ESK SERIES ( Reid, 1 923 ) .-
Term first used to distinguish the beds in the vicinity of Esk from the Walloon Series 
on the one hand and the Ipswich Series on the other. 
For many years the strata constituting this series were regarded as part of the Walloon 
Series, e.g. Marks (1912)  and were assigned to " Trias-Jura. " Walkom ( 1918)  considered 
the fossil evidence as supporting this and hence included the beds under discussion in the 
Walloon Series which ha referred to the Jurassic. Reid ( 1923 ) thought there were n strong 
palaeontological breaks ' '  between the Walloon Series, the Esk Series and the Ipswich Series. Reid and Morton (1923 ) divided the series into the Andesitic Stage, the Esk Shales (and 
equivalent Bellevue Conglomerates) and the Esk Trachytes in ascending order and :proposed the correlation of the Esk Series with the Ipswich Series both of which they assigned to 
Upper Triassic. Walkom (1924) confirmed the correlation and assigned the series to a Rhaetic age. Hill ( 1930) placed the series in the Keuper. She differed from Reid and Morton in inserting an Acid Tuff Stage betwaen the Andesitic Boulder Beds and the Esk Shales and in excluding the Esk Trachytes. She correlated the upper part of the Esk Series with the lower part of the Ipswich Series. Hill ( 1931 ) used tha names Lower Esk Series for the Andesitic Boulder Beds and Upper Esk Series for the Acid Tuff Stage and Esk Shales. David ( 1932) use� the term ' '  E_sk Stage" for the time int·arval during which the upper part of the Esk Senes and the eqmvalent (lower) part of the Ipswich Series were deposited. 
J. H.  Raid : P.R.S.Q., 34, 1923, p. 168. . 
E. 0. Marks : Q.G.M.J., 1912, p. 322. 
A. B.  Walkom : Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 1918, p. 78 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 8, Pt. 1 ,  1924, p. 77. 
J. H.  Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1923, pp. 7-14. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, pp. 1 69, 186 ; 42, 1931, p. 33. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 75 and Table F. 
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ESK SHALES ( Reid and Morton, 1 923 ) .-
The middle of their three divisions of the Esk Series. and the equivalent of their Bellevue 
Conglomerates. 
Hill ( 1930) regarded these as the highest stage of the Series, lying immediately above 
the Acid Tuff Stag·e and equivalent to the Bellevue Conglomerates, and equated them with 
the Basal Ipswich conglomerates. 
· J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 7.  
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, p. 186.  
ESK STAGE ! David, 1 932 ) .-
This term was intended to cover both the lower part of the Ipswich Series and the 
equivalent upper part of the Esk Seri-es. Assigned to the Keuper. 1 David stated in a footnote that ' ' The abundance of Schizoneura in this Esk Stage has 
suggested to some observers that this Stage may be Lower Triassic. ' '  
[This should not be confused with the Esk Series of which it forms only a part.] 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 75 and Table F. 
ESK TRACHYTES ( Reid and Morton, 1 923.) .-
Regarded by these authors as the highest horizon of the E�k Series. 
Richards ( 1926) thought that the placing of these within the Esk Series was wrong. 
He favoured a Kainozoic age rather than a Mesozoic age. Hill ( 1930) regarded these as 
intrusive and probably of Tertiary age. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 7.  
H. C. Richards :  A.A.A.S., 17, 1926, p. 287.  
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, p. 178. 
ETH ERI DGE ! Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
One of the ten areas grouped as ' ' Metamorphic ' '  and assigned to the Pre-Devonian. 
Cameron (1900) described these beds as an unfossiliferous series of very. evenly 
stratified slate, mica schis�s, micaceous sandstones and quartzites of unknown age. Jensen 
(1920·) excluded these from his Etheridgean Seri-es and ( 1923 ) correlated them with his 
(younger ) · Herberton Series. Later ( 1925) he suggested that they might represent 
metamorphosed Cambrian sediments. 
R. Daintree : Q.G.S.P., 1872, p. 300. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 151, 1900, p. 1. 
H. I.  Jensen : P.R.S.Q., 1920, pp. 25-28 ; Q.G.&.P., No. 274, 1923, pp. 8, 74, 75 ; Q.G.M.J., 
1925, p. 379. 
ETHERIDGEAN SERIES Uensen, 1 920 ) .-
A comprehensive term to inciude " most of the metamorphic rocks from the Tate River 
to the Gulf of Carpentaria. ' '  In particular it included the older and more strongly 
metamorphosed rocks of the Etheridge Goldfield, but excluded the less metamorphosed sedi­
ments usually associated with the name Etheridge. Assigned to the Pre-Cambrian and 
correlated with the Cloncurry Series. 
Jensen ( 1923 ) included in his " Etheridgean Period" his " ETHERIDGE SERIES " 
of the type district and other correlated series, viz. the Cardross-Muldiva Series of the 
Chillagoe-Herberton district and an unnamed series in the Croydon area. These Etheridgean 
series he regarded as forming a Pre-Silurian group, older than those comprising his 
Rerbertonian Series, in which latter group he placed the less metamorphos·ed rocks of the 
Etheridge district. Jensen (1925) again suggested a Pre-Cambrian age for the series. 
H. I. Jen�en : Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Qld. ,  1920, pp. 25-28 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 274, 1923, pp. 8, 74, 75 ; 
Q.G.M.J., 1925, p.  379. · 
ETNA SERI ES ( Wh i tehouse, 1 928 ) .-
A vast thickness of rhyolites and rhyolitic tuffs with interbedded shales, cherts and 
coralline limestones, assigned to the Devonian and regarded as conformably overlying the Emu 
Park Series. The type locality is at Mt. Etna, 17 miles north of Rockhampton. 
David ( 1932) placed the series in the Middle Devonian ( Givetian) correlating it with 
the Silverwood Series and the upper part of the Burdekin Series. Hill ( 1943 ) on the evidence 
of the -rugose corals assigned the limestones to the Coblenzian. She stated that there can be 
little difference in age between this and the Silverwood limestones. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 441 ; P.R.S.Q., 40, 1929, p. 134. 
E 
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T. w. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C. 
·D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, pp. 13, 59. 
EUGONOCARE STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 9 )  .-
New name for the Anorina Stage of the Georgina (Cambrian) Series. It lies above the 
.Anornocare Stage and below the Glyptagnostus Stage and is correlated with the A gnostus 
pisiformis zone of Europe. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1939, pp. 264-65. 
EU ROSTINA STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 9 )  .-
New name for the Inouyella Stage of the Templeton (Cambrian) Series. It lies above 
the A mphoton Stage and below the Dine sus Stage and is correlated with the Triplagnostus . 
atavus zon-e of Europe. 
Whitehouse ( 1941) included it in his more comprehensive Xystridura Zone. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1939, pp. 264-65 ; 12, 1941, p. 2. 
E U RYDESMA BEDS ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 92 5 )  .-
Over 200 feet of shallow-water marine sediments (containing the Eurydesma cordatum 
horizon) forming the lowest beds of the Fault Block ·series of Permo-Carboniferous age in the 
Silverwood-Lucky Valley area. . · . 
Reid ( 1930 ) placed them as younger than the Condamine Beds of the same series and 
correlated them with his Lower Bowen Ser�es. Voisey ( 1935) agreed with Reid on this point. 
Voisey (1936, 1939) stated the Fault Block Series as a whole is " to be considered Lower 
Permian in age .  ' ' 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 67. 
J.  H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 68. 
A. H. Voisey : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p. 60, e1t seq. (see also ' p. xiv) ; Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S.W., 
1936, p. 163 ; 1939, p. 389. 
EU RYDESMA CORDA TUM HORIZON ( R ichards and Bryan, 1 925 l .-
Shown as a definite horizon within their Eurydesma Beds and used as a basis for 
correlation. 
Reid (1930 ) regarded Eurydesma cordatum as characteristic of his Lower Bowen as a 
whole and of definite dianostic value. Reid ( 1932) wrote of a " MAIN EURYDESMA 
HORIZON, ' ' sometimes glacial, as forming the lowest known member of his Dilly Stage of 
the Lower Bowen. David ( 1932) regarded it as the criterion in determining the base Qf the 
Bowen Series and indeed the base of the Permian in Queensland. The horizon ' ' is known from' 
Silverwood, near Warwick, to at least as far north as Yatton, over 400 miles, and from 
Springsure to near Broadsound, about 130 miles. " Whitehouse ( 1 935)  disagreed with the 
assumption that this sp-ecies was necessarily restricted to one horizon. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : J;>.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 69. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 64 ; P.R.S.Q., 43, 1932, p. 58. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 64, and Table E: 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p. xiv. 
E U RYDESMA GLACIAL HORIZON ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
An horizon within the Di1ly Marine Stage of the Lower Bowen Series as developed in 
the Springsure district. 
Reid ( 1932) pointed out that some other occurrences of this his ' ' Main Eu1·ydesma 
horizon" do not contain evidence of glaciation. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 151 ; P.R.S.Q., 43, 1932, p. 60. 
EYRIAN SERIES (Whitehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
Fresh-water beds of Tertiary age continuous with those of the Eyrian stage of South 
Australia. In some places they rest ' ' apparently unconformably on the Winton Series, ' '  
while in others ' ' they rest with a definite unconformity upon the marine beds of the Roma 
and Tambo Series. ' '  
David (1932 ) assigned them tentatively to the Eocene, but in part to the post-Eocene. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, p .  39. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I.  
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FAN N I NG LIMESTON E  Uack, 1 88 9 )  .-
Relatively undisturbed, fossiliferous limestones within the Burdekin Formation, lying 
conformably beneath his Dotswood Beds ; assigned to the Middle Devonian. David ( 1932) 
treated the 7,000 feet of coralline limestones with the Burdekin Series and assigned them to 
the Givetian division of the Middle Devonian. 
Hill (1942 ) assigned it to the middle section of the Givetian, and correlated it with 
the limestones of Burdekin Downs and Reid Gap. 
(Not to be confused with the Fanning River Beds of Jensen (1925 ) . ] 
R. L. Jack : A.A.A.S., 1 ,  1889, pp. 198, 199. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 53, 1942, p. 229 ; 54, 1943, p. 61 and Table. 
FAN N I NG RIVER BEDS ( Jensen, 1 92 5 )  .-
Virtually synonymous with Dotswood Beds. 
[Not to be confused with F-anning Limestone, Jack ( 1889) which they overlie.] 
H. I .  Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p.  381. 
FAU LT BLOCK SERIES ( Richards and Bryan, 1 925 ) .-· 
A series composed of several isolated blocks of marine and fresh water strata and 
associated volcanics of Permo-Carboniferous age occurring in the Silverwood-Lucky Valley 
area. The individual blocks were called 1 1 Eight Mile block, ' '  1 1 Tunnel Block, ' '  1 1  Stan thorpe 
Road Block ' '  and 1 1  Condamine Block ' '  respectively. 
Whitehouse (1930) used the name in a faT more general sense to include somewhat 
similar blocks at Silverspur, Cressbrook Creek, Gympie, Cania and Lakes Creek in addition to 
those at Silverwood. 1 1 In all these areas are to be found beds containing an interesting 
fauna with genera characteristic of Lower Bowen beds. ' '  Voisey ( 1936, 1939) stated that 
the series as a whole is 1 1  to be considere·d Lower Permian in age. ' '  
For more detail see Eurydesma Beds, Wallaby Beds, Condamine Beds, Eight Mile Cre·ek 
Beds, Rhyolite Range Beds. , 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 60. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A .A.A.S., 1930, p. 33. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S .P., No. 278, 1930, p. 51. 
A. H.  Voisey : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p.  60 et seq. (see also p. xiv) ; Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 
1936, p. 163 ; 1939, p. 389. 
FERNY ALE JASPERS ( Richards and Bryan, 1 928 ) .-
Jaspers, in part radiolarian, in the Brisbane River valley, assigned to the Lower 
Devonian and correlated with the jaspers of the Boyne River. 
Denmead ( 1927) includ•ed them in his Fernvale Series. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A .A.A.S., 18 ( 1926 meeting) 1928, p. 288. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 103. 
FER NV A LE SERI ES ( Den mead, 1 928 ) .-
The uppermost of the four Series into which the Brisbane Schists are divided. The 
series includes radiolarian jaspe:rs, andocsitic tuffs, banded cherts, shales, claystones, and 
limestones with associated serpentine. The series was referred tentatively to the Devonian. 
David ( 1932) assign'<ld the 1 1  FERNY ALE SCHISTS ' ' to the Lower Devonian. Ball 
(1934) reported fossiliferous marine rocks of late Palaeozoic age from Northbrook in juxta­
position with the Fernvale Series and associated with andesitic volcanics which he regarded 
as part of that series, thus implying a late Pala'<lozoic age for part at least of the Fernvale 
Series. 
[Insofar as the age of this series is based on correlation with the W oolomin Series of 
New South Wales it is affected by the latest views on the age of the latter which assign it to 
the Pre-Devonian. (See Brown, 1942 ) . ]  
A. K. Denme ad : P.R.S.Q., 39,  1928, p. 103.  
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C.  
L.  C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1934, p.  37.  
I. Brown : P.R.S. N.S.W., 76,  1942, p. 176.  
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fi RST BED OF SLATE ( Rands, I 889 ) .-
A. ll important horizon within the Gympie Series consisting of 15 foot of black shales. 
Rands realised that these lay beneath the Phoenix Slates ( with which the miners had 
wrongly ·equated them ) but decided to retain a well established, if mislead_ing, term. Dunstan 
( 1912)
. 
included this horizon in his Second Slate Group. 
W. H. Ra nds : Q.G.S.P., No. 52, 1889, p.  3.  
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221 ,  1912, Map. 
iF I RST SLATE GROUP ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
The uppermost of his three slate groups in the Middle Gympie Formation. It contains 
.a pers:st£>nt fossiliferous horizon shown as I.F. 
A pp roximately equivahmt to Rands ( 1889) Phoenix Slates, but does not include 
Rands ' First Bed of Slate. 
W. H. Ran ds : Q.G.S.P., No. 52, 1889, p. 3. 
B. D nnstan : Q.G.S. P., No. �2 1, 1912, Map. 
fi RST VOLCANIC ( GREYWACKE J GROUP ( Dunstan, I 9 1  2 )  .-
The uppermost \'Olcanic group of his Middle Gympie Formation. 
B. D unsta n : Q.G.S. P. ,  No. 221,  1912,  Map. 
:FOSSI L  D R I FT ( A . C. Gregory, 1 87 9 )  .-
Synonym for his Alluvial Older. See Dip1·otoden Beds. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Parliamentary Papers, 1879. 
FOUR- FOOT SAN DSTONE ! Cameron, I 907 ) .-
A readily traceable horizon overlying his ' '  Bundamba shales ' '  within the Ipswich 
Series. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 204, 1907, p. 20. 
FROME SER I ES ! Jensen, 1 940 ) .-
Schists, quartzites, metagneiss, granulites, etc. in the Palmer River district. Assigned 
to the A rchaeozo ic. 
II. I. Jensen : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. to Dec. 1939, 1940, p.  20. 
G 
·GALAH GORGE BEDS ! Re id, I 9 1  6 l  .-
Freshwater sediments \\' i th  coal seams and containing Glossoptc1·is ; correlated with the 
Betts Creek St>ries and assigned to the Permo- Carboniferous. 
Whit·ahouse ( 1940 ) assigned these to the late Permian or early Triassic, and included 
them in his Dooloogarah Series. 
B. 0. Marks : Q.G.S.P., Ko. 235, 1911 ,  pp. 1 8-2·0. 
J. H .  Reid : Q.G.:-3 . 1 ' . ,  Ko. 254, 1916, p.  17 .  
F .  W .  Whitehouse : 'F n i v .  Qld. Pap ers, Dept .  Geol., 2 (u.s. ) ,  N o .  1 ,  1940, p.  59. 
·GATCOMBE H EAD SER I ES ! B ryan, 1 92 6 )  .-
' ' Very ?ighly metamorphos�d and crushed schists and gneisses of a very old aspect ' '  
regarded as lymg unconformably below Dunst a n 's  ( 1916)  Gladstone-Curtis Island Series and 
.assigned tentatiYely to the Pre-Cambrian. 
H. I. .J ensen : Q.G.M.J . , 1918,  p. 10 .  
'-\'. H .  Bryan : P .R.S.Q., 37,  1 926, p p .  10,  1 1 .  
GEORG I NA LIM ESTONES ! Og i lvie, I 93 I ) .-
G rey l i mestones \\' i t l t  trilobites and other fossils, around the basin of the Georgina 
River. 
WhitehouSJa ( 19:1 1 )  . divided these into three stages, in ascending order Leiagnostus, 
P1:ocemtopyge . and Pagodw Stages. These range in age from the upper portion of the M1ddle Carnbnan t o  the upper portion of the Upper Cambrian. Whitehouse ( 1 936)  divided 
the " G EORG IN A S E RIES " into six s�ages which in ascending order were the Phoidagn()stus, 
.A n o111 ocare and Solnwple u ra. Stages winch he bracketed as the Phalacroma Group and assigned 
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t o  the Acadian and the A.norina, Glyptagnostus and Pagodia stages which h e  braeketecl as  
the Proceratopyge Group and placed in the. Cr.oixia�. The uppermost of. �hese stages . is  succeeded by the Elatluriella Stage of the Pitun Senes. Grabau ( 1937 )  divided the senes 
into the Lower Georgina Limestone which he placed in his Middle Cambrian Pulsation System 
and the Upper Georgina Limestone in his Cambrovician Pulsation System. He· argued that 
these two parts are separated by a ' ' Probable Hiatus and Disconformity. ' '  Whitehouse 
(1939 ) saw " no reason for p ostulating such a break. ' '  He added the Agnost1ts seminula 
Stage at the base of the series, and the Papyriaspis Stage between the Phoidagnostus and 
Anomocare Stages. He deleted the Solenopleura Stage and proposed the new names Eugonocar,� 
Stage for Anorina Stage and Rhodonaspis Stage for Pagodia Stage. 
C. Ogilvie : in F. W. Whitehouse : ,Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines Qld., for 1930, 1931, p. 141. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept.  Mines, Qld., for 1930, 1931, p. 141. Mem. Qld. Mus. 11� 
1936, pp. 75, 78, 80 ; 1 1, 1939, pp. 264-5, 268. 
A. W. Grar a u : Palaeozoic Formations in the Light of the Pulsation Theory, 3 ,  pt.  2,  1937, 
pp. 371-2. 
GIGOOMGAN LIMESTON E  ( Rands, 1 890 ! .-
A great mass of bluisn grey limestone traced for at least 14 miles. Assigned to the 
Gympie Formation of ' ' Carbonifero-Permian ' '  age. 
Richard.; and Bryan ( 1932) described it as ' ' at least •eleven hundred feet thick' ' and 
' ' made up almost entirely of algal remains. ' '  They cited Whit{' house 's opinion that the 
associated fauna is typically ' ' Permo-Carboniferous ''  and that it represents the uppAr part 
of the Upper Carboniferous. David (1932) tentatively placed it as near the Eu.?·ydesma 
oordatum horizon at the base of the Lower Permian. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No . . 59, 1890, p. 1 .  
H. C .  Richards and W. H. Bryan : Geol. Mag., 1932, pp. 295, 300. 
1'.  W. :�. DaYid : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 634, Table E. . 
GI LBERT ( Daintree, 1 87 2 !  .-
One of the ten areas assigned by Daintree to his oldest or ' ' Metamorphic ' '  .group o f  
Pre-Devonian age. 
R. Dai�trae : Q.J .G.S., 1872, p. 300. 
GLADSTON E-CU RTIS ISLAND SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
A series of slates, schists, quartzites, and j asperoids. A northern equivalent of the 
Brisbane Schist Series. Assigned doubtfully to Ordovician. Dunstan (1904 ) · had divided 
these and the associated rocks in the neighbourhood into the following ' ' Belts ' ' :  ( 1 )  Lim e · 
stone and slate Belt ; (2 )  Serpentine Belt ; ( 3 )  Phosphate-bearing Slate Belt. Jensen ( 1918)  
referred t o  other more metamorphosed members o f  the series below (3 )  at Gatcombe Head. 
Dunstan (1920) modified this arrangement into belts as follows : ( 1 )  Serpentine and 
Limestone ; ( 2) Manganiferous Schists ; ( 3 )  Phosphate-bearing Schist. He pointed out that 
these divisions still held as the seri·es was traced to the south. Bryan (1926) regarded the 
Gatcombe Head rocks as belonging to an older series, p ossibly Pre-Cambrian. Richards and 
Bryan ( 1928 ) assigned the Manganiferous Schists and j aspers to the Lower Devonian and 
the phosphatic schists to the !Silurian. David ( 1932) plwced the Manganiferous Schists in 
the Lower Devonian. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G .SP, No. 190, 3, 1904, p. 10 ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 174 ; Q.G.S.P.,. 
No. 268, 1920, Art. 8. 
H. I.  Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1918, p. 10.  
W. H. Bryan : 'P.R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p .  11 .  
H. C .  Richards and W. H.  Bryan : A .A.A.S.,  18,  1928, p .  290. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C. 
GLENDOWER SERIES ( Wh itehouse, 1 940)  .-
. ' ' A most curious sedimentary series, arenaceous and non-calcareous in type, consisting mamlY: of san�stones and conglomerates but with some white shales as well . ' '  DeYeloped in 
the Flmders R1ver valley. It overlies Cretaceous beds and underlies the later lateritic soils. 
T�s term is virtually synonymous with Daintree's Desert Sandstone as originally defined in 
this, the type area. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. of Qld. Papers, Dept. 'Geol., 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, pp. 57, 58, 61. 
GLENORMI STON SERIES ( Wh itehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
A series of arenaceous and calcareous sediments of unknown thickness of Ordovician 
age with a rich fauna of a shelly facies found in the Toko Range ( Cahns Range) in the 
extreme west of Queensland. 
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Jack ( 1896) had correlated the beds in question with similar strata in Central 
Australia. AI; the latter were thought by some authorities to be Silurian and by others 
Ordovician, Jack hasitated to assign the Queensland beds definitely to either period. Jack 
( 1899} had included them ( together with the Cloncurry Series) in a large area of North­
western Queensland t o  which he assigned a Silurian age. For many years the idea persisted 
that the fossiliferous beds under consideration formed part of the great Cloncurry Series and 
that the latter was c·onsequently of Silurian age (e.�. Dunstan, H H6 ) .  The discovery of Cam­
brian fossils, however, in the Templeton Series definitely proved that much of the Cloncurry 
Series was of Pre-Cambrian age. Bryan ( 1927) had pointed out that as the bads of the Cairns 
Range could still reasonably be correlated with the strata in Central Australia, and as the 
latter had in the interim been definitely proved to be Ordovician, the Cairns Range 
sediments should also be regarded as of Ordovician (probably Caradocian ) and not of Silurian 
age. Whitehouse ( 1931) suggested a Lower ·Ordovician age. D avid ( 1932) placed the 
series as partly Lower and partly Upper Ordovician. Whitehouse (1936)  proposed the term 
' ' Toko Series ' ' to replace ' ' Glenormiston Series, ' ' since ' ' althop.gh the series occurs on 
Gle!lormiston, the graater part of that property is occupied by Cambrian beds. ' '  See Toko 
Senes. 
R. L. Jack : P.R.S.Q., 1 2 ,  1 896, p. 48 ; Geol. Map of Qld., 1899. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p .  1 74. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, pp. 90-91. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk. A .A.A.S., 1930, p. 27 ; Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines, 1930, 1931 , 
f'· 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11 , 1936, p. 68. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 28. 
G LYPTAGNOSTUS STAGE ! Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
One of the six stages into which he divided the Georgina Limestones of Cambrian age. 
It immediately underlies the uppermost, Pagodia .Stage, and was correlated with p ortions of 
the Olenu.s zone of Europe. 
Whitehouse ( 1931 )  had previously divided the series into three other stages but had 
not recognised this one. Whitehouse ( 1939 ) showed it as immediately above tha Eugonocare 
[A norina] Stage and below the Rhodonaspis [Pagodia] Stage. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mine13 Qld. for 1930, 1931, p. 141. Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 
] 996, p. 78 ; 11 ,  1939 ' pp. 264-65. 
GOODNA SAN DSTON E ( Richa rds, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A medium grained sandstone ·within the Bundamba Series and once used as a building 
stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 119. 
GOOMERI  VOLCAN ICS AND K I N BOMB I  BOULDER BEDS ( Reid, 1 92 5 )  .-
The middle of his three Mesozoic formations in the Murgon-Goomeri district lying 
conformably above his Manyung Series and conformably below his Mondure Series. Listed as 
Triassic �-
J. H .  Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 87. 
GOOROOMJAM ! Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
One of the tan areas assigned by Daintree to his oldest or ' ' Metamorphic ' '  group of 
Pre-Devonian age. 
R .  Daintree : Q.J .G.S., 1872, p. 300. 
GORDON DOWN BEDS ( Etheridge, Senr. 1 87 2 )  . ­
The lower of his two ' ' Oolitic' ' series. 
These beds form part of Whitehouse 's ( 1926 ) Roma Series. 
R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 325. 
G RAHAM'S CREEK SER I ES ( Bryan and Massey, 1 926 ) .-
. A term propos�d for a. very cons�derable thicknes� of tuffs and tuffaceous sediments which separates the T1aro Senes ( Jurassic) below from the Maryborough Series ( Cretaceous) 
above. 
. David (19�2 )  placed it as equivalent in age to the uppermost part of the Walloon Senes, probably m the Lower Cretaceous but possibly in the uppermost Jurassic. 
W. H. Bryan and C. N. Massey : P .R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p. 112. 
T .  W. E .  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 27 and Table H. 
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GREENSTON E  SER I ES ! Denmead, 1 928 ) .-
The series consists almost entirely of altered basic rocks, probably porphyrites and 
basalts. It is the lowest of the four series into which he divi<iad the Brisbane Schists and 
is overlain by his Bunya Series. The series was assigned doubtfully to the Silurian. 
David ( 1932) wrote of the " GREENSTONE SCHIST SERIES "  that " Its age rna�· 
lie between Proterozoic and Ordovician. ' '  He assigned it tentatively to Newer Proterozoic. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 103. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Note.s, 1932, p. 36. 
GREY RANGE.-
Certain metamorphic rocks of an ancient facies in the museum of the Queensland 
Geological Survey are reported to have been found in this area of south-western Queensland. 
As a result Jack ( 1892) suggest·ad that the area might be of Cambrian age, while Etheridge 
(1892) thought it might be even older. Dunstan ( 1913 ) referred to very m€tamorphosed 
rocks from the locality. Geologists mor€ recently in the area have failed to find any trace of 
thoase old metamorphic rocks. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld. 1892, p. 20, and footnote, p. 390. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, p. 537. 
GUNNEVIN STAGE ! J ensen, 1 929 ) .-
Sandstones forming the lower stage of the Big Sandstone of his Middle Walloon as 
developed in the Roma district. It is overlain by limey sha.les which in turn are overlain 
by his Bymount Stage. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1929, p. 283. 
GYMPIE GREENSTO N E  ! J ack, 1 88 8 )  .-
An horizon within .th€ Gympie Series as deYeloped in the type district. 
Later included by Dunstan ( 1912 )  in his Third Volcanic (Diabase ) Group. 
R. L. Jack : Min. Wealth of Qld., 1888, p. 37 .  
W. H .  Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 52,  1889, pp. 3 ,  4. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
GYMPI E  SERI ES ! Daintree, 1 87 2 )  .-
The use of this term has given -rise to a great deal of confusion in Queensland 
stratigraphy. The confusion has resulted from ( 1 )  differences of opinion as to the age of the 
seri:as as developed in the type district ; (2 )  differences as to its stratigraphical position with 
regard to other Queensland formations (particularly the Star and the Bowen) ; ( 3 )  the 
extension of the meaning of the term to include a host of different rock types lying far 
distant from the type locality. Aplin ( 1868) had regarded the beds of the Gympie gold-field 
as " probably Upper Silurian. " Clarke (1871)  had r€ferred the GYMPIE BEDS " to some 
part of the Carboniferous formation. " Daintree and Etheridge ( 1872) placed them as the 
lower of their two Devonian series ( the upper one being the Star River Series) .  McCoy (1874 ) 
regarded the series as Lower Carboniferous. A. C. Gregory ( 1875 ) referred them to the 
Devonian. Jack ( 1886) followed McCoy, but later ( 1889 ) correlated the strata of the 
Gym pie Goldfield with th€ ' ' Bowen River Beds' ' and thus concluded that the former were , 
" Carbonifero-Permian "  in age. Jack and Etheridge ( 1892 ) used the term in a vary much 
more comprehensive sense than any previously adopted, including in their ' '  GYMPIE 
FORMATION ' '  many areas that had been regarded as Devonian. The ' '  GYM.PIE BEDS ' '  
as thus redefined by them are now known to have a great stratigraphic range and included 
among others the formations now known as ( 1 )  Chillagoe Series (Silurian ) ,  (2 )  Brisbane 
Schists (now regarded tentatively as lower Palaeozoic) ,  ( 3 )  Cawarral-Raglan Series 
(Devonian) ( 4) Silverwood Series (Devonian) , (5)  Rockhampton Series (Carboniferous) ,  
(6 )  Silver Valley Beds (Carboniferous) ,  ( 7 )  Gympie Series, in the restricted sense, (P.armo­
Carboniferous ) .  The whole formation was treated as the lowest of five, all of which ware 
placed within the ' ' Permo-Carboniferous. ' '  Directly above the Gym pie Formation was the 
Star Formation which was succeeded in its turn by tha three Bowen Formations. Dunstan 
(1912, 1913) divided the Gympie Formation into ( 1 )  Upper Gympie Series, (2 )  Middle 
Gym pie (Gold) Series, ( 3 )  Lower Gym pie Series, ( 4) Gym pie (Genoa raJ ) . Of these the 
Middle Gympie ( Gold) Series was the development in the type area and contain-ad Permo­
Carboniferous fossils, while Gympie (General) included many areas since proved to ba 
Carboniferous, Devonian or older. The whole of the Gympie Formation was placed above 
the Star Serioas, which, however, was still regarded as of Permo-Carboniferous age. Dunstan 
(1916) replaced much of his Gympie (General) by the Rockhampton Series and his 
Herberton Series, both of which he regarded as of Carboniferous age. Hi.s Lower Gympioa 
was also assigned te11ta.tively to this period. Th<' Middle Gympie in the type district was 
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placed in a na"· Lower Marine Series, while part of �be U�per GJ:mpie was. tentatively placed in tha new Lower Coal Measures, both the new senes bemg assigned (with two others) to 
the Permo-Carboniferous. Reid ( 1930) used the term " for a formation that be considered 
transitional between the Lower Carboniferous and the Permo-Carboniferous. ' '  Of the 
GYMPIE ( TRANSITION) SERIES, the Gympie aurif·arous beds ( with strong Permo­
Carboniferous faunal elements) represent only the upp€or portion, for which the name 
Monkland Series was prop·osed', the earlier part being comprised by the Sta.nwell Marine Series 
(with the :first representatives of the Permo-Carboniferous fauna) for which he proposed 
the name Neerkol Series as a substitute. The palaeontological criteria on which this arrang'<l­
ment was based automatically limited the upward range of the series and excluded many 
formations hitherto attributed to  ' '  Gympie. ' '  The Lower Gym pie of Dunstan, to which 
Reid did not gi"'a a serial name, he regarded as ' ' including equivalents of much of the 
Neerkol Series as w el l  as the Rockhampton Series.' ' David ( 1932) placed the series (in 
Reid 's sense) in the Upper Carboniferous, younger than tha Dinner Creek Series but o_lder 
than the Lower Bowen Series. But in an addendum he stated that the latest •avidence 
favoured placing all Kamilaroi strata, including this $·aries, in the Permian. Sussmilch (1935) 
placed it in the Upper Culm, but, follo\ving Reid, older than the Dinner Creek Series. 
C. D. 0 'H. Aplin : Qld. Leg. Council Journals, 11,  1868, p. 449. 
W. B. Clarke : Progress of Gold Discovery from 1860 to 1871,  1871, pp. 5-7 ; Quoted in 
Remarks on the Sedimantary Formations of New South Wales, 4th Ed., 1878, 
pp. 18, 19. ' 
R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 325. 
F.  McCoy : Prodomus Pal. Viet., 187 4, p. 38. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Pari. Papers, 1875, 2, p. 923. 
R .  L. Jack : Hbk. Qld. Geol., 1886, map ; A.A.A .S., 1, 1889, p. 202. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, pp. 72-128. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221B, 1912 ; Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. .o ;  Harrap's Geography, 
1916, p. 168 et seq. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 10.  
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1 932, Table D. 
C. A.  Sussmilch : A.N.Z.A.A .S., 20, 1935, p. 85. 
GYPSEOUS MAR I N E  STAGE ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
A stage of gypseous and magnesian shales and sandstones occurring within the Lower 
Bowen Series as developed in the Springsure district. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 98. 
H 
HALYSlTES LIM ESTONE ( David, 1 93 2 )  .­
Virtually synonymous with Chillagoe Series. 
T. W. E. David : Eplanatory Notes, 1932, p. 92. 
11 HAWKESBURY 1 1  TYP E  SAN DSTONE ( Reid,  1 928 ) .­
See Carborough Serias. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1928, pp. 193, 236. 
HELICIDAE LIMESTONE ( David, 1 9 1 4  l .-
A series occurring to the west of Cloncurry and listed as Post Tertiary. 
Chapm_an ( 1937) re�erring to this as ' ' HELIX SANDSTONE ' '  placed it tentative! as . early Pleistocene. Wh1tehous·a (1940 ) included it in his later siliceous limestones 0� Pliocene age. 
See Limestones ( Tertiary ) .  
T. W .  E .  David : B.A.A.S., 1914, p. 255. 
F. Chapman : A.N.Z.A.A.S., 23, 1937, p. 98. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers Dept. Gaol .  2 (u.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, pp. 27, 28, 71. 
HELIDON SANDSTONE ( R icha rds, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sandstone within the Bundamba Series largely used as a building stone. H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 123. 
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H ELI DON SERIES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 5 ) .-
A series of massive sandstones regarded as equivalent to the Bunda.mba Series and 
assigned doubtfully to the Triassic period. 
Dunstan ( 1916)  extended the geographical scopa of the Bunda.mba. Series as a result 
of which the Helidon Series was absorbed. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 167. 
HERBERTON IAN SER I ES Uensen, 1 920 ) .-
Schists, slates and greywackes of the Herberton, Irvinebank, and Koorboora districts. 
Regarded as oldoar than the Hodgkinson Series (in his restricted sense) and assigned tenta­
tively to the Ordovician. 
Jensen ( 1923)  placed the series above his pre-Silurian Etheridgean Series and below 
the Silurian Chillagoe Serioas. 
[ This series should not be confused with Dunstan 's  Herberton Series. They both 
regard the strata near Herberton as typical but there res•amblance ends. . The beds of the 
Hodgkinson area, which form an important part of Dunstan 's Herberton, are relegated to a 
special supposedly younger series, tha Hodgkinson Series, by Jensen.) 
H. I.  Jensen : Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Qld., 1920, p. 25 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 274, 1923, p. 75. 
HERBERTON SERIES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
A term to embrace many rock types sometimes fossiliferous, found occurring at 
Herberton Irvinebank, Newellton, Coolgarra, Mt. Albion, Mt. Ga.rnat, Koorboora, Thorn­
borough Mt. Molloy, Mt. Carbine, P almerville, Maytown, Annan River , and Cooktown. 
Regarded as the. tentative equivalent of the Star Series and assigned to the Carboniferous. 
Jack ( 1889 ) used the term Hodgkinson Beds in much the same sense, and he alsO' 
corrdated them with the Star Series and referred them to the Carboniferous. Jack and 
Etheridge (1892) included the same area within their very comprehensive Gympie Formation 
of Permo-Carboniferous age. Stirling ( 1904) pointed out that the Silver Valley ( Newellton ) 
Beds should ba considered as a younger ( Carboniferous) series than the beds of the 
Hodgkinson and Palmer Gold Fields which he considered Devonian. Dunstan (1913) treated 
the whole area as part of his " Gympie ( General ) Series " ( Permo-Carboniferous) , but 
(1916) ust¥d rtha term Hodgkinson -series in the sense of Jack to cover the same area, 
assigning the series tentatively to a Carboniferous age. Jensen ( 1920 ) followed Stirling in 
so far as he regarded the Newellton strata. of Carboniferous age and younger than the 
remaining sedimentarias, but :tie went further in dividing the latter into a Hodgkinson Series 
of Davonian age and a Herbertonian Series of Pre-Silurian age. Bryan . (1926) followed 
Stirling without modification. 
[ This Herberton Series should not be confused with Jensen's Herbertonian. J 
B. Dunstan : Qld. in. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 ;  Ha.rrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 171 .  
R .  L. Jack : A .A .A.S.,  1,  1889, p. 200. 
R. L. Jack and R. �theridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 1 13. 
J. Stirling : Monograph on Silver Valley, 1904. r ; 
H. I. Jensen : Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Qld., 1920, p. 25. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S .Q., 37, 1926, p. 20. 
HERBERTON SERIES U ensen, 1 923 ) .-
Synonym for his Herbertonian Series. 
[ Not to be confused with tha Herberton Series of Dunstan 1916 .] 
H. I.  Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 274, 1923, pp. 8, 75. 
HIGELDY GRAVELS WITH ERRATICS ! Skertchly, 1 908 ) .-
Term applied to gravels " becoming almost conglomerate on exposure. Not water­
sorted. ' '  Supposed to hav-e been deposited from floating ice. Lowest horizon of Skertchly '� 
Brisbane Tertiaries. 
S. B. J. Skertchly : Qld. Naturalist, 1908, p. 51. 
HIGHFI ELDS SAN DSTONE ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sandstone within the Bundamba Series used as a building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1 919,  p. 129. 
H IGH LEVEL R IVER AND LAKE DRI FTS U ack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) . ­
One of the Post-Pliocene Formations listed by them. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Goeol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3. 
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fiODGKI NSON B EDS ( J ack, 1 88 8 )  .-
A series of sediments in part fossiliferous extending over the Hodgkinson and ;palmer 
Goldfields. Regarded as representing the unconformity between the ' ' Burdekin Beds 
( DeYonian ) and the O\'erlying ' Star Beds. ' ' '  
Jack ( 1889 ) correlated them tentatively with the Star Beds and assigned tham to the 
Carboniferous. Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) recorded Pachypora sp., Cyathophyllum sp. and 
Lepidodendron austmle and included thes.e beds in tlJ:air very. co�prehensive Gympie Fo�mation which was placed below the Star Formation, but assigned With It to the Permo-Carbomferous. 
Dunstan ( 1913) included them in his " Gympie ( General ) Serias' ' and assigned them to the 
Permo-Carboniferous. Dunstan ( 1916) included them as an important part of his Herberton 
Series which he placed tentatively in the Carboniferous. Ball (1917)  on account of tha great 
break, stratigraphical and p alaeontological, between the series and the overlying Permo­
Carboniferous, plaead it in the Carboniferous. Jensen ( 1920) us·ed the name Hodgkinson 
Series q.v. in a restricted sense, assigning it to tha Devonian. Reid ( 1930) ( referring to the 
Hodgkin'son Beds of Jack as the ' ' HODGKINSON SERIES• ' stated that the fossil evidence 
poiutad to their being for the most part Lower Star, and therefore Upper Devonian but 
possibly ranging from Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous. He stated that the series is 
separated by a strong unconformity from the ov•erlying Mulligan Series of Permo-
Carboniferous age. · 
R. L. Jack : Mineral Wealth of Qld., 1888, p. 17 ; A.A.A.S ., 1, 1889, p. 5. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1 9 1 3 , pl. 9 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916,  p. 171 .  
L. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1917,  p .  448. 
H. I.  Jensen : Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Qld. , 1920, p.  25. 
J .  H.  Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930. pp. 23, 78. 
H ODGK I N SON SERIES ( J ensen, 1 920 ) .-
A series of sediments in the Hodgkinson gold field assigned by him to .tha Devonian. 
The term as thus defined is not a synonym for Jack 's Hodgkinson Beds as it is used in 
a more restricted sense by omitting the Silver Valley ·(Newellton) Beds, which Jensen 
regarded as Carboniferous, and the Herberton area which he thought Pre-Silurian. · 
[N.B. The term Hodgkinson Series has also b-een used by Reid ( 1930) and others as a 
synonym for the Hodgkinson Beds of Jack.]  
H. I .  Jensen : Proc .  Roy. Geog. Soc. Qld., 1920, p .  25. 
HOMEVALE BED ( Reid, 1 93 2 )  .-
A fossiliferous marine bed at Mt. Britton, correlated with the Dilly Stage of his 
Lower Bowen. 
J.  H. Reid : P .R.S.Q., 43, 1932, p. 60. 
HOR IZON I . F. ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
A gre-enish sandstone and tuff in his First Slate Group of the Middle Gympie Formation 
.containing abundant marine fossils. . 
Reid ( 1930 ) regarded this as an important horizon within his Monkland Series. 
'B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221B, 1912 . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 43, 53. 
!HUGHENDEN BEDS ( Etheridge, Senr. ,  1 872 ) .-
The middle of · his three ' ' Cretaceous ' '  beds ( all of which overlie the ' ' Oolitic ' '  of Wallumbilla) . 
· 
[ These are now absorbed in the Tambo Series ( Whibahouse, 1927 ) . ]  :R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872,  p. 325. 
I 
I NJ U N E  CREEK ( CALCAREOUS) BEDS U ensen, 1 923 ) .-
. · .  Fresh-water beds in the Roma area correla:ted with the Rosewood Stage of tha Walloon Senes. . 
H. I. Jensen : Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1923, p. 157. 
t NOUYELLA STAGE ( Wh i tehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
. On.e of the four stages into which he divided the Templeton ( Cambrian) Series · shown as Immediately above the A mphoton Stage and below the Dines1ts Stage and correlat�d with 
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th"<l Diplagnostus atavus zone of Europe. It forms also the middle of the three stages of his 
Kootenia Group. 
Whitehouse ( 193f!) replaced the name by E1trostina Stage. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11,  1936, pp. 73, 74, 78 ; 11, 1939, pp. 264-65. 
iPSWICH FORMATION Uack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) .-
A comprehensive term ·�mbracing all those fresh-water deposits assigned by them to 
the Upper division · of the ' ' Trias-Jura. '' In addition to the Ipswich Coal Measures, it 
included those of Walloon, Darling Downs, Stewart 's Creek (Rockhampton) ,  Wycarbah, and 
Rosewood (Rockhampton) . This Formation was supposed to be younger than th"<l Burrum 
Formation, which was assigned to " Lower Trias-Jura.' ' 
The term was abandoned by Cameron ( 1907 ) principally because he regarded the 
Ipswich Formation and the Burrum Formation to be ·aquivalent formations and continuous in 
the field. He substituted for the Ipswich Formation in the type district two ' ' Stages, ' '  the 
lower of which he styled the Ipswich Beds (regarded as the equivalent of the Burrum Beds) 
a.nd the Upper Stage the Walloon Beds (including the coal measures of the Darling Downs) . 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 321. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 204, 1907, pp. 12-17. 
!IPSWICH I NSECT BED ( Dunstan, 1 92 3 )  .-
An important horizon naar the top of the Ipswich Series as developed in the type area. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 273, Introduction. 
1PSWICH SERIES U ack, 1 88 6 )  .-
Terms commonly used as synonyms are IPSWICH COAL MEASURES, IPSWICH 
COAL SERIES, IPSWICH BEDS, IPSWICH STAGE. Name given to the Ipswich coal 
measures and certain supposed equiYalents. ,Then regarded as Jurassic. 
Gregory (1879) had placed the Ipswich coal beds as " Carbonaeaous " (q.v.) within the 
Mesozoic, but noted that the coals and associated fossils of the Walloon area were newer in 
type than those of Ipswich itself. Tenison-Woods ( 1883 ) had regarded the series as Jurassic . 
.Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) abandoned the term Ipswich Beds for the more comprehensiv-a 
Ipswich Formation which was referred to the " Upper Trias-Jura. " Cameron ( 1899 )  while ' :accepting this mada use of the term Ipswich Beds in a restricted geographical sense, and 
divided them into Basal Conglomerate and Coal-bearing Beds. Later Cameron ( 1907) 
.abandoned the term Ipswich Formation and restricted the name Ipswich Beds to the coal 
measures proper extending from Ipswich to Goodna (th"<l later coal measures to the west of 
Ipswich being distinguished as the Walloon Beds ) .  Closely associated with Cameron 's 
Ipswich Beds were his Basal Conglomerates below, and his Bundamba Grits above. Dunstan 
(1913) assigned tha Ipswich Series to the lowest of his three divisions of the Trias Jura and 
·correlated it with the Tiaro Series and with the Styx Series. David ( 1914) referred to the 
Ipswich Coal Measures as Upper Jurassic. Dunstan ( 1915) referred th"<l Ipswich Series to 
the Triassic as a result of Walkom 's ( 1915) palaeobotanical determinations and placed the 
Brisbane Tuffs and Coorparoo Conglomerates successively below tham although many previous 
workers had "<lxplicity or implicitly regarded these horizons as being included within the 
Ipswich Series. Dunstan ( 1916 ) redefined the Ipswich Coal Series as very productive coal 
measures at Ipswich, Bundamba, Tivoli, Tingalpa, Brisbane River, Nundah, and Caboolture, 
:and divided the series into four " Belts " which were, in descending order ( 1 )  Bundamba 
'Steam Coal Belt, ( 2 )  Cooneanna Sandstones, ( 3 )  Tiv:oli Coking Coal Belt, and ( 4) Basal 
Conglomerates. Tha whole series he regarded as � Triassic. The Brisbane Tuffs he still 
!reated as a separate series. Walkom (1918 ) on palaeobotanical grounds placed the series 
•n the Rhaetic. Raid and Morton ( 1922 ) separated the Ipswich Series· which they regarded 
as of Upper Triassic age from a supposed lower series which they named the Borallon Series. 
Jensen (1923 ) used the term " Ipswich Series " in a much wider sense geographically than 
bad previously been the custom and placed it as Lower Triassic. Hill ( 1930 ) correlated the 
Ipswich and Esk Series in part, and consid•ared the Ipswich-Esk flora to be of Keuper age. 
David ( 193�) placed the series in the Keuper. 
R. L. Jack : Handbook of Qld. Geology, 1886, Map. 
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Pari. Papers, 1879, p. 369 . 
.J. E. Tenison-Woods : Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1883, p. 54. 
R L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3 .  
W. E. Cameron : Q.G .. S.P., No. 147, 1899, p .  3 ;  No. 204, 1907, p .  12  et seq. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 ;  Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's 
Geography, 1916, p. 168 . 
.A. B. Walkom : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, p. 37 ; Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1918, p. 95. 
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J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1922, p. 258. 
H. I. Jensen : Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1923, p. 157 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 22. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, p. 186.  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table F. 
IPSWICH-TIARO-STYX SERIES ( Dunstan, I 9 I 3 )  .-
The lowest of the threa " Trias-Jura � ' '  series listed. 
[This all-too-comprehensive name was based upon the assumption that the Ipswich 
Series, the Tiaro Series and the Styx Series. a�e of tha sa�e age, _wherea� a� the pres�nt day they are regarded as belonging to three different penods, viz., Tnassic, Jurassic, and 
Cretaceous. ]  
B. 
·
Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 .  
J 
J U RASSIC F LORAL STAGES ( Whitehouse, 1 93 2 1  .­
See Triassic and Jurassic Floral Stages. 
K 
KALKADOON-ARGYLLA SER I ES ( Honman, 1 93 6 1 .-
A series of schists, gneissas, amphibolite_s a_nd .gneissic gi:anites of older Arc�aeozoic-. ag;e, being the oldest rocks in the Cloncurry distnct. It compnses the. Argylla Sen�s, the Leichhardt Series (which name he discarded) and the Kalkadoon Senes, all of which he 
regarded as of approximately the. same age. They lie unconformably beneath the Soldier 's: 
Cap Series of Newer Archaeozoic age. 
See Cloncurry Series. 
C. S. Honman : A .G. & G.S. of N.A. Rept., Dec. 1935, 1936, p. 49 ; A.G. & G.S. of N.A. Qld.,. 
No. 8, 1937, p. 3 ;  No. 19, 1937, p. 5.  
E. 0. Rayner : A.G. & G.S. of N.A. Qld., No. 1•0, 1936, p. 5. 
KALKADOON SER I ES ( David, I 932) .-
A series of gneisses assigned (With the associated Leichha.rdt Series) to the Archaeozoic� 
Honman (1936) includ•ad it in his composite Kalkadoon-Argylla Series of Older 
Archaeozoic age. 
See Cloncurry Series. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 31.  
C. S. Honman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept., Dec. 1935, 1936,  p. 49.  
KAM I LARO I  SYSTEM ( David, I 93 1 l .-
A term originally proposed for the Permo-Carboniferous strata in the Hunter River­
�istric_t in New South Wales, and later ( 1932) u&ad for equivalent beds throughout Australia,. 
mcludmg those of Queensland. See Permo-Carboniferous. 
[This term has not been generally adopted in Queensland Stratigraphy.]  
T. W. E .  David : A.N.Z.A.A.S., 20,  1931,  p. 66 ; Explanatory Notes, 1932,  p. 61 and Tabla E .. 
KANGAROO H I LLS SER I ES ( Sa i nt-Smith, 1 922 ) .-
. Quartzit�s, slates, mudstones, grits and limestones with interbedded andesites and rhyohtes. Assigned to the Upper Devonian. 
Reid ( 1931 ) recorded a wid-a-angled unconformity between the Kangaroo Hills Series and the Star beds ( q.v. ) and correlated the former with his Metalliferous Series which he· assigned to the Upper Silurian. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Q.G.M.J., 1922, p. 312-3 .  
J .· H .  Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1931,  p. 265. 
K E N I LWORTH P HYLLITES U ensen, 1 9 1 0 ) .-
Highly foliated matamorphic rocks of the upper Mary River. No age was assigned 
except the statement that they were older than the ' ' True Gym pie ' '  (Permo-Carboniferous) .  
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Thesoa beds were later included by Dunstan ( 1916)  in his Amamoor Series. 
['They may be the equivalents of Denmead's ( 1928) Bunya Series of the Brisbane 
Schists. ] 
H. I. Jensen : A.A.A.S., 12, 1910, p. 262. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 17 4. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 72. 
'KI LK IVAN ( Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
One of the ten areas which be placed in his oldest or " Metamorphic ' ,.  group of 
:Pre·Devonian age. 
The rocks of this area were later regarded by Jack and Etharidge ( 1892 )  as belonging 
tl) their comprehensive Gympie Series of Permo-Carboniferous age. Dunstan ( 1916) included 
them in his Kilkivan Serpentine Series, q.v. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 300. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p .  83. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geogra.phy, 1916, p.  173. 
KILKIVAN SERPENTI N E  SER I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Massive serpentine, serpentine schists and clay schists. " Relation to associated rocks 
unknown. ' '  · Correlated with his Canoona-Cawarral Serpentine Series and his Pine Mountain 
:Serpentine Series. Tentatively assigned to the Devonian. 
See Kilkivan. 
B. Dunstan : Ha.rrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 173.  
K I LLARNEY COAL M EASU RES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-' 
A term introduced for the Walloon Series as developed in the Darling Downs area . 
. Assigned to the Upper Jurassic. See Darling Downs Series. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G . 
. K INBOMBI BOU LDER BEDS ( Reid, 1 925 ) .-
These, with his Goomeri Volcanics, form the middle division of his three Mesozoic 
formations in the Mur.gon-Goomeri district. They lie above his Manyung Series and below 
Iris Mondure Series. Assigned to the 'Triassic ' 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 87. 
·KIN KIN SCH ISTS Uensen, 1 9 1 0) .-
A synonym in common use is KIN KIN PHYLLITES. Highly foliated metamorphic 
rocks to the south-east of Gympie. No age was assigned except the statement that they were 
older than the ' '  Trua Gym pie ' '  ( Permo-Carboniferous) .  
Dunstan ( 1913)  included these schists in his " Upper Gym pie " i.e. he placed them 
·abo've the ' ' True Gympie . ' '  Denmead ( 1928 ) stated that it was genarally agreed that these 
rocks should be correlated with the Brisbane Schists. 
H. I. Jensen : A .A.A.S., 12, 1910, p. 262. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 5. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 72. 
KOOTENIA GROUP ( Wh itehouse, 1 93 6 )  .- · 
Comprises tha A mphoton, Inou.yella and DineS'/./,S Stages of the Templeton ( Cambrian) 
Series, but excludes the Redlichia Stage which lies below. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11,  1936, p. 73. 
L 
LAKE'S CREEK BEDS ( Reid and Morton, 1 928 l .-
Massive Fenestella-bearing mudstone_s and light gl'eY gritty rocks interpreted as Iymg 
·disconformably above the Rockhampton Series and correlated with the upper section of the 
·Stanwell Marine Serias. 
Whitehouse ( 1928, 1929) disagreed with the correlation and argued " that the fossili­
ferous beds in the quarry represent an outlier of Permo-Carboniferous beds belonging to the 
base of the Middle Bowen Series and resting unconformably on the unfossiliferous cherts and 
grits of the Rockhampton Series. ' '  Reid ( 1930 ) restated Reid and Morton's case for 
correlation with part of the Neerkol ( Stan well Marine ) Series. 
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J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 386. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 441 ; A.AA.S., 19, 1929, p. 75. 
J. 
·
H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p.  39. 
LANDSBOROUGH SERI ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 5 ) .-
Massive sandstones regarded as equivalent to thoa Bundamba Series and assigned 
doubtfully to the Triassic period. 
Dunstan ( 1916 )  extended the geographical scope of the B�ndam:ba !Seiries as one 
result of which the Landsborough Series was absorbed. David ( 1932)  placed the 
LANDSBOROUGH SANDSTONE in the Rhaetic and equivalent to the Bundamba Sandstone. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p .  168. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table F. 
LANEFIELD I N DEX BED ( Reid, 1 927 ) .-
An useful horizon below the Lanefield seam of the Rosewood Coal Measures, of 
Jurassic age. Its lithology is variable but red is the most characteristic colour. 
J.  H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1927, pp. 7, 8. 
LATERITES ! TERTIARY ) .-
Whitehouse ( 1940) stated that in Queensland the�·e. were at least two · peri�ds of laterite formation in Tertiary times. ��ese he p�aced provisionally as early . and late P�1?cene. They are prec·aded by his �arlier Sil_I�eous LI;nestones, separated by his Later Sihceous Limestones and followed by him Non-Siliceous Limestones. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. of Geol.,  2 ( n.s. ) ,  No. 1, pp. 2, 71.  
LATERITIC SANDSTONE ( Dunstan, 1 91  3 )  .-
Listed and mapped as the most recent formation in the Charters Towers area. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 28. 
LAU RA ( COOKTOWN l SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 5 ) .-
N arne suggested for coal measures regarded as the doubtful equivalent of the Walloon 
Series. 
Dunstan ( 1916) -axtended the geographical scope of the term Walloon Series 'to include 
the Laura Seri-as which was thus absorbed. David ( 1932 )  listed it as one of the Jurassic 
outliers equivalent to the Walloon Series. · 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p.  167. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 81.  
LAU RA SANDSTONES Uensen, 1 940) .-
Sandstones and conglomerates with some sha}a bands, almost horizontal, unconformably 
overlying the Maytown Series. In part these resemble Jurassic fresh-water beds to the east 
[Laura ( Cooktown) Ser�as Y] and in part Cretaceous rocks with marine fossils to the north 
(Walsh River Beds] . Therefore tentatively placed by him as Jura-Cretaceous. 
H. I. Jensen : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. to Dec. 1939, 1940, p. 20, Pl. 1 .  
LAWN H I LL S E R I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 ) .-
A comprehensive series covering a large area, consisting of limestones, shales and 
sandstones, more or less altered and, in some places, strongly mineralised. Assigned to the 
Devonian. 
The series included massive sandstones of the Constance Range as well as the limestone of Lawn Hill Station, both of which Cameron ( 1901 ) had provisionally mapped as Devonian. Ball (1911) had regarded the lower (metalliferous ) sediments as lying unconformably below the _limestones of the U:Tea, all of which_ he considered Po�t-Tertiary in aga. Dunstan ( 1916) agam �sed the term . rn. a comprehensive sense but assig_ned the s·aries tentatively to the Carbomferous and eqmvalent to the Rockhampton Senes. Blanchard in Ball ( 1931 ) eorrelated the m-atalliferous sediments with lithologically similar rocks at Mt. Isa and consequantly re�arded . t�em as of Pre-Cambrian age. Shepherd in Ball ( 1931)  agreed with Blanchard :;tnd, rn addition, str_essed the unconformity separating the matalliferous sediments from the lim�stone _above, wh1ch h� regarded as Cambrian. Jensen ( 1940 )  restricted the name Lawn H1ll Sen�s to the metallif�rous sediments which he equated with the upper portion of the Mount Isa Senes of Pre-Cambnan age ' ' the s·aquence commencing where the Lochness sequence ended. ' '  The overlying unconfor�abla limestone he placed in the Cambrian as part of the Constance Range. Series. · 
W. E .. Cameron : Ann. Prog. Rept. of Geol. Surv. Qld. for 1900, 1901, p. 18 .  
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B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 21 ; Harrap's Geography, 1916, p. 171 .  
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S.P., No.  232, 1911, pp. 19,  20 .  
R. Blanch-ard in L. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1931,  p. 263. 
S. R. L. Shepherd in L.: C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1931, p. 263. 
H. I. Jensan : .A..G. & G.S. of N . .A.. Rept. to Dec. 1939, 1940, pp. 23, 24. 
LEIAGNOSTUS STAGE ( Whitehouse, 1 93 1  l .-
The lowest stage of the Georgina Limestones, lying below the Proceratopyge Stage and 
assigned to the upper portion of the Middle Cambrian. Placed stratigraphically abov·a the 
Dinesus Stage of the Templeton SeTies. Later, Whitehouse ( 1936) dropped this term as a 
result of a mora detailed re-arrangement. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 
1936, p. 78.  
LEICH HARDT -KALKADOON SERIES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .� 
Gneisses and schists in the Mt. Isa region, assigned to the Archaeozoic. 
Honman ( 1936) included this in his even more comprehansive Kalkadoon-Argylla series. 
of Older Arehaeozoic age. · 
See Cloneurry Series. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 31. 
C. S. Honman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. Dec. 1935, 1936, p. 49. 
LEICHHARDT SERI ES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Hornblende schists, mica schists and other regionally metamorphosed rocks assigned 
.(with the assoc1ated Kalkadoon Series) to the Arehaeozoic. The series was stated to be 
separated from the overlying Argylla Saries (also Archaeozoic) by a massive conglomerate. 
Honman ( 1936) discarded tha term and included the series in his comprehensive 
Kalkadoon-Argylla Series of Older Archaeozoie age. 
See Cloncurry Series. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 31. 
C. S.  Honman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. Dee. 1935, 1936, p. 49. 
LILYMERE, ROCKHAMPTON, YAAMBA BEDS Uensen, 1 926 ) .-
One of five areas in Central Queensland listed as containing Middle Carbonif·arous 
marine sediments. 
Reid (1930) placed the fossiliferous LIL YMERE LIMESTONE in the Roekhampton 
Series. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 422. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p.  33.  
LIMESTONE AND SLATE BELT ( Dunstan, 1 904 l .-
The uppermost of the . three stratigraphical l)elts into which he divid·ad the formation 
now known as the Gladstone-Curtis Island Series. 
See al!:!O Phosphate-Bearing Slata Belt ; Serpentine Belt. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 190, 1904, p. 10 .  
LIMESTONE G ROUP ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
The uppermost horizon of his Middle Gympie Formation in the type district. It 
immediately overlies his Conglomerate Group. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
liMESTONES ( TERTIARY ) .-
Whitehouse ( 1940 ) stated that limastones of non-marine origin were formed in widely 
separated regions of Queensland, on at least three occasions between Middle Miocene and 
Pleistocene times. These three limestone series, the first and second siliceous and the third 
non-siliceous he suggested were formed under semi-arid conditions which alternated with the 
pluvial epochs during which his Earlier and Later Lateritic soils were formed. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. of Geol., 2 (n.s. ) ,  No. 1, pp. 23, 71.  
LINOPRODUCTUS SPRI NGSU RENSIS ZON E  ( Reid, 1 93 2 )  .-
Marine shales, 100 to 140 feet thick, constituting the uppermost beds of his Dilly 
Stage of the Lower Bowen, as developed at Springsure Dome. 
J. H. Raid : P.R.S.Q., 43, 1932, p. 57. 
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LION CREEK DISCON FORMITY ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .­
Synonym for Stanwell Disconformity . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 34. 
:L ION CREEK LIMESTONE (Whitehouse, 1 927 ) .-
An oolitic limestone near Stanwell within the Rockhampton Series assigned to zone D. 2 
.of the European Carboniferous succession. 
Reid and Morton ( 1928 ) regarded the. limastone as the uppermost bed of the 
'Rockhampton Series, but Whitehouse ( 1928) included overlying beds in this series; 
Whitehouse ( 1930 ) referred to tha contained Amygdalophyllum fauna and hence correlated 
the limestone with part of the Dibttnophyllum zone [D2] of the Visean of Europe. David 
( 1932 ) suggaste,d the possibility that the horizon is D3• Hill ( 1934 ) on the evidence of the 
rugose corals placed the li�esto.ne as. the equival.ent of the D2 horizo.n o� the Vi�ean, .but probably earlier . than th� Riverlmgh �Im�sto�e. Hill ( 1943 ) co:related It wi.th the Rive� leigh, -Cania and Canmndah Limestones, assigmng It to the; Uppar VIsean or possibly Moscovian. 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 1927, p� x. ; Q.G.M.J. ,  1928, p.  441 ; Hbk. Qld. A.A.A.S., 1930, 
p. 30. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 386. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 59. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 45, 1934, p. 105 ; 54, 1943, p. 62 and Table. 
1LITTLE RIVER COAL . M EASU R ES U ack, 1 88 2 )  .-
A series of fresh-wat·ar sediments with interbedded coal seams in the valley of the Little 
.Ri,·er near Cooktown. Assigned to the Carbonifero-Permian. 
Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) regarded the series as part of their Upper Bowen Formation 
outside the: type district, and thus assigned it to  Permo-Carboniferous. David ( 1932) placed 
it in the Permian. 
R. L. J ack : Q.G.S.P., No. 1 1 , 1882, p. 1.  
R .  L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p.  172 
T .  W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 124. 
LOCKYER CREEK SAN DSTONES . ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sandstone within the Bundamba Series, once used as a building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 123. 
LON E P I N E  G RAVEL ( Bryan, 1 938 ) .-
Elevated gravels in tha lower part of the Brisbane valley, correlated with the Higeldy 
GraYels of Skertchly. 
W. H. Bryan : Qld. Nat.  10, 1938, pp. 92-3. 
LOWER COAL M EASURES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
. � comprehensi,·e term to embrace outc:ops scattare� over an enormous area of country 
eontauung workable coal seams, all of which were assigned to the Permo-Carboniferous 
System. 
?'his is one of the four " Serioas " to �hich Dunstan ( 1916)  referred all the Permo­
Carboniferous beds of Queensland. Below this was the Lower Marine Series and above it 
jn succession were the Upper Marina Series and Upper Coal Measures. ' 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 1 69.  
LOWER CONGLOMERATE STAGE ( Reid and Morton, 1 922 ) .-. , Conglomerates, sandstones, and clay shales which formed the lower division of their Borallon Series. 
[This name beeame obsorate when the term Borallon Series was withdrawn.]  
;J. H. Reid and C.  C.  Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1922, p.  358. 
LOWER MAR I N E  SER I ES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
A comprehensive terr� to embrac� fossiliferous tuffs, sandstones, conglomerates, lime­:etones, and shal�s. Defined m 61 baits, VIZ : ( 1 )  Wide Bay Belt, ( 2 )  Eastern Leichhardt Belt, ( 3 )  Western LeiChha:dt Belt, (4)  Bowen River, (5 )  Warwick and Texas, (6 )  Midge Point (near Mackay) . Assigned to the Permo-Carboniferous. 
This is. the lowest of the four ' ' Series ' '  to which Dunstan ( 1916)  ref·arred all the Permo-Carbomferous ?eds o� Queensland. The others in ascending order were Lower Coal Measures, Upper Manne Senes and Upper Coal Measures. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 169. 
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LOWER PLUMBAGO ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
An horizon in the Conglomerate Group of his Middle Gympie Formation . . 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
LOWMEAD TERTIARI ES ( Ba l l ,  1 9 1 5 ) .-
A series of oil shales and other fresh-water sediments with ostracods and dicotyledons 
regarded as equivalent to the Redbank Series. 
David ( 1932) placed them in the OligoC'ene. Chapman ( 1935) stated that the ostracoda 
point tentatively to a shallow water marine deposit. 
The term is virtually synonymous with Ball 's ( 1915) Baffle Creek Tertiaries. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S.P., No. 249, 1915, p. 12.  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I. 
F. Chapman : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p. 70. 
M 
MANGAN I FE ROUS SC HISTS ( Dunstan, 1 92 1 ) .-
The middle of his thi'ee divisions of the Brisbane Schists ( the upper being the 
Serpentine and Limestone and the lower the Phosphate:· bearing Schist) .  Assigned to the 
Ordovician. 
Richards and Bryan ( 1925) placed these schists tentatively in the Silurian below their 
Radiolarian Jaspers, which they assigned to the Devonian. Richards and Bryan ( 1928 ) placed 
them in the Lower Devonian and correlated them with similar beds at Gladstone and 
Broadmount. Denmead ( 1928) included both these formations in his Fernvale Series which 
he regarded as probably Devonian. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 268 (Art. 8 ) ,  1921. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P .R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 135 ; A .A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p.  102. 
MANTUAN PRODUCTUS BEDS ( H i l l ,  1 943 ) .-
Marine beds near Mantuan Downs, south·west of Springsure, placed in the Artinskian. 
Jensen ( 1926) had regarded certain fossiliferous beds which may be identical with 
these as upper Bowen. 
[Probably synonymous with Reid's Produotus braohthaents Beds.] 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 189 and pl. 1.  
J.  H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 73. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, Table opp. p.  64. 
MANYUNG SERIES ( Reid, 1 92 5 )  .-
A series of fossiliferous fresh·water sediments. The lowest of his three Mesozoic 
"!eries in the Murgon·Goomeri district lying conformably heneath his ' Goomeri·Volcanics and 
Kinbombi Boulder Beds. Regarded as Triassic and equivalent to the Esk and Ipswich 
Series. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 87. 
MARATHON BEDS ( Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
A series of fossiliferous marine sediments in the Hughenden district. Assigned to the 
Cretaceous. 
Etheridge Senr. ( 1872) placed these beds in the uppermost of his three divisions of 
the Cre�acous. The Marathon Beds have been included in the comprehensive Rolling Downs 
Formation by many subsequent writers. Whitehouse ( 1926) included the beds in his 
Tambo Series. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 279. 
R. Etheridge Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 325. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 8, 1926, p. 222. 
MARBU RG STAGE ( Re id, 1 922 ) .-
Name given to  sediments, mostly massive sandstones within the Bundamba Series of 
Triassic age. 
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Jensen ( 1923 ) regarded the MARBURG BEDS as equivalent to the Basal S�ndstones 
(Jurassic) of the Injune district. Whiteho�se ( 1930) a:ppears to have rega�·ded It as the 
lower part of the Walloon Series of Jurassic age. David ( 1932) placed his MARBURG 
SANDSTONE SERIES below the Basal Walloon and assigned it to the Lower Has. 
Whitehouse (1942 ) regarded his Attica Series as equivalent to and absorbed in the 
MARBURG SERIES. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 272, 1922, p. 11.  
H .  I .  Jensen : Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1923, p. 157 .  
F. W. Whitehouse : Hbk. Qld. A'.A.A.S., 1930, p. 35 ; P.R.S.Q., :13,  1912, p. 13 .  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G.  
MARMOR BAN DED C H ERTS ( R i'Chards and Bryan, 1 928 l .-
Placed in the Middl-e Devoni�n, conformably above the Marmor Limestone and 
correlated with the banded radiolarian cherts which form the upper part of their Silverwood 
Series. 
11. C. Richards and vY. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
MARMOR LIMESTON E  ,( R ichards and Bryan, 1 928 ) .-
Assigned to the Middle J?evonian con.formably b�low the M�rmor Banded Cherts and correlated with limestones at Silverwood, Pme Mountam, Boyne River and Cawarral. 
Whitehouse ( in Bryan and Whitehouse, 1930·) included it in his Etna Heries. 
H. C. Ric:hards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 289. 
W. H. Bryan and F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 41, 1930, p. 136. 
MARTIN IOPS I S  HOR IZON ( Voisey, 1 93 5 )  .-
An important marine horizon within the Eight Mile Creek Beds of the Fault Block 
Series. It occurs above the fresh water shales with Glossopte1·is indica and below a great 
thickness of lavas and tuffs. 
A. H. Voisey : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p. 62. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 63. 
MARYBOROUGH SERIES ( Etheridge, Senr. 1 87 2 )  .-
Synonyms are MARYBOROUGH BEDS and MARYBOROUGH MARINE SERIES. A 
series of fossiliferous marine sediments assigned to the Cretaceous. 
Etheridge Senr. ( 1872) placed these beds in the lowest of his three Cretacous divisions. 
Jack and Etheridge (1892) included them in their very comprehensive Desert Sandstone 
Formation which they regarded as Upper Cretaceous. Dunstan ( 1913) removed them to the 
Lower Cretaceous Rolling Downs Formation. Dunstan ( 1916)  elevated them to a separate 
series, the Maryborough Marine Series, which he regarded as equivalent to the Rolling Downs 
Marine Series. Whitehouse ( 1927) assigned the series to the Aptian, and correlated it with 
that part of the Rolling Downs Formation called by him the Roma Series. Whitehouse ( 1928) 
stated ' ' The whole development of the Mary borough marine beds may be correlated with 
the Australiceratan stage of the Roma Series. ' '  David ( 1932) placed the series ( 600 feet) 
within the Aptian and equated it with part of the Roma Series. 
[The relationship of these beds to the Burrum Coal ,Measures q.v. was for many years 
misunderstood.] 
R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 325. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 544. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 5 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 166. 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 111 ; A .A .A.S., 18, 1928, p. 278. 
T.  W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H and p. 85.  
MAYTOWN SERIES Uensen, 1 940 ) .-
�lates an� quartzites in the Palmer River district, representing an extension of the Hodgkinson Senes and therefore assigned to the Devonian. 
H. I. Jensen : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. to Dec. 1939, 1940, p. 19.  
M E I N  B EDS ( Morton, 1 924 ) .-
Morton, al�hough he did not f�)l'mally pro:rose this serial name, described shales with f:et�ceous �!llelh�ran.chs and ammomtes alternatmg with fresh water shales with Unio from e ascoe Iver d1stnct. They apparently overlie the Plutoville Beds of Jurassic age. ' C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 129. 
W. H. Bryan. and F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 109, text·fig. 3. 
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METALLI FEROUS SERI ES ( Reid, 1 93 1 ) .-
A metamorphosed sedimentary series including a thick limestone horizon, occurring in 
the Kangaroo Hills district and correlated with the Chillagoe Series of Upper Silurian age, 
but equated with tha Kangaroo Hills Series which Saint-Smith ( 1922) had assigned to the 
Upper Devonian. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Q.G.M.J., 1922, pp. 312-3. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1931, p. 265. 
M ICHELI N I A  LIMESTO N E  ( H i l l ,  1 943 ) .-
An horizon at the base of the Rockhampton Series and on a lower horizon than the 
Rockhampton Protocanites Beds. Assigned to the Tournaisian. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, Table opp. p. 54. 
MOGG ILL SANDSTO N E  ( Richards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A brown sandstone within the Ipswich ( n S.aries, used as a building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 121. 
MON DURE SERI ES ( Reid, 1 925)  .-
A series of freshwater sediments, being the uppermost of his three Mesozoic series in the 
Murgon-Goomeri district lying conformably above his Goomeri Volcanics and Kinbombi 
Boulder Beds. Regarded as Jurassic ( � )  and treated as a doubtful equivalent of the 
Bundamba Series. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 87. 
MONI LOPORA [CLADOC HO N US ]  HORIZON ( Whitehouse, 1 928a )  .-
A restricted horizon at the base of the Middle Bowen Series in the type area and at 
many other localities, characterised by Moni.lopora nicholsoni in association with Taenio1thaerus 
{ Prod1wt1ts sub quadratus J and ' ' A  nidanthus. ' ' 
Richards and Bryan ( 1925 ) had found Monilopora associated with the Trachypora 
wilkinsoni Horizon and commented on its surprising occurrence on so high an horizon. 
Whitehouse (1928b) statiad that it is ' ' At present the only zone which can be defined and 
recognised' ' in the Middle Bowen Series. Whitehouse (1929) again referred to its prolific 
occurrence on a limited horizon which he placed in the Upper Carboniferous. Reid ( 1930) 
regarded the species as occurring in both the Gympie Series and the Lower Bowen Series 
but charact·eristic of the former. David (1931 ) regarded the " main Monilopora Horizon " 
as 500 feet below the base of tlie ' ' main Eu1·ydesma. cordat1�m horizon' ' and marking the top 
of the Carboniferous in the Springsure area ; but Mo11;ilopora nicholsoni was shown also as 
occurring at an higher horizon within the Lower Bowen Sexies of Lowar Permian age. 
David and Sussmil.ch ( 1931 ) ,  while emphasising its restricted range, show it as occurring on 
two distinct horizons both of Upper Carboniferous age. David ( 1932) regarded Monilopora 
nicholsoni as restricted to one horizon, below the Lower Bowen Series, and forming the upper 
limit of the Upper Carboniferous. Bryan (1932) stated that the �omprehensive group of 
fossils assigned to Monilopora nicholsoni ' ' covers such a great vertical range that the strati­
graphical value of the group as such is negligible. ' '  Schuchert ( 1932) expressed similar 
views. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 102. 
F. W. Whitehouse : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928a, p.  282 ; Q.G.M.J., 1928b, p. 286 ; A.A.A.S., 19, 1929, 
p. 76. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 62, 69. 
T. W. E. David : A.N.Z.A.A.S., 20, 1931, pp. 64, 67 ; Explanatory' Notes, 1932, Table E. 
T. W. E. David and C. A. Sussmilch : Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 42, 1931, p. 515. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 44, 1933, p .  71. 
C. Schuchert : Amer. Jour. Sci., 23, 1932, pp. 543-4. 
MONKLAND SERIES ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
. The upper of the two series into which he divided his Gympie ( transitional) formation. It mcludes the Gympie auriferous beds and their palaeontological equivalents and is 
characte�is�ised by its strong Permo-Carboniferous faunal elements. On palaeontological 
ground� 1t 1s regar�ed as younger than the N eerkol Series, but both are placed in his Gym pie 
Formatwn and ass1gned to the Upper ( � )  Carboniferous. 
[As .developed in the type area this is practically synonymous with Jensen
's ( 1910) 
True Gymp1e and with Dunstan 's ( 1913 ) Middle Gympie (Gold) Series.] 
H. I. Jensen : A.A.A.S., 13, 1910, p. 259. 
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B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, p. 10. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 10. 
MONKLAND SLATES ( Rands, 1 889 ) .-
Also referred to as MONKLAND SHALES. Synonym for Phoenix Slate. 
[These are not equivalent to, but form part of Reid 's Monkland Series.] 
MORVEN BED (Whitehouse, 1 927 ) .-
The lowest horizon of Cretaceous Marine beds in Queensland. Assigned to the 
Simbirskitan Stages of the Hauterivian ( Neocomian, Cretaceous) .  
Whitehouse did not recognise this horizon in his later work. 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 111.  
MOUNT BARNEY BEDS ( Richards, Bryan and Whitehouse, 1 93 3 )  .-
An inlier of marine sediments of Carboniferous age correlated with the PustulCI­
Horizon. 
Sussmilch ( 1935) equated these with _the Monkland Series 3;nd the Neerkol Beds and placed them within the Gympie Series. Whitehouse ( 1937 ) tentatively correlated these and 
the Northbrook Beds with the Neerkol Beds. 
H. C. Richards, W. H. Bryan and F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 44, 1933, p. 70. 
C. A.  Sussmilch : A.N.Z.A.A.S., 22, 1935, p .  101 .  
F.  W. Whitehouse : A.N.Z.A.A.S., 23, 1937, p .  430. 
MOUNT B RITTON ( BASAL )  BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Marine fossiliferous strata placed in his Lower Bowen Series and assigned to the late- · 
Upper Carboniferous or Lower Permian. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 68. 
MOUNT B RITTON ( UPPER ) BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Marin·e fossiliferous strata placed in his Middle Bowen Series and assigned to the· 
Permian. 
David ( 1931 ) cited Whitehouse 's opinion that the dividing line between the Permian 
and Carboniferous Formations in Queensland should be drawn at the top of these beds, a 
conclusion based largely on the occurrence in them of a cephalopod referred tentatively to· 
Paragastrioceras. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 74. 
T. W. E. David : A .N.Z.A.A.S., 20, 1931, p .  63. 
MOUNT BRU NSWICK MAR I N E  BEDS ( Reid, 1 929 ) .-
An isolated coastal occurrence in the Mackay-Styx district regarded as a doubtful 
equivalent of the marine beds in his Middle Bowen. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 107. 
MOUNT CASSI DY LIMESTON E ( Reid, 1 93 1 ) .-
A limestone· associated with other sediments and volcanic rocks in the Rockhampton 
district. 
. "YV"hitehouse ( 1931a) correlate� the contained corals with the fauna of the F!j-nning and Reid Rive:;s on the one hand and w1th the fauna of Raglan and Phillpot Creek on the other. 
Later Whitehouse ( 1931b) stated that the Mount Cassidy fauna provides a connecting link 
between that of the Hodgkinson Series and that of Clermont. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1931, p. 5. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1931a, p. 8 ;  Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines, 1931b, p. 142. 
MOUNT C ROSBY I NSECT BED U ones, 1 927 l .-
An important horizon near the base of the Ipswich Series. 
0. A .  Jones : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p . . 44. 
MOUNT DEVL I N  COAL M EASU RES ( Reid, 1 924) .-
. .  490 feet o� fresh-water sedi�ents with coal-seams forming the middle of the three subdiVI�wns of his Lower Bowen m the Bowen River coalfield. Assigned to the Permo­Carbomferous. 
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David ( 1932)  while regarding these as older than the Collinsville Coal Measures, 
. placed them both in the lower part of the Middle Bowen and in the upper part of the 
Lower Permian. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 452 ; 1925, p. 7 ;  Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 49. 
'T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 65, Table E. 
MOUNT DEVLI N VOLCANICS ( Reid, 1 924 ) .-
A series of tuffs and flows forming the upper of his three subdivisions of the Lower 
Bowen of the Bowen River coalfield. Assigned to the Permo-Carboniferous. 
David ( 1932) placed these in the lower part of the Middle Bowen and in the upper 
part of the Lower Permian . 
. J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 452 ; 1925, p. 7 ;  Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 49. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 70 . 
. MOUNT ETNA SERIES (Whitehouse, 1 928 ) .-
Synonym for his Etna Series 
.MOUNT ISA SERIES ( Honman, 1 93 6 )  .-
A little-altered series of sedimentary rock containing large ore deposits, assigned to 
the older Palaeozoic and regarded as unconformably above the Soldier 's Cap Series and 
unconformably below the Mount Quamby Series. The series embraces both the Mount Isa 
:shales and Corella Series of David. 
Honman ( 1937) stated as an alternative view that " the Mount Isa Series and the 
·soldier 's Cap Series represent the same or closely adjoining horizons in the Pre-Cambrian 
;systems, the essential lithological difference being due to the degree of metamorphism rather 
than to difference in age.' ' But later in the same report he preferred the former view that 
the Mount Isa Series lies above the Soldier 's Cap Series, but not always unconformably. 
·On Plate 4 the series was divided into Lower (greenstones) ,  Middle (quartzites and shales) 
·and Upper (limestone) divisions. Jens•en ( 1939) described the Mount Isa Series at Lochness 
:as made up of a Lower Quartzite stage (commencing with conglomerates) ,  a Volcanic stage 
(mainly basic) . and an Upper Quartzite stage (with interbedded, ehertifie& shales and 
limestones ) .  The whole was assigned to the Middle Proterozoic. 
·C. S. Honman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. Dec. 1935, 1936, p. 49 ; ,Rept. Qld. No. 19, 1937, 
pp. 5-7 ; No. 20, 1938, p. 16 ; Rept. Dee., 1936, 1937, pp. 60-65, Pl. 4. 
H. I. .Jensen : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. to Dec. 1938, 1939, p. 42. 
,MOUNT ISA SHALES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Shales, ribbon-stones and other sediments including black carbonaceous shales " with 
:small annelid-like fossils, ' '  assigned to the Older ( ') Proterozoic and correlated with the 
·Corella shales. 
· 
Honman ( 1936) included these in his more comprehensive Mount Isa Series. 
See Cloncurry Series. 
'T. W . •  E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 31.  
·C. S. Honman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. Dee. 1935, 1936, p. 49 . 
. MOUNT MU LLIGAN COAL M EASURES.-
Although he did not formally propose this serial .name, Ball ( 1912, 1917 ) described 
the beds as a fresh-water series including three coal seams and containing a :flora in which 
.Sphenophyllu11� is present · in associatioti with the Glossopteris-Gangamopteris suite. The series 
which lies with a marked unconformity upon the Hodgkinson Beds and is overlain with a 
slight unconformity by fn:�sh-water beds with Mesozoic plants, he , assigned to the Permo­
Carboniferous. 
J·ensen (1920) included these in his ;more comprehensive and not synonymous Mulligan 
Series. David ( 1932) correlated them with the Collinsville Coal Measures of the Middle 
Bowen and assigned them to the upper part , of the Lower Permian. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S.P., No. 2 3 7, 1 9 1 2 , p. 1 0, et seq. ; Q.G.M.J., 1917, p. 448. 
H. I. Jensen : Proc . Roy . Geo.g. Soc. Qlcl., 19�0, p .  2 7 .  
T .  W .  E. DaYicl : Explanatory Kotes, 1 9 3 2 ,  Table opp. p .  6 � .  
MOUNT QUAM B Y  SERIES ( Honman, 1 93 6 )  .-
Gentlr dipping to horizontal beds of arkose :mel auriferous conglomerates in the 
·Cloneurry district.  Assigned to the Newer Proterozoic, lying unconformably nbove the 
Mount Isa Serie:-:. 
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Ball ( 1921) had described under the name Quamby Conglomerates q.v. certain beds 
which he regarded as derived from the Cloncurry Series. These now appear to be included 
in Honman's Series. 
C. S. Honman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept. Dec. 1935, 1936, p. 50 ; Rept. Qld., No. 19, 1927, pp. 5, 7.  
b. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1921, p .  10. 
MOUNT STU RT SAN DSTON E ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9  l . ­
Synonym for Swan Creek Sandstone. 
H. C. Richards : P .R.S.Q., &0, 1919, p. 132. 
MOU N T  TOUSSAINT VOLCAN ICS ! Reid, 1 92 5 )  .-
A seri·es of volcanic rocks and associated sediments, being the lowest of his three 
subdivisions of the Lower Bowen in the Bowen River coalfield. Assigned to the Permo­
Carboniferous. 
J. H, Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 7.  
MOUNT WYATT SERIES ! Da intree, 1 87 0 )  .-
A series of sandstones and shales containing Lepidodendron and ' '  Spirifer disjunctus ' '  
referred to the Upper Devonian. 
Etheridge Senr. ( 1872) recorded Lepidodend1·on and Cyclost ·igrna and assigned the 
MOUNT WYATT BEDS to the upperriwst part of the Devonian. Etheridge, Junr. (1891) 
stated ' ' The evidence for assuming a Devonian age for the Mount Wyatt beds containing 
Lepidodendron is at present unconfirmed and unsatisfactory. ' '  Reid (1928) divided the series 
into a lower calcareous group, with Lepidodend1·on australe and Spirifer sp. and an upper 
non-calcareous group, placing the whole series within the Carboniferous and correlating it 
with the Star beds of the type area. Reid ( 1929) referred the lower group to the Upper 
Devonian and the ' ' entirely conformably upper group ' '  to the ' ' Upper Star of Lower­
Carboniferous age. " Whitehouse ( 1929) identified the fossils of the lower group 
Lepidodendron aff. australe and " Spirifer disjunct·u.s " indicating an Upper Devonian age. 
Reid ( 1930 ) included the se_ries as part of his Lower Star Formation (of Upper Devonian 
age) but possibly extending into the Lower Carboniferous. David (1932) placed the series 
jn the Upper Devonian. 
R. Daintree : General Rept. on Northern District, p. 6, Qld. Pari. Papers, 1870. 
R. Etheridge. Senr. : Q.J.G.S., · 1872, p. 324. 
R. Etheridge, Junr. : Recs. Gaol. Surv. N.S.W., 1891, p. 134. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., · 1928, p .  344 ; 1929, p. 158 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 15, 19. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1929, p. 158. 
· 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C. 
M U LGELD I E  COAL M EASU RES ( Reid,  1 927 ) .-
A series of fresh-water sediments containing coal seams. Assigned to the Jurassic and 
regarded as equivaJoant to · the Walloon Series. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 183. 
MU LLIGAN SER I ES ! J ensen, 1 920 ) .-
A term " applied to a series commenicng with [Mount] Mulligan · ( Permo-Carboniferous) 
coal measures, and passing upwards into Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous beds. " 
[The use of one · serial name to cover such a long geological range is  ve·ry inadvisable 
and has not been followed by other geologists.] 
See Mount Mulligan Coal Measures. 
H. I.  Jensen : Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Qld., 1920, p. 27. 
MU NGANA LIMESTONES ( H i l l , 1 943 ) .-
. Strata with.in the · qhillagoe Series b_ut _containing sp·acies of corals which suggest Lower or M1ddle Devoman honzons. ( The prmc1pal coral horizon of the Chillagoe Series she assigned to the Ludlovian) . 
D. ' Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, p. 58 and Table. 
M U RP HY'S CREEK SAN DSTONE ! R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sandstone witl1in the Bundamba series commonly used as a building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 128. 
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MYRTLE CREEK SERIES ( Bryan and Massey, 1 926)  .-
The second of the four series into which the geological formation previously known 
as the Tiaro Series was divided (the name Tiaro Seri·as being thus restrict€d by them to the 
coal-bearing strata) .  The Myrtle Creek Series is made up of lacustrine massive sandstones, 
and was correlated with the Bundamba S·aries. 
David (1932) placed it in the Rhaetic and equivalent to the Bundamba sandstones. 
W. H. Bryan and C. N. Massey : P.R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p. 108 et seq. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table F. 
N 
NA:GOORI N SERI ES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
A series of sandstones, shales and one thick s·aam of hydrous black coal occurring 
near Many Peaks. Listed as Tertiary. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 165. 
NARROWS TERT I A R I ES ! Ba l l ,  1 9 1 5 )  .-
A series · of oil shales and other fresh-wat€r sediments with ostracods. 
Dunstan ( 1913) had correlated thase beds with similar beds at Casuarina and used 
the name Casuarina�Narrows Series. David (1932) placed them in the Oligocene. Hills ( 1943 ) 
on tha evidence of the fish fauna regarded the strata as ' ' probably Miocene. ' '  
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S.P., No. 249, 1915, p. 22. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 3. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I. 
E. S. Hills : Mem. Qld. Mus., 12, 1943, p .  99. 
NEERKOL SERI ES ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
The· lower of the two series into which he divided his Gympi·a (Transitional) Formation. 
It " is exclusively develolped " at N eerkol near Stan well. In this series " the first elements 
of the Permo-Carboniferous fauna appear to a restricted degree . ' '  This series was therefore 
regarded as older than the Monkland Series but both were placed in his Gympie Formation 
and assigned to the Upper ( ' )  Carboniferous. 
Raid recommended that this name replace Stanwell Marine Series with which it is 
synonymous. He stated that in the type area the series is separated from the overlying 
Dinner Creek Series by an important stratigraphical break. David (1932) stated that 
' ' Overlying tha Visean Rockhampton Series proper, and possibly forming a part of that 
sequence, is the Marine N·aerkol Series, perhaps of late Lower Carboniferous age. ' '  
Whitehouse ( 1936) correlated the Cannindah LUpper] Limestone and the Mount Barney beds 
with this series. Whitehouse. ( 1937) t·antatively correlated the Northbrook Beds with the 
NEERKOL BEDS. Carey and Browne ( 1938) correlated the Silver Valley Beds with this 
series assigning them to the Middle Carboniferous. 
S·ae Stanwell Marine Series. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 11, 39, 56. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 19·32, p. 60. 
F. W. Whitehouse in A. H. Voisey : Pros. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1936, p. 163 ; A.N.Z.A.A.S., 23, 
1937, p. 430 
S. W. Carey and W. R. Browne : P.R.S., N.S.W., 71, 1938, p. 602. 
NEERKOL-STANWELL BEDS ! J ensen, 1 92 5 )  .-
T·arm to include a series of fossiliferous limestones and other marine sediments of 
Carbonif-erous age. See Neerkol Series, Stanwell Marine Series. 
[These beds should not be confused with Dunstan's Stanwell Coal Measures in the 
same area, which consist of fresh-water Mesozoic sediments.]  
H.  I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 422. 
NERANG-DUARINGA SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1  3 )  .-
A comprehensiV'a name to embrace several distinct areas of fresh-wat€r sediments of 
Tertiary ' age which are supposedly contemporaneous. 
David ( 1932) assigned the 1,000 feet of ' ' ostracod and sporangia shales ' '  at Duaringa 
to the Oligocene. Hills ( 1943 ) after the examination of an incomplete collection of fish 
remains referred them to the Tertiary. 
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B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pt. 0. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1943, Table I. 
E. S. Hills : Mem. Qld. Mus., 12, 1943, p. 99. 
N E RANLEIGH SERIES ! Denmead, 1 928 ) .-
Greywackes, band·ad slates, grits, boulder beds, and quartzites. The hi�hest but one 
of the four Series into which he divided the Brisbane Schists. The age tentatively assigned 
was Silurian. 
David ( 1932) stated that it " may represent a pelagic type of Silurian ( f) S.adimen­
tation. '' 
. [The Neranleigh Series lies between the Phosphatic Schists and Manganiferous Schists 
.of other authors.] 
_A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 103. 
'T. W. E. David : Explanatory Not·as, 1932, p. 46. 
:N EWELLTON BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 ) .-
Used as a synonym for Silver Valley Beds . 
. J. H .  Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 26. 
N I NMAROO SERIES ! Wh i tehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
Fossiliferous Cambrian limestones north·east of Boulia. The series was placed as 
stratigraphically above the Pituri Series. Much was assigned to the Croixian but the only 
pala·aontological stage recognised (the Ellesmereoceras Stage) was placed in to the Lower 
Ozarkian (Lower Tremadocian ) .  
Kobayashi ( 1940) placed the Ellesmereoceras Stage o f  this series i n  the Tremadocian, 
considering it to be the oldest fossiliferous Ordovician horizon known in Australia. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11 ,  1936, pp. 69, 78. 
T. Kobayashi : Jap. Jour. Geol. & Geog., 18, 1940, p. 123. 
�ORMANBY SHALES ! Tenison-Woods, 1 88 0 )  .-
Name suggested for certain highly inclined dark carbonaceous shales near Cooktown. 
[ The name was never adopted by other geologists and has now been superseded by 
the term Laura ( Cooktown) Series. (Dunstan, 1915) . ]  
.J. E. Tenison-Woods : Qld. Phil. Soc. 1880, p. 11 .  
:NORTHBROOK BEDS ( Ba l l ,  1 93 4 )  .-
Tuffaceous conglomerates and marine fossiliferous shales interhadded with andesites, 
in the Brisbane River Valley. These were assigned to the Permo-Carboniferous and since 
ha regarded them as part of the Fernvale Series, a late Palaeozoic age was implied for at 
least part of the latt·ar. 
Whitehouse ( 1937) stated that the suite of fossils suggests correlation with the 
Neerkol Beds and the Mount Barney Beds. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1934, p. 37 . 
. F. W. Whitehouse : A.K.Z.A.A.S., 23, 1937, p. 430. 
0 
OAKEY CREEK COAL MEAS URES ( Re id, 1 929 ) .-
An isolated coastal occurrence in the Mackay-Styx district tentativley correlated with 
the Coal Measures of his Middle Bowen. 
The associated >olcanics and marine beds he correlated with his Lower Bowen. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., �o. �76 ,  1929, p. 107 . 
O.K.  SERI ES U ensen, 1 923 ) .-
Calcareous shales and schists passing into massiYe limestones occmTing at O.K. and 
Tartana in the Chillagoe district. Equated "ith the Chillagoe Series of Silurian aga. 
lL I. Jensen : Q.G.S .P., Ko. 274, pp. 24, 27, 75. 
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ORALLO M EASURES Uensen, 1 926)  .-
That portion of the Walloon Series as developed in the Roma area which contains 
the Cornwall-Alcurah coals. 
David (1932) placed these beds high in the Jurassic or possibly in the Cretaceous. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 69 . 
. '1'. W. E David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G. 
OXLEY B EDS ( Ma rks, 1 9 1 0 )  .-
Name given to a fresh-water series consisting in the main of clays and slightly 
coherent sandstones with an abundant dicotyledenous flora occurring about 8 miles south of 
Brisbane and assigned to the Tertiary. 
These beds were regarded by Stokes ( 1892) as Tertiary. Jack and Etheridge (1892) 
disagreed and believed them to be part of their Ipswich Formation of Mesozoic age. 
Ettingshausen examined the flora and assigned th� beds to the Cretaceous: Shirley (1898) �n the same evidence concluded that they were Tertiary. Skertchly ( 1907) mcluded the beds m 
his Brisbane Tertiaries. Dunstan (1916) referred to them as the OXLEY LEAF BEDS 
and assigned them to the. Tertiary. The Ox�ey Beds. are c�ntinuous �th and have sometimes been regarded as part of the Redbank (Plams) Senes whiCh .was assigned by Jones (1927) 
to the Eocene or Oligocene. David (1932) placed them in the Oligocene. 
E. 0. Marks : Q.G.S.P., No. 225, 1910, p. 49. 
H. G. Stokes : Cited R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge, Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 597. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol of Qld., 1892, p. 597. 
C. von Ettingshausen : ' ' Some Fossil Plants of the Australian Cretaceous. ' '  
J. Shirley : Q.G.S. Bull. No. 7, 1898. 
S. B. J. Skertchly : Qld. Nat. I, 1907, p.  28. 
B. Dunstan : · Harrap 's ' Geography, 1916, p.  165. 
0. A: Jones : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 41. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I. 
p 
PAGODIA STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 1  l .-
The uppermost of his three stages within the Georgina limestones, assigned to the 
upper portion of the Upper Cambrian. Whitehouse (1936) retained this State but made it the 
uppermost of six stages within the series and correlated it with portion of the Olenus zone of 
Europe. Whitehouse (1939) replaced this name by Rhodonaspis Stage. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, 
p. 78 ; 11, 1939, pp. 264-5. ' 
PALMERVI LLE SERIES U ensen., 1 940)  .-
Quartzites, schists, limestones (with Favosites and Halysites) and interbedded 
andesites. Regarded as an extension of the Chillagoe Series and on this and the palaeonto­
logical evidence assigned to the Silurian. 
H. I. Jensen : A.G. & G.S. of N.A. Rept. to Dec., 1939, 1940, pp. 19, 20. 
PAPYRIASPIS STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 9 )  .-
A stage in the Georgina ( Cambrian) Series, inserted between the Phoidagnostus Stage 
and the Anomocare Stage and correlated with portion of the Pm·adoxides davidis zone of 
Europe. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1939, pp. 264, 265. 
PASCOE RIVER [CARBONI FEROUS] B EDS ( Carey and Browne, 1 93 8 )  .-
The name Pascoe River Beds was used by Carey and Browne for ferruginous and 
micaceous sandstones and clay shales described by Morton (1924) and referred by Walkom 
(1924) ,  on palaeobotanical evidence, to the Carboniferous. Whitehouse (1930) had referred 
them to the Lower Carboniferous. Reid !( 1930 ) had placed them tentatively in his Upper 
Star (Lower Carboniferous) but stated that they " may be equivalent to some marine horizon 
of the Gympie Formation (Neerkol Series) . "  Carey and Browne (1938) assigned them to 
the Lower Carboniferous. 
[Not to be confused with the Pascoe River [Jurassic] Beds (David, 1932) .]  
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C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 81. 
A. B. Walkom in C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 81. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p.  31.  
.J .  H. Reid : Q.G.S.P ., No. 278,  1930, p. 26.  
S. W. Carey and W. R. Brown·a : P.R.S.N.S.W., 71, 1938, p .  602. 
PASCOE RIVER [ J U RASS I C ]  BEDS ( David, 1 93 2 )  .- . . 
An outlier of fresh water sediments with coal seams assigned to the Lower Jurassic. 
Morton ( 1924) had considered thes·a to be on a lower horizon than the Plutoville Beds 
of the same district . 
· [Not to be confused with the Pascoe River [Carbonif.arous] Beds. ( Carey & Browne, 
1938 ) . ]  
C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p .  129: 
T.  W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G, and p. 81. 
PASSAGE"  BEDS ( of BOWEN FORMATION ) ( Reid, 1 928 ) .-
Alternating marine and fresh water beds forming a tr�nsition series t:atween �he Middle 
Bowen Marine Series and the Upper Bowen Coal Measures m the Isaacs River Basm . 
.J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1928, pp. 193, 238. 
P EAK DOWNS ! Da int ree, 1 87 2 )  .-
One of the ten areas assigned by Daintree to his oldest or ' ' Metamorphic ' '  group of 
Pre· Devonian age. 
These rocks lie unconfQrmably beneath Dunstan 's ( 1916) Peak Downs Series of 
Devonian age, and are thus in no sense equiv�lent. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1873, p. 300. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p.  172. 
P EAK DOWNS SERI ES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Coralline limestones and shales at Douglas and Drummond Creeks near Clermont, 
eontaining Devonian fossils. Regarded as equivalent to the Burdekin Series (Devonian) .  
This s·aries lies unconformably above Daintree 's Peak Downs metamorphic group. 
See Douglas Creek Limestone and Drummond Creek Limestone. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 72. 
P E N I NSULA SERIES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 5 )  .-
Name for certain fresh-water coal-bearing strata in Cape York Peninsula, regarded as 
.a doubtful equivaJ.ant of the Walloon Series of Jurassic age. 
Dunstan ( 1916)  greatly extended the geographical scope of the Walloon Series, with 
the result that, among others, the Peninsula Series was absorbed. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 167. 
P ENTLA N D  AND TORRENS CREEK SAN DSTONE ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sandston·a used as a building stone in Charters Towers and Townsville. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 136. 
P ERMO-CARBO N I FEROUS ! Etheridge, Junr. ,  1 88 0 )  . ­
Synonyms are Carbo-Permian and Carbonifero-Permian . 
. Originally sug�est�d as the age of certain Bowe� Hiver fossils sent by Jack to Ethendge for determmatwn. Jack ( 1889 ) accepted Ethendge's ( 1880 ) sug.gastion as to the 
age of the Bowen River fossils, but preferred the term Carbonifero-Permian. Jack and 
Etheridge (1892 ) reverted to the term Permo-Carboniferous, but extended its scope their 
' ' Permo-Carboniferous System ' '  including at least four, and possibly five distinct forma­
ti?n.s,, namely (in ascend�ng order) =. " tha Gyl'!lpie, Star, and Lower, Middle, and Upper DivisiOns of the Bowen . R1 ver Coal . F�eld. " Wh1le Jack and Etheridge ( 1892 ) had no doubt 
that th� Bowen FormatiOns were ID:gher than the S�a� Formation the position of the Gympie 
Formation was doubtful, as tha evidence was confhctmg. The Gympie Formation was with 
some hesitation, placed below the Star Formation, in which' place it was still fou�d in 
Dunstan '.s ( 190?) map. But �unstan . ( 1913 � �oved the various Gympie series above the Star Senes, which, however, . sbll remamed W?-thin the P·�rmo-Carboniferous system. David ( 1�14) . removed the Star S�nes to the Qarboniferous, leavmg the several Bowen and Gympie s·anes m the Permo-Carbomferous. Dunstan (1916 ) ) also assigned the Star Series to the 
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Carboniferous, but, abandoning the terms Bowen and Gympie as serial names, divided the 
Permo-Carboniferous into the following series in descending order :-Uppar Coal Measures, 
Upper Marine Series, Lower Coal Measures and Lower Marine S·aries. Reid (1930) 
abandon·ad the term, placing the Upper and Middle Bowen in the Permian, the Lower Bowen 
in the Lower Permian to Late Upper Carboniferous and his Gympie Formation in the Upper 
Carboniferous. David ( 1931) cited Whitehouse 's opinion that the dividing line between 
the Permian and tha Carboniferous formations in Queensland should be drawn at the top 
<>f the marine strata at Mt. Britton, a conclusion based largely on the occurrence there of 
a cephalopod referred tentatively to Paragastrioceras. David ( 1931, 1932) ' ' proposed to 
draw the line between Carboniferous and Permian in Eastern Australia at the base of the 
main Eurydesma cornaJtum horizon, ' '  but in an addendum stated that further evidence 
favours placing all the so"caUad Permo-Carboniferous in the Permian. Walkom (1936) 
:argued that the term Permo-Carboniferous should be replaced by Permian. Hill ( 1939) 
regarded David 's boundary as the best on the available evidence. She stated that ' ' The 
Artinskian is represented in Eastern Australia but we do not as yet know its upper or 
lower limits. ' '  
R. Etharidge, Junr. ; Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc. Edin., 1880, p. 319. 
R. L. Jack : A.A.A.S., 1 ,  1889, p. 201. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 70. 
B. Dunstan : Geol. Map of Qld., 1905 ; Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 
1916, p. 168. 
T. W. E. David : B.A.A.S., 1 914, p. 258 ; A.N.Z.A.A.S., 20, 1931, pp. 6·3, 64 ; Explanatory 
Notes, 1932, p. 61. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 92. 
A. B. Walkom : XVI International Geol. Congress, 1933, 1936, pp. 626-7. 
D.  Hill : A.N.Z.A.A.S., 24, 1939, p. 92. 
PETR I E  SER I ES Uones, 1 927 l .-
Ferruginous quartzite breccias and fine-grained micaceous white and red sandstones 
·of T·artiary age found in the neighbourhood of Petrie, about ten miles north of Brisbane. 
0. A. Jones : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 31 .  
iPHALACROMA G ROUP (Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
Comprises the Phoidagnostus, Anomocare and Solenopleu?·a Stages in the lower part 
<>f the Georgina Series of Cambrian age. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, p. 75. 
!P HOE N I X  SLATES ( Rands, 1 88 9 )  .-
The uppermost of four well-d·afined zones of slates and shales within the Gympie 
:Series. The beds are about 200 feet thick and contain numerous marine fossils. In places 
these beds contain large boulders which he suggests are of glacial origin. Synonyms are 
PHOENIX SHALES, Monkland Slates, Monkland Shales. 
Reid ( 1930) placed these beds near the top of his Monkland Series and a little 
younger than the fossil Horizon I.F. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 52, 1889, pp. 4, 11. 
J.  H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 89 . 
IPHOI DAGNOSTUS STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
The lowast of the six stages into which he divided the Georgina Limestones of 
Cambrian age It is immediately succeeded by the A.nomocare Stage. It was correlated 
with the PMadoxides davidis zone of Europe. It forms also the lowest of the three stages 
·of his Phalacroma Group. 
Whitehouse ( 1931) had divided the series into three stages of which the Leiagnostus 
Stage was the lowest. Whitehouse ( 1939) placed it as the lowest but one of the series and 
immediately above the (new) A.gnostus seminula Staga. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines Qld., for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 
1936, pp. 75, 78 ; 11, 193_9, pp. 264-5. 
PHOSPHATE-BEARING SLATE BELT ( Dunstan, I 904 l .-
Ferruginous, clayey and quartzose slates containing wavellite and turquoise, and 
forming the old·ast portion of what Dunstan (1916) called the Gladstone-Curtis Island Series. 
Richards and Bryan ( 1925) used the term " Phosphatic Schists " for what was pre­
sumably the same horizon iu the Brisbane Schists Series as developed in the type district, 
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assigning them to the Ordovician. Denmead (1928) plac·ed his Phosphate Belt at the base­
of his N eranleigh Series which he assigned tentatively to the Silurian. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 190, 1904, p. 10. 
H. C. Richards and W. H; Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 135. 
A K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 90. 
PHOSPHATIC SCH ISTS ( Richards and Bryan, 1 92 5 )  .-
The lowest of their four divisions of the Brisbane Schists. Assigned to the Ordovician. 
Richards and Bryan ( 1928) placed them in the Silurian and equated them with similar 
beds at Gladstone and Emu Park. Denmead ( 1928 ) included them near the top of his 
Bunya Seri·es, and tentatively assigned them to the Silurian. 
See ' ' Phosphate Bearing Belt. ' '  
H .  C. Richards and W .  H .  Bryan : P .R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 135 ; A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p .  290. 
A.  K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 103. 
P I N E  MOU NTA I N  LIMESTONE ! Richards  and B ryan, 1 928 ) .-
An unfossiliferous limestone in the Brisbane Valley. Assigned to the Middle Devonian 
and correlated on general grounds with limestones at Silverwood, Boyne River, Marmor 
and Cawarral. 
Included in the Fernvale Series of Denmead ( 1928) and assigned to the Lower 
Devonian. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p .  103. 
P I N E  MOUNTA I N  MANGAN I FE ROUS SCH ISTS ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 928 ) .-
Assigned to the Lower Devonian and corralated with similar beds at Gladstone and 
Broadmount. 
Afterwards incorporated in the (Lower Devonian) Fernvale Series of Denmead ( 1928 ) .  
H .  C. Richards and W. H .  Bryan : A.A.A.S., 1 8 ,  1928, p .  290. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p .  103. 
P I N E  MOUNTA I N  RADIOLARIAN JASPERS ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 928 ) .­
The southerly portion of the Fernvale Jaspers. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
P I N E  MOUNTA I N  SERPENTI N E  SER I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Massive sepentine alternating with ferruginous limestones and quartzites occurring 
at Pine Mountain, and at Fernvale. Correlated with his Kilkivan Serpentine Series and his 
Canoona-Cawarral Serpentine Series. Tentatively assigned to the Devonian. 
Richards and Bryan ( 1925) differentiated the S·apentine which they regarded as 
Upper Devonian from the associated jaspers which they placed in the Lower Devonian. 
Bryan ( 1926) assigned this and some other serpentines of Quaensland tentatively to the 
Carboniferous. Denmead ( 1928) followed Bryan. 
See S�rpentine Belt. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 1 73. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 135. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p .  67. 
A K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p .  102. 
PITURI  SERI ES ( Wh i tehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
Marine sandstones and shales of a minimum thickness of 100 feet in the Glenormiston area a�signed to the Croixi!ln �ivision of the Cambrian. Included near the base is the Elathnella Stage. The senes 1s younger than the Georgina limestones which it overli-es conformably but older than the Ninmaroo limestones. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11 ,  1936, pp. 68, 78. 
P LUMBAGO, LOWER < Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
. Term for. a graphitic shale, being an horizon i11 his Conglomarate Group of the Middle Gymp1e Formation. 
B .  Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
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9LUMBAGO, UPPER < Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
A graphitic shale horizon in his Conglomerate Group of the Middle Gympie Formation. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
PLUTOVI LLE BEDS ! Morton, 1 924 ) .-
Morton, although he did not formally propose this serial name, described freshwater 
beds on the Pascoe river which he regarded on field evidence as occupying a higher horizon 
than the Pascoe River [Jurassic J Beds. 
Walkom (1928) placed them in the Lower Cretaceous on palaeo-botanical evidence. 
Tiavid ( 1932) assigned them to the Apti�n . 
.C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 129. 
W. H. Bryan and F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 111. 
A. B. Walkom : Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1928, p.  146. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
iPORT CLINTON COAL SERI ES.-
Synonym for Waterpark Coal Series. 
:POST-TERTIARY I RONSTONE ( Rattray, 1 8 69 ) .-
A self-explanatory term for a series found at Cape York, Albany Island, Somerset, 
.and as far south as the Mitchell RiV'er, and probably west to the Gulf of Carpentaria. 
(:Probably equivalent to one of Whitehouse 's Laterites ( Tertiary) .] 
A. Rattray : Q.J.G.S., -869, p.  301. 
IPROCERATOPYGE GROUP ! Whitehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
Comprises the Anorina, Glyptagnostus and Pagodia Stages in the upper part of the 
·Georgina (Cambrian) Series. 
[Not to be confused with his less comprehensive Proceratopyge Stage.] 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, p. 76 . 
. PROCERATOPYGE STAGE !Whitehouse, 1 93 1 ) .-
A stage within the Georgina Limestones, lying below the Pagodia Stage and above 
the Leiagnostus Stage and assigned to the lower portion of the UpP'er Cambrian. Later 
(Whitehouse, 1936) this term was dropped in a more detailed rearrangement. 
[Not to be confused with his Proceratopyge Group which oembraces also other stages.] 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines, Qld., for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 
1936, p. 78. ' 
-pRODUCTUS BRACHYTHAE RUS BEDS ! Re id, 1 93 0 )  .-
Beds within the Middle Bowen Series exposed on both sides of he Serocold anticline 
in the Springsure district. 
[Probably synonymous with Hill 's Mantuan Productus Beds.] 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p.  150. 
lPROTOCAN ITES BEDS ! Whitehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
The basal beds of the Rockhampton Series in the type area, tentatively correlated wi.th 
the Star Series. 
Whit.ehouse (1930)  also referred to these as the Rockhampton Goniatite Bed, and 
regarded it as the equivalent of the Protocanite� lyoni zone, the basal zone of the European 
·Carboniferous sequencoe. Hill ( 1943 ) placed it in the Tournaisian but above a newly 
recognised horizon, the Michelinia Limestone of lower Lion Creek. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk., A.A.A.S., 1930, pp. 30, 31 .  
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, Table opp. p. 64. 
;PROTORETEPORA HORIZON ! Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
An horizon in the upper part of his Neerkol Series ; sometimes referred to as Bryozoan 
beds . 
. J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, opp. p. 76 . 
. PUSTULA HORIZON ! Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
An horizon containing Pustula and sometimes also P1·otoretepora immediately above 
-the A mygdalophyllmn limestone of Lion Creek. 
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This bed was regarded by Rei� and Morton ( 1928) as ly�ng disconform3:bl! above 
the Lion Cre-ak Limestone and as formmg the lowermost bed of then Stanwell Marme (Neer­
kol) Series. Whitehouse ( 1928) saw. no rea:son for this disconformity and r�garded �he horizon as within the Rockhampton -Senes. Reid ( 1930) restated the case for a disconformity 
and placed tha horizon in his Neerkol Series. 
Richards, , Bryan and Whitehouse ( 1933) correlated the Mt. Barney Beds with this 
horizon. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 386. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 44L 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P. No. 278, 1930, pp. 34, 38, 53. 
H. C. Richards, W. H. Bryan and F. W. Whitehouse : P.RS.Q., 44, 1933, p. 68. 
Q 
QUAMBY CONGLOM ERATES ( Ba l l ,  1 92 1 ) .-
Conglomerates derived from the Cloncurry Series. Not assigned to any definite age. 
See Mount Quam by Series (Honman, 1936 ) .  
L. C .  Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1921, p .  10. 
R 
RADIOLARIAN JASPERS ( R icha rds and Bryan, 1 92 5 )  .-
One of their divisions of the Brisbane Schists assigned to the Lower Devonian. First 
reeord of fossils in the Brisbana Schists. 
Denmead ( 1928) included this horizon in his Fernvale Series (�q.v. ) ,  which he placed 
in the Lower Devonian. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.$.Q., 36, 1925, p. 135. 
A. K. Denmead : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. 9L 
RAISED BEAC H ES Uack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) .­
Ljsted as a Post-Pliocena ' ' Formation. ' '  
Dunstan ( 1916) placed these as the oldest of the Quaternary " Series " in his 
classification. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Gaol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3 .  
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 164. 
RANN ES, EMU PARK AND ANAK I E  SERI ES ( Reid and Morton, 1 928 ) .-
A metamorphic series, placed as Lower Palaeozoic and shown as unconformably 
underlying fossiliferous Devonian strata. 
Whitehouse ( 1928) argued that the relationship of this series to tha overlying rocks 
is a conformable one. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 388. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p .  44L 
RAVENSWOOD ! Da intree, 1 87 2 )  .-
age. 
One of the ten areas assigned to his oldest or ' ' Metamorphic ' '  group of Pra-Devonian 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 300. 
RECENT ALLUVIA Uack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) . ­
Listed as a Post-Pliocene ' ' Formation. ' '  
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3. 
RECEPTACU LITES HOR IZON !Whitehouse, 1 929 ) .-
. An ho�izon in the Mt. Wyat� dist�ict . of which Whitehouse ( 1929) wrote " The honzon of this form urgently needs mveshgatwn. I am by no means convinced that the 
Carboniferous age assigned to previous specimens from this area on the evidanee of associated 
fossils, is correct. The possibility of the fauna belonging to the shelly facies of the Devonian 
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must be consid•ared particularly since beds of this facies are now known at  Mt. Wyatt and 
Ukalunda. ' '  
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1929, p. 159. 
RED BAN K  PLA I NS SERIES Uones, 1 927 l .-
A comprehensive term to cover the Oxley Beds of Marks ( 1910 ) ,  the Red bank Series 
of Dunstan ( 1913)  and fresh water Tertiary shales and limestones lying conformably below 
the Silkstone Series of Cameron ( 1923 ) .  Assigned to the Eocene or Oligocene. 
Hills ( 1934) from a study of the fresh water fish, concluded that the age is Eocene or 
Oligocene, probably Oligocene. Chapman ( 1935) stated that the contained ostracods 
indicate deposition in ' ' a  lacustrine area open intermittently to a shallow sea. ' '  As t9 
agr,, he concluded that the rocks may range ' ' from Lower Miocene, or even older, to 
Pliocene. ' ' 
0. A. Jones : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 41.  
E. S. Hills : Mem. Qld. Mus., 10, pt. iv, 1934, p. 171.  
F. Chapman : P.R.S.Q., 46,  1 935, p.  70.  
REDBAN K SERI ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 l .-
A series of fossiliferous fresh-water sediments of Tertiary age lying to the south of 
Goodna. 
This series is sometimes included in the term Brisbane Tertiaries. Jones ( 1927) 
used the term Redbank Plains Series in a somewhat more comprehensive sense including 
therein the Oxley Beds, and assigning the whole series to the ' ' Eocene or Oligocene. ' ' 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 25. 
0. A. Jones : P�R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 41.  
REDCLI FFE SER I ES ( Reid, 1 92 5 )  .-
A series of massive sandstones overlying the Permo-Carboniferous rocks of the Bowen 
River Coalfield. Assigned tentatively to the ' ' Trias. ' '  
Raid ( 1928 ) correlated this with his Cardborough Series. Reid referred t o  the series 
as REDCLIFFE TABLELAND SANDSTONE ( 1924 )  and REDCLIFFE PLATEAU 
SANDSTONE ( 1929 ) . 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p.  10 ; 1928, p. 236 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p. 105. 
RED EARTH RESI DUALS ( B ryan, 1 93 9 )  .-
Fossil soils, being dissected remnants of an old erosion surface, regarded ' ' almost 
as a stratigraphic unit--a datum to which earlier and later events might be referred, ' '  and 
assigned tentatively to the Pliocene. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 50, 1939, pp. 22, 28.  
REDLICHIA STAGE ( Wh itehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
The lower of the two stages of the Templeton Series ' ' representing ,an horizon about 
the junction of the Lower and Middle Cambrian. ' '  
It is the lowest stage recognised in the Cambrian of Queensland. Whitehouse (1931) 
regarded this as  the lower of his two Cambrian Stages in the Templeton Series and assigned 
it to the upper portion of the Lower Cambrian. Whitehouse ( 1936 ) ragarded it as the lowest 
of four stages in the series and immediately below the A mphoton Stage. 
Grabau ( 1937) suggested the possibility of a disconformity immediat>ely above the 
Redlichia Stage. Resser ( 1939)  stated that the Redlichia fauna of Australia appears to be 
equivalent to the Olenellus zone of the Cordilleran region of North America. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines Qld. for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 
1930, p. 27 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1�36, p. 78 ; 11,  1939, pp. 264-5. 
A. W. Grabau : Pala·aozoic Formations in the Light of the Pulsation Theory, 3, pt. 2, 1937, 
pp. 372-3. 
0. E. Resser : Proc. Sixth Pacific Sci. Congress, 1 939, p. 366. 
REID ( GAP l B E DS U ack, I 884 )  .-
Limestones near Reid Gap, Townsville district, conformably underlying sandstones with 
Dicranophyllv.m au.stralicum and containing corals believed comparable with those of the 
Burdekin Formation. 
Hill ( 1942, 1943) ,  on the eYidence of the rugose corals, assigned the limestones to the 
middle section of the Givetian, and correlated them with the limestones of Burdekin Downs and 
the Fanning River. 
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R. L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., Ko. 116, 1884, p. 5, and diagram No. 1.  
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 53,  1942, p.  229 ; 54, 1943, p. 61 and Table. 
RHAETOSAURUS HORIZON ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
The horizon of the giant dinosaur Rhaetosa;urus brownm at Durham Downs within the 
Lower Walloon Series. 
H. A. Longman : Mem. Qld. Mus., 8, pt. 3, 1926, p. 183 ; 9, pt. 1, 1927, p. 1.  
T. W. E.
'
D avid : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 82 and Table G. 
R HODONASPIS STAGE (Whitehouse, 1 93 9 )  .-
New name for the Pagodia Stage of the Georgina ( Cambrian) Series. It is the 
uppermost stage of the .series and lies immediately above the G�yptag'Tii.O'stus Stage and 
stratigraphically immediately below the Elathriella Stage of the Pituri Series. It is correlated 
with portion of the Olenus zone of Europe. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1939, pp. 264-5. 
RHYOLITE RANGE BEDS ( Richards and Bryan, 1 92 5 )  .-
A series consisting for the most part of acid flows and associated tuffs overlying 
shallow water sediments containing large Palaeopectens and other marine fossils, forming 
a division of their Fault Block Series of Permo-Carboniferous age in the Silverwood­
Lucky Valley area. They are correlated with the upper p art of the Condamine Beds and 
with part of the Eight Mile Creek Beds. 
Reid (1930) correlated the upper part (volcanics) with his Lower Bowen Series and 
regarded the whole as younger than the Condamine Beds. Voisey ( 1935) agreed with Reid 
on these points, but ( 1936, 1939) stated that the Fault Block Series as a whole is " to be 
considered Lower Permian in age. ' ' 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 65. 
J. H.  Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 68. 
A. H. Voisey : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p.  60 et seq. (but see also p .  xiv) ; Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 
1936, p. 163 ; 1939, p. 389. 
R IVERLEIGH LIMESTO N E  ( H i l l ,  1 93 4 )  .-
A reef limestone, rich in rugose corals, which ' ' can be correlated with a fair degree 
of precision with the D2 [,Visean] fauna of England. " It is closely similar in lithology 
and fossil content, to the Lion Creek Limestone, which, however, may be on a slightly 
lower horizon. 
Hill (1943 ) correlated it with the limestones of Lion Creek and Cania and with the 
Cannindah [·Lower] Limestone, assigning it to the Upper Visean or possibly Moscovian. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q.,  45, 1934, p. 105 ; 54, 1943. p.  63 and Table. 
ROCKHAMPTON GONIATITE BED (Whitehouse, 1 930)  .-
Synonym for Protocanites Beds. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hdk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p.  30. 
ROCK HAMPTON GRITS (Whitehouse, 1 927 ) .-
Beds low in the Rockhampton Series, which contain Protocanites, and extend down­
wards at least to the base of the Carboniferous and possibly into the top of the Devonian. 
See Protocanites Beds (Whitehouse, 1930) .  
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p .  189. 
ROCKHAMPTON SERIES ( Daintree, 1 87 0 )  .-
A series of slates and limestones in central Queensland, assigned to the Lower 
Devonian. 
Jack a�d Eth·eridge ( 1892 ) includ�d the . series within their " Gym pie Formation " of Permo·.Carbomfero�s a�e.. (See G.ympie Senes.) Dunstan ( 1916') referred to " many carbonifer?us fossils Withi� the senes ' '  and �egarded it as equivalent to  the Star Series 
of Carboniferous age. Whitehouse ( 1927) assigned the Lion Creek limestone of this series 
to the D2 zone of the Visean. Reid and Morton (1928) regarded the Lion Creek limestone 
� .th� , :u
ppermost . bed of t�e seri�s, but Whitehouse (1928) held that the natural upper 
liJ?lt Is t.he manne. stage rmmediately below the Dinner Creek Series. " ( See Stanwell 
Disconformity.) With regar� t o  the lower limit Whitehouse ( 1930) stated that the basal 
zone of the Europ.e� Carbonifero.us sequence (zone of Protooantis lyoni) is present in the Rockhampton Gomati�·e Bed. Rmd (1930) reaffirmed the views as set out by Reid and 
Morton (1928 ) .  D aVId (1932)  agreed with Whitehouse ( 1928, 1930) as to the lower and 
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upper limits of the series, placing the lowest beds in the Tournaisian and the upper beds 
in the Visoaan with the Lion Creek Limestone assigned to the D2 or Da zone. Hill ( 1934) 
after a detailed examination of the contained rugose corals supported Whitehouse 's conclu­
sions as to the stratigraphical range of the series, but ( 1943 ) recognised an additional bed 
(the Michelinia limestone)  at the . base and referred to the possibility of the Lion Creek 
Horizon being Moscovian. 
R. Daintree : General Rept. on the Northern District, Qld. Pari. Papers, 1870. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 90. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p.  171 .  
J. H.  Reid and C.  C .  Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p.  386. 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 39, 1928, p. x ;  Q.G.M.J. ,  1928, p.  441 ; Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 
1930, p. 30. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S,P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 28-31. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, pp. 58, 59. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 45; 1934, p.  103 ; 54, 1943, p.  63. 
ROLLI NG DOWNS - B U RRUM SERI ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 3  l .-
The correlation on which th.is composite term was based by Dunstan (1913) n·as 
abandoned by him in 1916. See Rolling Downs Formation and Burrum Series. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0. 
ROLLI NG DOWNS FORMATION U ack, 1 88 6 l  .-
A very extensive formation consisting of sandstones, shales, concretionary limestones, 
and calcareous sandstones, for the most part of marine origin, cov·aring three-fourth of 
Queensland, and extending from the Palaeozoic ranges on the east coast to the western and 
southern boundaries of the State. Assigned to the Lower Cretaceous. So-called from the 
characteristic landscape produced from the formation. 
Clarke ( 1862) forward-ed from Wallumbilla a set of fossils, which he considered 
Rhaetic (and which McCoy thought were not younger than the base of the Great Oolite, 
and not older than the base of the Trias ) ,  to Moore ( 1869 ) ,  who stated that " The Lias, 
the Great Oolite, the Oxford Clay, the Portland Oolite, and the Cretaceous Beds may each 
put in a claim, but that of the Oxford Clay appears to be strongest. That they all 'belong 
to the Upper Oolite may with safety be inferred. ' '  At the same time Moore referred fossils 
from Amby in the same neighbourhood to the Neocomian. Daintree (1872) referred the 
formation in question in part to the Oolitic, and in part to the Cretaceous. Etheridge, Senr. 
(1872) differentiated them into ( 1 )  Gordon Downs Beds ( Oolitic ) ,  (2 )  Wallumbilla Beds 
(Lias and Oolite) , ( 3) H ughenden Beds ( Cretaceous ) ,  and ( 4) Marathon Beds (Cretaceous) .  
Jack (1886) argued that the fossils from his Rolling Downs Formation must be treated as a 
whole sinc·a it formed a continuous series of enormous thickness, in which, however, from 
the scarcity of sections, it would be impossible to map out horizons. He assigned the whole 
to the Lower Cretaceous, and this Etheridge, Junr. ( 1892) followed. Dunstan ( 1913) used 
the term Rolling Downs-Burrum Series, regarding it as Lower Cretaceous. ( The Burrum 
beds, which had previously been regarded as older, were subsequently shown to be younger 
than the Rolling Downs Formation.) Dunstan (1916) used the name Rolling Downs Marine 
Series to cover not only Jack 's ( 1886) formation, but also the Blythesdale Braystone and 
much of the Desert Sandstone. He regarded the s•aries as equivalent to the Maryborough 
Marine Series and referred both to the Lower Cretaceous. Whitehou&e (1927) re-examined 
the whole question, and divided the Rolling Do.wns Formation into two main series and an 
underlying bad as follows : ( 1 )  Tambo Series ( Albian ) ,  (2)  Roma Series (Aptian) ,  ( 3 )  
Morven Bed ( Hauterivian) .  The Roma Series h e  correlated with the Mary borough Beds. 
In his later work Whitehouse no longer recognised his Morven Had. 
For later information see Roma Series, Tambo Series. 
R. L. Jack. Hbk. Qld. Geol., 1886, p. 65. 
W. B. Clarke : Q.J.G.S., 1862, p.  245. 
C. Moore : Q.J.G.S., 1870, p. 239. 
R. Daintree : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 282. 
R. Etharidge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p.  325. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : G.eol. of Qld., 1892, p. 434. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 166. 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 1 11. 
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ROLLING DOWNS MAR I N E  SERI ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
This term co\·ered the Blythesdale Braystone and much of the Desert Sandstone in 
addition to the Rolling Downs Formation of Jack ( 1886 ) ,  all of which was plac·ad in the 
Lower Cretaceous. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 166. 
ROMA SER I ES ( Whitehouse, 1 926 ) .-. 
The lower of the two main series into which he divided Jack 's. ( 1886) Rolling Downs 
Formation. The Roma Saries was assigned to the Aptian and regarded as equivalent to the 
Maryborough Beds of the coast. 
Whitehouse (1927) divided it into the Ancyloceratan, Australiceratan, Tropaeuman 
and Ammonitoceratan stages in ascending order. Whitehouse ( 1930 ) suggested the 
possibility of an additional, Coilotan ( � )  Stage at the base. He  also emphasised the 
stratigraphical discontinuity between the Roma Series and the overlying Tambo Series. David 
( 1932) also assigned the series to the Aptian but definitely added the " Coilotis Staga " at 
the base, making five stages in all. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus. ,  1926, p. 196 ; Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 145 ; A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, 
p. 2 7 7 ; Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 37. 
T.  W. E. Da,·id : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
ROSEWOOD STAGE ( Reid, 1 922 ) .-
Mainly soft, very f·elspathic sandstones with clay shales, but characterised by beds of 
fossiliferous red sandstone, ironstone concretions, numerous beds of calcareous shales and 
sandstones and numerous coal seams. Assigned to the J massic. 
Reid ( 1927) referred to the shales and sandstones at the base of the ROSEWOOD 
COAL MEASURES in the Lanefield area as the Lower Sandstone Series. David ( 1932) 
used the term ROSEWOOD-WALLOON SERIES as synonymous with Rosewood Stage. 
[The " Rosewood Stage " is in fact the " Walloon Coal Measmes " as developed in 
the type area.] 
.J. H.  Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 272, 1922, p.  10 ; Q.G.M.J., 1927, pp. 6, 8.  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G. 
s 
SAN D  DUNES U ack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) .-
Accumulations of wind blown sand, often attaining a considerable elevation, found 
fringing the coast at intervals. Assigned ' ' To the most recent phas·a of the Post-Tertiary, 
and extending to the present day. ' '  
David (1932) extended the term to cover also the Des·ert Sand Dunes and placed all 
as  Recent or P?ssibly high in ��e. Pleistocene. Whitehouse ( 1940) divided both Coastal and Des_ert Dunes mto older, co�sistmg of ' '  d�ad_' '  or ' ' fossil ' '  dunes assigned to the late Pleistocene, and younger ' ' live ' '  Dunes, still m the process of formation. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, pp. 3, 621. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p.  26, and Table I .  
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 ( n.s. ) , No.  1,  1940, pp. 68-71. 
SAN DY CREEK ( COAL )  M EASU RES ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
A small saction of coal measures and some marine beds with thin bands of coal in 
Sandy . Creek, six miles north-west of Rewan. They overlie the S.arocold sandstones. Ree-a;ded by Reid as probably the base of the Middle Bowen. � 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 93. 
SC H I ZOPHORIA-LEPTOSTROP H IA HORIZON ( Wh i tehouse, 1 929 ) .­
An important horizon within the Ukalunda Serie's. 
F. W. Whit·ehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1929, p. 158. 
SECON D  BED OF SLATE ( Rands, 1 88 9 )  .-
An important hor"izon within the Gympie Series consisting of 1 3  feet of black shales. 
Included by Dunstan ( 1912) in his Third Slate Group. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 52, 1889, p. 3.  
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221,  1912,  Map. 
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SECON D  S LATE GROUP ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
The middle slate group of his Middle Gympie Formation 
Approximately equivalent to Rands ' ( 1889 ) First Bed of Slate. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 52, 1889, p. 3 .  
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
SECOND VOLCAN IC ( GREENSTO N E )  GROUP ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) . ­
The middle volcanic group of his Middle Gympie Formation. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
SEROCOLD SAN DSTO N E  ! Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
The uppermost stage of the Lower Bowen Series as developed in the Springsure 
-district. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 93 ; P.R.S.Q., 42, 1931, p. 57. 
SERPENTI N E  BELT ( Du nstan, 1 904 ) .-
The middle of the three belts into which hoe divided the Palaeozoic rocks of the Keppel 
Bay area, the other belts being the (older) Phosphate-bearing Slate Belt and the ( younger) 
Limestone Slate Belt. 
Dunstan afterwards extended this and the associated belts to the south as horizons 
in his ' '  Amamoor Series ' '  and ' ' Brisbane Schist Series. ' ' 
[This use of the ' ' Serpentine Belt ' '  as a stratigraphical horizon is a dangerous one 
inasmuch as the serpentine definitely postdated the other belts into which it is intruded as 
a sill. Further the stratigraphical position of such a sill may not be constant.] 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 190, 1904, p. 10. 
SHERWOOD SKERRY SCREE ( Skertchly, 1 908 l .-
The second lowest horizon in Skertchly 's Brisbane Tertiaries. Scree supposed to have 
been caused by frost acti?n in Tertiary times. 
:s. B. J. Skertchly : Qld. Naturalist, 1908, p. 51.  
SI LKSTON E SERI ES ( Cameron, 1 923 ) .-
Tertiary shales, limestones, etc., occurring at Silkstone and East Ipswich resting 
conformably on the Redbank Plains series. 
Jones ( 1927) regarded this as the upper of the two Tertiary Series in the Brisbane­
Ipswich area, and assigned it to Upper Tertiary. Bryan ( 1939) assigned it doubtfully to 
-the Oligocene. Whitehouse ( 1940) described the limestones as his Earlier Siliceous Lime­
.stones [see Limestones ( Tertiary) ] and placed them provisionally as Miocene. Singleton 
( 1941 ) referred the S'flries provisionally to the Oligocene. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 271, 1923. 
•0. A. Jones : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 41. 
W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 50, 1939, p.  28. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Univ. Qld. Papers, Dept. Geol., 2 ( n.s. ) ,  No. 1, 1940, p.  34. 
F. A. Singleton : P.R.S. Viet., 53 (n.s. ) ,  1941, p .  50. 
SILVERSP U R  BEDS ( Stokes, 1 899 l .-
A series of marine sediments containing Permo-Carboniferous fossils. 
Reid (1930) correlated these with his Gympie ( Transitional) Series. 
H. G. Stokes : Pro c. North of England In st. of Min. and Mech. Engineers, 1899 ; quoted in 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.S.P., No. 191, 1904, p. 27.  
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No.  278, 1930, p.  60. 
S I LVER VALLEY B EDS.-
Name in common use for beds near Newellton, originally described by Stirling ( 1905) . 
These consist of gently dipping sediments with Rhacopteris (Aneimites) , resting unconform­
ably upon the highly folded and somewhat metamorphosed metalliferous rocks. 
Dunstan ( 1916)  included the Beds in his Herberton Series ( containing (Lepidoden­
dron) which he assigned tentatively to the Carboniferous. Jensen ( 1923 ) followed Stirling 
and emphasised the stratigraphical significance of the unconformity beneath the ' '  Rhacopteris 
beds. " Reid ( 1930) wrote ' ' The Silver Valley Beds with Aneimites ovata, though a very 
thin section, . . . . may correspond to some lower portion of the suggested Gympie 
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[ Transitional] rather than the Upper Star Series. ' '  D avid ( 1932) placed the Beds in the­
lowest part of the Upper Carboniferous. Reid ( 1933) described the volcanic rocks on the 
eastern side of the Dry River as an extension of these beds ; wi�hin the volcanics he 
recorded in ascending order, and in apparently conformable sequence, boulder conglomerates· 
about 250 feet, Rhacopteris shales 80-100 feet and varve shales 6 feet. Carey and Browne 
( 1938) correlated these with the Neerkol Series, assigning them to the Middle Carboniferous. 
J. Stirling : Monograph on the Geology and Mining Features of Silver VaUay. J. C. Konig. 
and Ebhardt, Hanover, 1905. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p.  117 .  
H. I .  Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No.  274, 1923, p. 19 .  
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No.  278,  1930, p.  26 ; Q.G.M.J., 1932, p. 289 ; A.N.Z.A.A.S., 21, 1933,. 
p.  465. 
T. W. E. D avid : Explanatory Notes, 1932, T able D. 
S. W. Carey and W. R. Browne : P.R.S.N.S.W., 71, 1938, p.  602. 
S I LVERWOOD LIMESTO N E  ( R ichards and B ryan, 1 92 5 )  .-
Fossiliferous coralline limestone of Middle Devonian age within the Silverwood Series_ 
Richards and Bryan ( 1928) correlated it with other limestones at Pine Mountain, 
Boyne River, Marmor and Cawarral. David ( 1932 ) placed it tentatively in the Givetian,.. 
Hill ( 1940 ) on the evidence of the contained rugose corals assigned it to the Couvinian. 
Hill ( 1943 ) on indirect p alaeontological evidence stated that the age may be as old as Lower­
Devonian. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 98 ; A.A:A.S., 18, 1928, p. 290. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C. 
D.  Hill : P.R.S.Q., 51, 1940, p.  150 ; 54, 1943, p. 59 and Table. 
S I LVERWOOD SERI ES ( R ichards and Bryan, 1 925 ) .-
A series of andesitic tuffs, banded radiolarian cherts and fossiliferous coralline lime­
stones in the Silverwood-Lucky Valley area in Southern Queensland assigned to tha Devonian. 
D avid ( 1932) placed the Series in the Middle Devonian ( Givetian) .  Hill ( 1940 ) on 
the evidance of the contained rugose croals assigned the limestone to the Couvinian, but 
( 1943) thought it might be as old as Lower Devonian. 
[Within the district occupied by the series are small areas of richly fossiliferous 
Permo-Carboniferous beds, and on these fossils earli·ar workers based the age of the whole· 
district, assigning it variously to the ' ' Silurian, ' '  ' ' Devonian, ' '  and ' ' Permo-Carboniferous, ' "  
as the several geological maps of Queensland show.] 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p.  55. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table p. 48. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 51, 1940, p. 15'0 ; 54, 1943, p. 59 and Table. 
SLATES, SC H ISTS, ETC., OF UN DETERM I N ED AGE.-
Tha lowest ' ' Formation ' '  listed by Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) and referred by them. 
to Silurian 7, Cambrian 7, Laurentian 7. 
[Many of . the series there included are still of unknown age.]  
R. L. Jack and Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3.  
SOLD I E R'S CAP SERIES ( Honman, 1 93 6 )  .-
Metamorphic schists, gre�nstones, slates and quartzites in the Cloncurry region,. 
regardad as of Newer Archaeozmc age and separated ·by unconformities from the Kalkadoon 
Argylla Series b-alow and the Mt. Isa Seri�s above. 
Honman ( 1937) stated t!1a;t . " the .Moun� Is a Series and the Soldier 's Cap Series r�prese�t tha .same or �losely adJommg honzons m the pre-Cambrian systems. The essential lithological difference IS due to the degree of metamorphism rather than to difference in 
age. ' '  But later in the same report the Soldier 's Cap Series was shown to lying with . 
apparent conformity below the Mount Isa Series. 
C. S. Jfonman : A.G. & G.S. of N.A., Rept., Dec. 1935, 1936, p. 49 ; Rept. Qld. No. 1, 1936, 
p. 3 ;  Rept. Qld. No. 19, 1937,. p. 5 ;  Rept., Dec. 1936, 1937, pp. 60, 65, Pl. 4. 
SOLENOPLEURA STAGE ( Wh i tehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
One of the six stages into which he divided the Georgina Limestones. It lies immedi­
ately a;bova the 4nomocare Stage and below the Anorina Stage, and was correlated with 
the LeJopyge laevtgatus zone of the Middle Cambrian of Europe. It forms also the uppermost 
of the three stages of his Phalacroma Group. 
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Whitehouse ( 1931)  had previously divided the series into three stages, of which this 
was not one. Whitehouse ( 1939) deleted this stage. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines Qld. for 1930, 1931, p. 141 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 
1936, p. 78 ; 11, 1939, pp. 264-5. 
-II SPI RI FER D I SJ U NCTUS 1 1  HORIZON ( Whi tehouse, 1 929 ) .-
An important stratigraphical horizon within the lower part of the Mount Wyatt Series. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1929, p. 158 . 
. STAI RCASE SAN DSTO N E  ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
The lowest stage in the Lower Bowen Series as developed in the Springsure district. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1930, p. 98. ' 
STANWELL COAL M EASURES ( Dunstan, 1 898 ) .-
A series of fresh-water sediments regarded as equivalent to the Ipswich Series and 
assigned to Upper Trias-Jura. · 
Dunstan ( 1915) preferred the term STANWELL SERIES, regarded it as the doubtful 
equivalent of the Walloon Series, and therefore referred it to the Jurassic. Dunstan ( 1916) 
confirmed this. Reid and Morton (1928) placed the measures above the Carborough Sand­
: stones and below the Walloon Series. Whitehouse ( 1928) on palaeontological evidence 
equated them with the lower part of the Walloon Series. David ( 1932 ) regarded them as an 
outlier of the Walloon Coal Measures and placed them in the Upper Jurassic. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 131, 1898, p. 14 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915 ; Harrap 's Geography, 
1916, p. 167 . 
. J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p.  388. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 442 
·T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G and p. 81. 
STANWELL DISCON FORM ITY ( Reid and Morton, 1 928 ) .-
' ' A  strong case for a disconformity between the Lion Creek Limestone and the 
.Stan well Marine Series can be made. ' '  
Whitehouse ( 1928) disagreed with the existence of such a disconformity. Reid ( 1930) 
reaffirmed the views of Reid and Morton ( 1928) and further he considered that 1,725 feet 
-of strata ]n the Cannindah area, including the Cannindah [Upper] Limestone, were deposited 
in the interval represented by this non-sequence. Hill (1934) regarded the correlation of 
these beds with the " postulated non-sequence " as not proven. 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p. 386. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q .G.M.J., 1928, p. 441. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p.  34. 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 45, 1934, p. 106. 
STANWELL MAR I N E  SERIES ( Reid and Morton, 1 928 ) .-
A series with an estimated thickness of 4,500 feet of mudstones and grits, considered 
as Upper or Middle Carboniferous. It lies conformably below the Dinner Creek Series and 
disconformably above the Lion Creek Limestone. [But see ' '  Stanwell Disconformity. ' ' ]  
Whitehouse (1928 ) in referring to the contained fossils wrote " It is a new subfauna 
in our Carboniferous sequence and indicates the horizon to be in the lowest part of the 
Upper Carboniferous or the top of the Lower Carboniferous. " Reid ( 1930) recommended 
that this serial name be replaced by the name Neerkol Series, q.v. 
[Not to be confused with Dunstan 's ( 1915) Stanwell Series. See Stanwell Coal 
Measures.] 
J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1928, pp. 385, 388. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p.  441. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p.  11. 
STANWELL SAN DSTON E  ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 )  .-
A sandstone of Lower Mesozoic age within the Stanwell Coal Measures, used as a 
building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 135. 
STAR SERI ES Uack, 1 8 7 9 l  .-
Synonyms are STAR BEDS and STAR FORMATION. Jack described as Star Beds 
a series of sediments in the basin of the Star River containing both marine and plant fossils. 
Assigned by him to his Upper Division of the Devonian. 
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Etheridge, Senr. ( 1872) had placed this Series in the DeYonian above the Gympie 
Series. Jack ( 1879) divided the Devonian of the Charters Towers district into three divi­
sions which were in ascending order : ( 1 )  Burdekin Downs, ( 2 )  Dalrymple and Dotswood,. 
and (3 )  Start District. Jack (1886) in his stratigraphical table for all Queensland inserted 
the Gympie Beds betwe-an the Dotswood Beds and the Star Beds, and placed the Bowen Rive1· 
Beds above the Star Beds. Jack ( 1889) included under the term Star Formation both the 
Star Beds and the Dotswood Beds, and placed them in the Carboniferous. Etheridge, Junr. 
( 1891) stated that Lepidodendron a�traleo occurs in the Star Beds. associated with a 
Carboniferous fauna. Jack and Ethendge ( 1892) treated the formatwn as of " Permo­
Carboniferous age, ' '  and placed it below the Lower Bowen Formation and (with some 
hesitation) above the Gym pie Formation. Dunstan ( 1913 ) regarded the Star Series as 
Permo-Carboniferous but placed it below the Gympie Series. David ( 1914) assigned the 
series to the Carboniferous. Dunstan ( 1916) regarded the series as equivalent to the 
Drummond Series and Rockhampton Series, all being placed in the Carboniferous. Whitehouse 
( 1930 ) tentatively correlated the Star Series with the basal ( Protocanites) b-ads of the 
Rockhampton Series. Reid ( 1930) considered that the " upper division " is a fresh-water 
representative of the Rockhampton Series, while the " lower [ marine] division " is of Upper 
Devonian age. He further suggested that all known marine beds of the Star Formation 
are at least as old and " may range down to the ' Middle Devonian. ' "  D avid ( 1932) 
assigned the Lower Star Beds to the upper part of the Middle Devonian and the Upper Star 
Beds as transitional between Devonian and Carboniferous. 
R. L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., 1, 1879, Map No. 2 ;  Hbk. Qld. Geol., 1886, A.A.A.S., 1, 1889, p. 5. 
R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 325. 
R. Etheridge, Junr. : Rec. Geol. Surv. N.S.W., 1891, p. 133. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 3. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 170. 
T. W. E. David : B.A.A.S., 1914, p. 258 ; Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 28. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p.  31. 
J. H.  Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p.  10. 
STEWART'S CREEK AN D ROSEWOOD BEDS U ack, 1 88 9 )  .-
A series of fresh-water fossiliferous sediments in the Rockhampton district containing 
Mesozoic plants. 
Jack ( 1889) regarded these beds as younger than the " Burrum Formation " (which 
was then thought to be older than the Ipswich Formation) . Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) 
included them in their Ipswich Coal Measures and assigned them to the Upper Trias-Jura. 
Walkom (1918) referred them to the Walloon Series. 
[This " Stewart 's Creek " should not be confused with Stewart 's [ Stuart 's] Creek 
near Townsville, which is a locality for Permo-Carboniferous fossils, nor should this ' ' Rose� 
wood " be confused with the Rosewood near Ipswich, the type area of the Ro13ewood (Walloon) 
Coal Measures of Jurassic age.] 
R. L. Jack : A.A.A.S., 1, 1889, p. 203. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 313. 
A. B. Wallwm : Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 1918, p. 56. 
STROPHALOSIA G LACIAL BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Also referred to as STROPHALOSIA STAGE. See Big Strophalosia Horizon. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 63, 90. 
STYX SER I ES Uack, 1 88 6 )  .-
A series of fossiliferous fresh-water sediments with coal seams in the valley of the Styx at the southern end of Broad Sound. Assigned by Jack to the ' ' Carbonifero-Permian. ' '  
Jack (1886/ placed, between the . Star, ,Beds and �pswich Beds, a formation composed of the ' ' Bowen R1ver and other Coal Fields of Carbomfero-Permian age including therein 
coal measures of the Styx, Wycarbah, and Bun·um districts. Rands ( 1B92)  assigned the 
Styx beds to the �esozoic, but was undec�ded whether to correlate them with the Ipswich 
or Burrum Formatwns. Jack and Ethendge ( 1892 ) tentatively included them in their 
Burrum Formation, thus assigning them to a Lower Trias-Jura age. Dunstan ( 1913 ) placed 
his Ipswich-Tiaro-�tyx Series in the Trias-J�ra. Dunstan ( 1915) elevated the Styx Series to a doubtful eqmvalen� of _ the Walloon Senes of Jurassic age. Dunstan ( 1916 ) included the Styx coal measures m h1s re-defined and very comprehensive Walloon Series of Jurassic age. Walkom ( 1919 ) referred the Styx Series to the Lower Cretaceous, and stated that it 
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was somewhat younger than the Bun·um Series. David ( 1932) placed " the STYX COAL­
MEASURES 4,400 feet thidt, in Albian to perhaps early Cenomanian time, ' '  and stated that 
' '  Taeniopteris spatulata reaches its highest horizon here. ' '  
R. L. Jack : Hbk. Qld. Geol., 1886, pp. 5, 6,  54. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 84, 1892, p. 3. 
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p. 300. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 ;  Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction ; Harrap 's  
Gaography, 1916, p. 167.  
A. B. Walkom : Q.G.S.P., No. 263, 1919, p. 52.  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H and p.  85. 
SWAN CREEK SAN DSTO N E  ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sandstone within the Walloon Series, used as a building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 132. 
T 
TABLELAND SAN DSTO N ES ! Dunstan, 1 90 1 ) .-
Massive, horizontally· bedded sandstones with a characteristic topography. Referred 
to the Desart Sandstone of � Upper Cretaceous age. 
[ Formations with this lithology, attitude and topography are, however, not restricted 
to any one age. · See Redcliffe Series.]  . 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 155, 1901, p .  23. 
TAMBO SERI ES (Whitehouse, 1 926 ) .-
The upper of tha two main series into which he divided the Rolling Downs Formation. 
Assigned to the orbignyi and varicosus zones of the Upper Albian of the Cretaceous. 
Whitehouse ( 1930) emphasised the important stratigraphical break below the Tambo 
Saries where the whole of the Lower and Middle Albian sequence is missing. David ( 1932 ) 
agreed with Whitehouse in placing the sediments (over 1,000 feet thick) in the Upper Albian. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 8, 1926, p. 198 ; P.R.S.Q., 38, 1921, p. 111 ; Hbk. Qld. 
A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 37.  
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H and p. 85. 
TATE RIVER SERIES ( Etheridge, Junr., 1 88 0 )  .-
Name based on C<lrtain Cretaceous fossils including " Crioceras jackii " submitted to 
him from Northern Queensland. 
This serial name did not come into .general use. The series was em braced by Jack 's 
Rolling Downs Formation. Whitehouse ( 1926) included it in his Roma S'Cries. 
R. Etheridge, Junr. : Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc. Edin., 1880, p. 5.  
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 8, 1926, p.  209. 
TEMPLETON SERIES ( Whitehouse, 1 93 0 )  .-
Sandstones, siltstones, banded cherts and other non-calcareous fossiliferous marine 
sediments, apparently unconformabl<l upon the Cloncurry Series, assigned to the Cltmbrian. 
Until the discovery of fossils in them, these beds were included in the very extensive 
Cloncurry Series. Saint-Smith ( 1924) coll'Ccted trilobites which Dun (1924 ) regarded as of 
· Lower Cambrian age. Whitehouse ( 1927 ) favoured Middle Cambrian. Chapman ( 1929) 
regarded them as of Middle to Upper Cambrian. Whitehouse ( 1930) divided the series into 
a lower Redlichia Stage ' ' representing an horizon about the junction of the Lower and 
Middle Cambrian and an upper Dines�ts Stage ' '  in th<l lower half of the Middle Cambrian. 
David ( 1932) listed the TEMPLETON RIVER and YELVERTOFT BEDS as of Middle 
Cambrian age. Whitehouse (1936, 1940 ) extended the term to include certain limestones of 
the Barkly Tableland. He redivided the series into four stages the lowest of which, the 
Rr:dlichia stage, he placed as uppermost Waucobian ; the succeeding .Amphoton, Inowyella and 
Dinesus Stages he bracketed as the Kootenia Group and assigned it to the Acadian. White­
house ( 1939) replaced the stage name Inouyella by Eurostina. Whitehouse ( 1941 ) stated that 
all tha beds (Middle Cambrian) from the top of the Redlichia Stage to the top of the Dines1tS 
Stage may be placed in the one Xystridura zone. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Q.G.M.J., 1924, p. 411. 
W. S. Dun : Q.G.M.J., 1 924, p. 411.  
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w Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 1927, p. viii ; Hbk. Qld. A.A.A.S., 1�30, p. 27 ; Mem. Qld. F. · M 11 1936 pp 65 73 78 · 1 1  1939, pp. 264-.5 ;  Umv. Qld. Papers, Dept. us., ' ' . ' ' ' ' 
2 1941 2 Geol., 2 (n.s. ) , No. 1, 1940, p. 47 ; Mem. Qld. Mus., 1 , , p. . 
F. Chapman : Proc. Roy. Soc. Viet., 41 (n.s. ) , Pt. 2, 1929, pp. 206-216. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 29. 
TEXAS LIMESTONE ( Ba l l ,  1 923 ) .-
Coralline limestone associated with manganiferous and j asperoid shales and schistose 
slate, assigned to the Carboniferous. 
_ .  . Reid ( 1930) placed this in the Rockharr,tpton Series of Lower �ar�mferous a�e. �Ill 
( 1934) regarded it as possibly Visean. �Ill ( 1943 ) co!rela:te� It Wit� the R1verle�gh, 
Cania, Cannindah [Lower] , and Lion Creek limestones, placmg 1t m the VIsean but possibly 
Moscovian. 
L- C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 457_ 
.J. R Reid : Q.G-S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 15 and p.  35. 
D .  Hill : P.R.S.Q., 45, 1934, p. 105 ; 54, 1943, p. 63 ; Table opp. p. 64. 
�· THE WALL " SAN DSTON E Uack, 1 878 ) -
A sandstone horizon in the Middle Bowen Series in the type area. 
Reid ( ( 1929) placed it at the base of the marine beds of the Middle Bowen Series. 
R. L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., No. 4, 1878, p. 10.  
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 276, 1929, p.  67.  
TH I RD BED OF SLATE ( Rands, 1 889 ) -
A thickness of 286 feet of shales, greywacke, etc., within the Gympie Series. 
Dunstan ( 1912) placed this in his Lower Gympi·e Formation. 
W. H_ Rands : Q.G.S .P., No. 52, 1889, p. 3. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map. 
T H I R D  SLATE .GROUP ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
The lowest slate group of his Middle Gympie Series of Permo-Carboniferous age in 
the type district. 
[ Not to be confused with Rands ' (1889) Third Bed of Slate but approximately 
equivalent to his Seconcl Bed of Slate.] 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 52, 1889, p.  3. 
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No. 221, 1912, Map-
T H I RD VOLCANIC ( D IABAS E )  GROUP ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 2 ) .-
The lowest of the three volcanic groups of his Middle Gympie Series of Permo­
Carboniferous age in the type district. 
This includes the Gympie Greenstone of Rands ( 1889 ) .  
W. H .  Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 52, 1889, p .  3.  
B. Dunstan : Q.G.S.P., No.  221, 1912, Map. 
TIARO SERIES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 4 ) .-. 
Name used for a coastal series of coal measures conformably underlying the Mary­borough (Marine ) series and equivalent to the coal beds north of Roma. 
Rands ( 1890 ) in an account of the Geology of the " Tiaro District " wrote " The greater part of this country is composed of rocks belonging to the Burrum coal measures series. It is a continuation of the Burrum coal fidd . . . .  ' '  This belief was held for many years, together with the opinion that the Burrum Series was older than the Ipswich Series. Hence the Tiaro Series was regarded as older than the Ipswich Series. Dunstan ( 1911) showed that the Bun·um Series was above the Maryborough Series ( of Cretaceous age) ,  while the Tiaro coal measures lay beneath the Maryborough Series and were equivalent to the Walloon Series. The latter decision disposed of another widely accepted belief that the supposed southern end of the Bun·um Series ( i.e. the Tiaro Series) was continuous in the field with the Ipswich Coal Measures. Jensen ( 1925') persisted that the 'Diaro series was of Ipswich age. Bryan and Massey ( 1926) divided the Tiaro Series into four series namely, in descending order : Graham 's Creek Series, Tiaro S-eries ( in a new restricted sense ) ,  Myrtle Creek Series, �nd Broowena Series. They further suggested that the last three �ere to be correlated w�th the Walloon Series, Bundamba Series and Ipswich Series respectively. The effect of this new arrangement was to restrict the term " Tiaro Series " 
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to certain coal measures which in lithological type, thickness and fossil content were more 
closely comparable with the Walloon Series than was the formati6n as a whole. David 
( 1932) divided the Tiaro Serioes (in the restricted sense of Bryan and Massey) into two 
stages, the lowar of which probably descends to the Lias and the upper of which ascends 
into the Cretaceous. 
B. Dunstan : Ann. Rept. Qld. Dept. Mines, 1911, p. 195 ; Rept. Second Artesian Water 
Conference, 1914, p. 7. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 59, 1890, p. 1. 
H. I. Jensen : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 139. 
W. H. Bryan and C. N. Massey : P.R.S.Q., 37, 1926, p. 108, et seq. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table G. 
TIVOLI COKING COAL BELT ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
One of his four divisions of the Ipswich Coal Series of Triassic age. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 168. 
TOKO SER I ES ! Wh i tehouse, 1 93 6 )  .-
Name proposed in place of his Glenormiston Series, q.v., for fossiliferous beds in the 
Toko RangG (Cairns Range ) ,  Western Queensland, ' ' since although the series occurs on 
Glenormiston, the greater part of that property is occupied by Cambrian beds. ' '  He stated 
that " the series begins with a rich cephalopod limestone . . . . Above . . . . lie horizontal 
sandstones with asaphid trilobites. This appears to be a Middle Ordovician group, the 
cephalopod limestone being the equivalent of the Black River Stage in America. ' '  
· Kobayashi ( 1940 ) proposed the names Actinoceroid Zone and Asaphid Zone 
respectively for Whitehouse 's divisions. He assigned the series as a whole to the Caradocian 
placing the Actinoceroid Zone, as equivalent to the Black River Stage and possibly part 
of the Trenton, and the Asaphid Zone as Trenton or younger. See Glenormiston Series. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 11, 1936, p .  63, text-fig. 2, p. 68. 
T. Kobayashi : Jap. Jour, Geol. and Geog., 1 7, l.940, pp. 123, 124. 
TOLMI ES SERIES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 l .-
Coal Measures of Permo-Carboniferous age in Central Queensland, placed above his 
Upper Bowen (Fresh Water) Series. 
Part of his comprehensive Clermont-Tolmies-St. Mary 's Series. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, PI. 33. 
TRACHYPORA W I LK I NSON !  HORIZO N  ! R ichards and Bryan, 1 92 5 )  .-
Shown as a definite horizon within their Condamine Beds and used as a basis for 
correlation. It was placed in the upper part of the Permo-Carboniferous sequence. 
Bryan ( 1928 ) equated it with similar beds at Cress brook Creek near Esk, and Lakes 
Creek near Rockhampton and stated that ' ' the uniform lithological type of the Trachypora 
horizon and curious faunal assemblage [including Monilopora nicholsoni] make this horizon 
. . . .  one of great importance as a datum. " Reid ( 1930) stated that this fossil is present 
in his Gympie Series and ascends to the middle of his Lower Bowen. D avid and Sussmilch 
(1931) referred to the " Chief horizon of Trachypora willvinsoni and Monilopo1·a nicholsoni 
marking the top of the Upper Carboniferous ' '  in the Springsure district. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 69. 
W. H. Bryan : A.A:A.S., 19, 1928, p.  74. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 60, 68, 69. 
T. W. E. D avid and C. A. Sussmilch : Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 42, 1931, p. 5P2. 
TRANSITION BEDS ( Ba l l, 1 927 ) .-
Sandstones and shales, in the Roma · area containing both marine and fresh water 
fossils, which he stated ' ' should be classified either as Lower Cretaceous or else as Transition 
Beds from the fresh water Jurassic coal measures to the Marine Cretaceous sediments. ' '  
Jensen (1929 ) stated that the TRANSITION SERIES is the equivalent of his Upper 
Walloon. 
See Blythesdale Braystone. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 94. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J. ,  1929, ·p .  282. 
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TRIAS-J U RA ! J ack and Etheridge, 1 892 ) .-
Synonyms found in the .liter!lture ar� TRIA-JURASSIC and . JURA-TRIAS. . A 
eomprehensive term designed pnmanl;y to bnng . closer together and . mto the one penod 
the Burrum Formation and the IpsWich FormatiOn. These had previously been regarded 
as separatad by a wider time interval, and had been assigned to the T:iassic and Jurassic 
periods respectively. By the use of the ney.r . term the B_urrum FormatiOn . was referred to 
the Lower Trias-Jura. Cameron ( 1907) diVIded the Tnas-Jura Systam mto two stages. 
The lower of these embraced the lower two-thirds of Jack 's Ipswich Formation and all of 
the Burrum Series (which Cameron regarded as equivalent ) .  'fhe upper stage ( originally 
the upper third of Jack 's Ipswich Formation) was called by Camer�n the Walloon Beds, 
and was represented by the coalfields of Walloon, Purga, and the Darling Downs. Cam<lron 
further divided the lower stage in the type district into the Ipswich Beds overlain by the 
Bundamba Beds. Cameron 's Ipswich Beds thus represented the lowest third of Jack 's 
Ipswich Formation. Marks ( 1910) modified Cameron 's classification by removing the 
Bundamba Beds from the upper p art of the Lower Stage and constituting with them a 
Middle Stage. Although the term Stage was afterwards abandoned, Marks ' us-eful tripartite 
arrangement of the Trias-Jura was accepted by all. Dunstan ( 1911 ) ,  by showing that the 
Burrum Series was younger than the Maryborough Series (Cretaceous) removed the former 
not only from the Lower Trias-Jura, but from the system altogether. Walkom ( 1915) after 
examining the floras of the Ipswich and Walloon Series concluded that the former should 
be regarded as Triassic (Rhaetic) and the latter as Jurassic (Liassic or Lower Oolite) . 
As a result of this, Dunstan ( 1915) officially abandoned the term Trias-Jura but retained 
Marks ' three-fold division, placing both the Ipswich and Bundamba Series in the Triassic 
and the Walloon Series in the Jurassic. Although he did not u se the term Trias-Jura, 
D11vid ( 1932) stated that " There does not appear to have been any definite angular uncon­
formity or any considerable overlap in Queensland between the base of the Jurassic strata 
and the top of the Triassic rocks. ' '  
R. L. Jack and R. Etheridge : Geol. of Qld., 1892, p.  312.  
W. E .  Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 204, 1907, p.  1 7 . 
E. 0. Marks : Q.G.S.P., No. 225, 1910, p. 10. 
B. Dunstan : Ann. Rept. Qld. Dept. Mines, 1911, p. 195 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, Introduction. 
A. B. Wal"kom : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, p. 37. 
T. W. E.  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p.  79. 
TRIASSIC AND J U RASSIC FLORAL STAGES ( Wh i tehouse, 1 93 2 )  .-
Whitehouse suggested the following four stages for the Lower Mesozoic Sediments 
o f  Queensland : 
4. A Middle Jurassic Stage, characterised particularly by Otozamites, Sagenop­
teris, Taeniopteris spathUlata and Phlebopteris ( ?  Lacopteris) but without 
Thinnfeldia. 
' 
3 .  A Lower Jurassic (Liassic) Stage, characterise.d by the association of 
Taeniopteris spathulata, with Thinnfeldia and having present also Ptilo­
phyllum, Coniopteris hymenophylloides, ATaucarites, A nomozamites, Johnstonia 
( ?) ,  Linguifolium, etc. 
2. An Upper Triassic Stage without Taeniopteris spathulaJ.ta and characterised 
by n�rmal form� of '!hin'fl;feld.ia, .stenop�eris spp. nov., Sphenopteris superba, Yabetella, Fmxmopsts, Lmguafoltum, Dwtyophyllum, Gin'kgoites, etc. 
1. A L.ower �rias.sic Stage chara;cterised by abundant Schizone.ura, species of Thtnnfeldta With very large pmnules, Glossopteris Asterottheca Linguifolium 
Yabeiella, Fraxinopsis, Nilssonia, etc. ' ' ' 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 43, 1932, p. xv. 
TRIPOLITE DEPOSITS ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 )  .-
';l'hese are found . between Tertiary basaltic lava flows and contain dicotyledonous leaves m several places m South-east Queensland. Listed as Tertiary. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 164. · 
TROPAEUMAN STAGE ( Wh itehouse, 1 927 ) .-
. . The sta&'e above his A ustraliceratan and below his A mmonitoceratan Stage, being the third m ascending order of the four Aptian stages into which he divided his Roma Series. 
David ( 1932) placed the " TROPAEUM STAGE " as the fourth within the Aptian. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1927, p. 145 ; A.A.A.S., 18, 1928, p. 276. 
T. W. E .  David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
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TRUE GYMP I E  U ensen, 1 9 1  0 )  .-
A term for the fossiliferous Permo-Carboniferous strata of the Gympie Goldfield. 
[ This term is practically synonymous with Dunstan 's ( 1913 )  Middle Gympie (Gold) 
Series, and Reid 's (1930) Monkland Series, both: of which refer to the " Gympie Beds " in 
the original sense. ]  
H. I. Jensen : A.A.A.S., 12 ,  1910, p.  259. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, PI. 0. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 10. 
TUMBLEDOWN FORMATION Uensen, 1 926 ) .-
About 1,200 feet of alternating beds of yellow sandstone and red clay, developed 
south of Rewan. The highest of the four divisions into which he divided his Middle Bowen 
Series, as developed in the Springsure-Roma area. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 143. 
TURQUOISE BELT.-
Synonym for ' ' Phosphate Belt. ' '  
[ Term in common use but never formally proposed.] 
u 
UKALU N DA SERIES ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Greanish shales and limestones with Calceola ( f) ,  placed tentatively in the Eifelian 
division of the Middle Devonian, but possibly Lower Devonian. 
Jack (1889) originally referred these beds to the Gympie Formation. Whitehouse 
(1929) had described the " Ukalunda fauna " as probably Eif,alian and indicative of the 
presence in the Eastern Australian province of a definite Schizophoriar-Leptostrophia horizon 
(below that of the neighbouring Mt. Wyatt Spirifer disjunctus horizon) .  
R. L. Jack : Q.G.S.P., No. 57, 1889, p .  1.  
F.  W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1929, pp. 158-9. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, pp. 15, 18, 2 7. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, pp. 28, 56 and Table C. 
ULAM MARBLE ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A white marble which is quarried some 25 miles south of Rockhampton. 
[The marble is probably of Devonian age.] 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p.  140. 
UPPER COAL MEASU RES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
A comprehensive term to embrace the coalfields at Clermont and Tolmies, including 
tha famous Blair Athol coal seam. Assigned to the Permo-Carboniferous. 
This is the highest of the four " Series " to which Dunstan (1916) referred all the 
Permo-Carboniferous beds of Queensland. The others in descending order are the Upper 
Marine Series, Lower Coal Measures, Lower Marine Series. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography,. 1916, p. 168. 
:UPPER MAR I N E  SERI ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
A comprehensive term to include fossiliferous sandstones, shales and limestones at 
Bowen River, Nebo, Broad Sound, and Mackenzie River. 
This is one of the four ' ' Series ' '  to which Dunstan ( 1916) referred all the Permo­
Carboniferous beds of Queensland. Above are the Upper Coal Measures, and below in 
descending order, the Lower Coal Measures and Lower Marina Series. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 169 . 
.UPPER SANDSTONE STAGE ( Re id  and Morton, 1 9�2 ) .­
Defined as the upper division of the Borallon Series. 
This name lapsed when the Borallon Series was withdrawn . 
.J. H. Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1922, p. 358. 
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VOLCAN IC ASHY SAN DSTONE ( Rands, 1 88 7 )  . ­
Early name for Brisbane Tuff. 
W. H. Rands : Q.G.S.P., No. 34, 1887, p. 1. 
VOLCAN IC STAGE ( Re id  and Morton, 1 923 ) . ­
Synonym for Andesitic Stage (of the Esk Series) .  
J .  H .  Reid and C. C. Morton : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p .  7. 
w 
WAI RUNA B EDS ( G ibb Mait land, 1 89 1 ) .-
An extensive series of " reddish beds " in the �asin of . the Upper Burde�i!-1,. equated with the Burdekin Beds of Devonian age. The senes consists of tw? sub-div1s1ons, the 
upper of reddish sh'lles and sandstones and the lower of dark shales, gnts and greywackes. 
David ( 1932) reintro�uced this· s�rial �ame, placing the series in the Upper Devonian 
and above the Middle Devoruan Burdekin Senes. 
[These beds may include equivalents of the D alrymple and D otswood Series.] 
A. Gibb Maitland : Q.G.S.P., No. 71, 1891, p. 5. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table C. 
WALLABY BEDS ( Richards and Bryan, 1 925 ) .-
A division of their Fault Block S·eries of Permo-Carboniferous age in the Silverwood­
Lucky Valley area, subdivid�d into lower _(fresh water) beds with Gangamopteris (200 feet) and upper (marine beds) With St rophalos�a (200 feet) . The beds wer•e regarded as younger 
than the Eurydesma Beds and as possibly equivalent to the lower part of the Condamine 
Beds. 
Voisey ( 1935) pla0ed them as the highest beds of the F ault Block Series, which he 
( 1936, 1939) stated is " to be considered Lower Permian in age. " 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 36, 1925, p. 67. 
A .  H. Voisey : P.R.S.Q., 46, 1935, p.  60 et seq. (but see also p .  xiv) ; Proc. Linn, Soc. N.S.W., 
1936, p. 163 ; 1939, p. 389. 
WALLOON, BASAL U ensen, 1 926 ) .-
The lowest of the four stages into which he divided the Walloon Series in the Roma 
district. It consists for the most part of a somewhat felspathic sandstone, and is succeeded 
by his Lower Walloon. 
H. L Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 24. 
WALLOON, LOWER U ensen, 1 926 ) .-
Also referred to as CALCAREOUS WALLOON ; one of the four stages into which 
he divided the Walloon Series as developed north of Roma. It consists of calcareous sand­
stones, mudstones, and shales with frequent coal seams. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 24. 
WALLOON, M I DDLE U ensen, 1 926 ) .-
One of the four stages into which he divided the Walloon Series as developed north 
of Roma. It consists of sandstones and shales with frequent coal seams. At the base of 
the stage is the Big Sandstone. 
H. 1. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 24. 
WALLOON SERIES ( Cameron, 1 907 ) .-
Cameron described as the WALLOON BEDS a series of fresh-water sediments " represented by the coalfields of Walloon Purga and the Darling Downs, ' '  and assigned them to the Trias-Jura. ' ' 
. Gregory ( 1879 ) pointed out the difference both in type of coal and in associated plant fossils between the coal measures of the Walloon and D arling D owns which he classed as 
Newer .c�als, and _those in and about I pswich which he classed as Old
�r Coals. He thought 
two d1stmct penods were represented. Both classes were however included in his 
Carbonaceous ( Mesozoic ) .  Gregory 's valuable distinctions we�·e not made use of and the 
Walloon coal measures remained incorporated in the Ipswich Beds for very ma�y years. 
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Even Cameron ( 1899) ,  who made a detailed study of  the area, failed to recognise the Walloon 
coal measures as an independent unit. Later, however, Cameron ( 1907 ) ,  as a result of 
further and more detailed observations, suggested the division of the Trias-Jura System 
into two stages, the upper of which was occupied by what he now termed the Walloon Beds 
.and the lower of which included the Ipswich Beds. Marks ( 1910) modified Cameron 's 
.arrangement by removing the Bundamba Grits from the upper part of Cameron 's Lower 
:Stage and constituting with them a Middle Stage, separating the Upper (Walloon) coal 
measures from the Lower (Ipswich) coal measures. Dunstan ( 1913) placed the Walloon 
:Series as the highest of three series listed as Trias-Jura � and correlated it with the Darling 
Downs Series and the Waterpark Series. (The last has since been assigned to the Tertiary 
-era.) Dunstan ( 1915) abandoned the term Trias-Jura and placed the Walloon Series in 
the Jurassic. Walkom ( 1915) having suggested a Lias or Lower Oolitic age for the contained 
-flora, the outstanding members of which are Taeniopteris spatulata and Cladophlebis australis, 
Dunstan (1916) redefined the " Walloon Series " and extended its geographical scope to : (1)  
a western group of localities ranging from Cape York Peninsula to Texas, and (2)  an eastern 
group of localities found as isolated occurrences between Cooktown and Moreton Island. 
The series as thus redefined absorbed part of the Des·ert Sandstone and all the Blythesdale 
Braystone. Dunstan further stated that the Walloon Series ' ' underlies nearly the whole 
·of the Rolling Downs of Western Queensland and includes all artesian water-bearing strata. ' '  
The series was listed as Jurassic. Reid (1922) assigned the Walloon Series to Upper ( ') 
.Jurassic. Jensen (1925) divided the Walloon Series into Upper Walloon which he regarded 
:as ' ' practically passage beds between the Jurassic and the Cretaceous ' '  and Lower Walloon 
which he assigned to the Lower Jurassic. Jensen ( 1926 ) ,  as a result of investigations to 
the north of Roma, recognised four stages of the series which he named in descending order 
(1)  Upper Walloon, (2)  Middle Walloon, (3)  Lower Walloon or Calcareous Walloon, (4)  
Basal Walloon. Whitehouse ( 1927) thought the Walloon Series persisted into Neocomian 
times. Whitehouse (1930) included as the lower pa.rt of the Walloon Series the soft, massive 
sandstones which Reid (1922) had named the Marburg Stage and had equated with the 
Bundamba Series. Whitehouse (1930) further stated that there is some reason to believe 
that the junction with the underlying Bundamba sandstone is disconformable. D avid ( 1932) 
stated that ' ' there does not appear to have been any definite angular unconformity or any 
·considerable overlap in Queensland between the base of the Jurassic strata and the top of 
the Triassic rocks. ' '  He used the term Walloon Series in a broad sense to cover beds 
:above the Marburg Sandstone series, ranging from the Liassic probably into the Lower 
·Cretaceous, and including his Rosewood-Walloon Series. Whitehouse (1942) regarded his 
·Cunno Series as equivalent to and absorbed in the Walloon Series. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S .P., No. 145, 1899 ; No. 204, 1907, p. 17 .  
A. C. Gregory : Qld. Parliamentary Papers, 1879,  p. 369. 
E. 0. Marks : Q.G.S.P., No. 225, 1910, p. 10. 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 0 ;  Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915 ; Introduction ;  Harrap 's 
Geography, 1916, p. 167. 
A. B. Walkom : Q.G.S.P., No. 252, 1915, p. 37  . 
. J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 272, 1922, Map. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 459 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p 24. 
F. W. Whitehouse : P.R.S.Q., 38, 1927, p. 107 ; Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p. 35 ; P.R.S.Q., 53, 
1942, p. 13. 
'T. W. E. D avid : Explanatory Notes, 1932, pp. 79, 81, and Table G. 
WALLOON, UPPER Uensen, 1 926)  .-
The uppermost of the four stages into which he divided the Walloon Series, as 
·developed north of Roma. It consists of fine-grained porous sandstones and interbedded 
:shales, contains a few coal seams, and has a conglomerate bed at its base. 
H. I. Jensen : Q.G.S.P., No. 277, 1926, p. 24. 
WALLOON - WATERPARK SERIES ! Dunstan, 1 9 1 3 )  .-
Also referred to as the WALLOON-DARLING DOWNS-WATERPARK SERIES. 
This name was based on the supposed equivalence of the Walloon Coal Measures and the 
Waterpark Coal Measures. . 
[Since the former are known to be Jurassic and the latter are now thought to be 
'Tertiary, the compound name is no longer used. See W aterpark Coal Series.] 
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 3.  
WALLUMB I LLA BEDS ( Etheridge, Senr.,  1 87 2 )  .-
Fossiliferous marine series assigned to the ' ' Lias and Oolite, ' '  and placed as the 
upper of his two ' ' Oolitic ' '  Seri·es. 
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These beds were afterwards embraced by Jack 's very comprehensives Rolling Downs 
Fr)l'mation. Whitehouse ( 1926) included them in his Roma Series. 
R. Etheridge, Senr. : Q.J.G.S., 1872, p. 325. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 8, Pt. 3, 1926, p .  196. 
WALSH RIVER BEDS ( David, 1 93 2 )  .-
" On the Walsh River a Lower Jurassic ammonite, Coroniceras, is aHaged to have been 
found, but the locality is doubtful. ' '  
See Coroniceratan Stage. 
(N.B.-Walsh River is also a locality rich in marine Cretaceous fossils of the Roma 
Series. ] 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p .  81 and Table G. 
WARWICK SAN DSTONES ( Richards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sand�tona within the Walloon Series used as a building stone. 
(These do not form part of Andrews ' 1908 Warwick Series.] 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 133. 
WARWICK SERIES ( Andrews, 1 908 ) .-
" Intensely folded and faulted " Palaeozoic strata between Warwick and Stan thorpe, 
from some of which Permo-Carboniferous fossils have been obtained. 
Richards and Bryan · ( 1925) . showed that this ' ' series ' ' is made up in part of 
marine Devonian strata (Silverwood Series) and in part of marine and fresh-water 
Permo-Carboniferous beds (Fault Block Series) .  
[Not to be confused with Warwick Sandston-as (Richards, 1919) which are of Mesozoic 
age.] 
E. C. Andrews : Min. Res. N.S.W., No. 12, 1908, p. 41. 
H. C. Richards and W. H. Bryan : P.R.S.Q., 1925, p. 44. 
WATERPARK COAL SERI ES ( Cameron, 1 902 ) .-
Sometimes known as Port Clinton Coal Series. A series of fresh-water deposits con-
taining several seams of brown coal occurring in a comparatively small basin about 40 miles 
north of the mouth of the Fitzroy River. Assigned tentatively by him to the Trias-Jura. 
Dunstan ( 1913) bracketed the series with the Walloon Coal Measures as the Wallon 
Waterpark Series, which he regarded as of Trias-Jura age. Dunstan ( 1916) separated the 
Waterpark Coal Series from the Walloon Series and placed it in the Tertiary. Reid (1929) 
confirmed this placement. David ( 1932) assigned the series to the Miocene. 
W. E. Cameron : Q.G.S.P., No. 1 74, 1902, p. 2 .  
B. Dunstan : Qld. Min. Index, 1913, Pl. 3 ;  Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 165·. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.�.J., 1929, p.  6. 
T.  W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table I. 
W I NTON SER I ES ( Dunstan, 1 9 1 6 ) .-
Sandstones and shales with small unproductive coal seams at Winton, Marathon, 
Hughenden, etc. Conformable above the Rolling Downs Marine Series. Regarded as 
equivalent to the Burrum Coal Series and placed in the upper, part of the Cretaceous. 
Dunstan ( 1916) erecte� this s.eries to separa_te, as a distinct unit, those portions of the Desert Sandstone formation which were defimtely younger than the Rolling Downs 
formation, from the remainder of the Desert Sandstone, different parts of which had been 
assigned to several different periods. Dunstan ( 1922 ) assigned the series to the Cretaceo­
Tertiary. Jensen ( 1925) also thought the WINTON BEDS best regarded as of that age. 
Whitehouse ( 1930) wrote that it conformably succeeds the Tambo Series and he therefore 
ten_tativ�ly_ assigned it to. the . Cenomani_an and T�uo�ian. David ( 1932)  also placed the senes Withm the Cenomaman With a possible extension mto the Turonian and thus correlated 
it in part with the Styx Coal Measures. 
B. Dunstan : Harrap 's Geography, 1916, p. 166 ; Qld. Artesian Water Map, 1922. 
H. I .  Jensen : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p .  461. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Qld. Hbk. A.A.A.S., 1930, p.  37. 
T .  W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, Table H. 
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WON DAI SERI ES ( Reid, 1 92 5 )  .-
A series of quartzites, slates, jaspers, limestones, shales, etc., in the neighbourhood 
of W ondai. Regarded as of Lower Palaeozoic age. 
Ball ( 1918) had noted the reseDllblance of the rocks of this series to the Devonian 
rocks of Gladstone. Saint-Smith ( 1923 ) thought the shales of this series so like those of 
the Mount Isa Series that he suggested a Pre-Cambrian age for them. 
[ The series is probably equivalent to portion of the Brisbane Schists.] 
J.  H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 87. 
L. C. Ball : Q.G.M.J., 1918, p. 207. 
E. C. Saint-Smith : Q.G.M.J., 1923, p. 412. 
X 
XYSTRI D U RA ZON E  (Whitehouse, 1 94 1  ) .-
A comprehensive zone in the Templeton Series embracing all the beds (Middle 
Cambrian) from the top of the Re·dlichia Stage to the top of the Dinesus Stage. The zone 
includes his ( 1936, 1939) A mphoton and Ettrostina (Inott.yella) Stages. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Mem. Qld. Mus., 12, 1941, p. 2 .  
y 
YANGAN SAN DSTONE ( R ichards, 1 9 1 9 ) .-
A sandstone within the Walloon Series used as a building stone. 
H. C. Richards : P.R.S.Q., 30, 1919, p. 131. 
YARROL BEDS ( Reid, 1 93 0 )  .-
Marine strata correlated with his Gympie ( Transition) Series. 
Ridgway ( 1937) described these as shales, cherts, conglomerates, limestones and 
tuffaceous sediments with a number of fossiliferous horizons containing crinoid stems, 
bryozoa and brachiopods. He stressed differences in lithology and structures from those 
of the neighbouring Cannindah beds. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 60. 
J. E. Ridgway : Q.G.M.J .. 1937, p. 160. 
YATTON LIMESTO N E  (Whitehouse, 1 928 ) .-
Term used for the limestone in the uppermost portion of the Lower Bowen Series of 
the Yatton-Nebo area. Correlated with the base of the Middle Bowen Marine Series in the 
Mount Britton area. 
Reid ( 1926) had used the term Lower Limestone to include this and similar fossili­
ferous beds at Mount Bora, etc., which he placed within the Bowen Series. Whitehouse 
(1928, 1929)  correlated this horizon with the Collinsville Coal Measures and the Lakes 
Creek Beds. Reid (1930) could not " accept as even probable " this correlation and placed 
the limestone in his Lower Bowen. Hill ( 1943 ) correlated it tentatively with the Dilly 
Marine Stage, placing it in the Artinskian or possibly on the Basleo horizon of the Middle 
Permian. 
J. H. Reid : Q.G.M.J., 1925, p. 465 ; 1926, p. 12 ; Q.G.S.P., No. 278, 1930, p. 45. 
F. W. Whitehouse : Q.G.M.J., 1928, p .  286 ; A .A.A.S., 19, 1929, p .  75 . 
D. Hill : P.R.S.Q., 54, 1943, Table opp. p. 64. 
YELVERTOFT BEDS l David, 1 93 2 )  .-
Portion of his Templeton River and Yelvertoft Beds. See Templeton Series. 
T. W. E. David : Explanatory Notes, 1932, p. 29. 
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